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Preface . . 
. , ' 4 .  

The science associated with the development of atjrFiciaJ sen-. - 

gory systems i occupied primmily with determining how mfomation, 1 
about the world can be extracted from sensory data. For example,' ' 

computational vision is, for the most part, concerned with the de- 
velopment of algorithms for distilling information about the world. . 

(e.g. localizatim and reco@ition of various objebts in the environ- , 

ment) from visual images (e.g. photographs or video frames). Thmg 
are often a multitude of ways in which a specifrc piece of informa - 
tion about the world can be obtained from sensory data. A subarea , 

of research into sensory systems has arisen which k concerned witk 
mehods for combining these mrious infarmazjun sources. This field 

' 

is known as data fusion, or sensor fusion. ~he'hterature on data 
fusion is ext'ensive, indicating the intense interest in this topic, but . 
is quite chaotic. There are no accepted approaches, save for a few . 

special cases, and many of the best methods are ad hm. 

This book represents our attempt at p~oliidiqg a mathmaticd' , 

fowdation upon which data fusion dgorithiis qan be constructed' 
and malyzed. The methodology that we present in tBis tact is mo- 
tivated by a strong belief in the importance af constraints in sensory 
information processing systems. Jn our view, data. fusion is best un- 
dersttoad ,as l h ~  lebedrling of multiple comliT&iUt& 011 16e solulio~ 

, 

to a smory iafmaiion precessing pr6blem into the solution pro- 
cess. Different data fusion dgorit hms, if one takes tihe point of view , 
espoused in the text, can be differentiated by the ways in which con- 
straints are embedded, and by the reasons why !he constr&ts are 
aeecessmy. 

I 

I The constraint based approach that we take tn the study of data 
fusion leads to a classification of data fusion algorithms into two 
general types: weakly coupled arid strong coupled. Members of these, 

I 
I classes are distinguished by the manner in which information, in 
I 
I the form of constraints on the solution, are cokbined in order to 

' 

i obtain a solution to a sensory information processing problem, In 
I weakly coupled data fusion algorithms the data from a set of sensory .: 



processing modules is combined in a way that does not afEect the 
operation of any of the modules. In strongly coupled algorithms the 
outputs of sensory processing modules are dowed to interact with 
other modules and affect their progress. Typically this alteration 
of modules by other modules is done by altering the constraints or 
assumptions used by a given sensory module (or source of sensory 
information) based on the output of some other module or sets of 
modules. 

The bulk of the theoretical development and examples of the 
application of the theory presented in this book assume a Bayesian 
formulation of sensory processing modules. This approach is t &en 
since the ideas inherent in our classification of data fusion systems 
can be most clearly understood in terms of Bayesian rnethodoIog-y. 
Our theories, however, are by no means limited to  sensor processing 
algorithms based on Bayesian &hods. 

Chapter 1 is a introduction to  the constraint based view of sen- 
sory information processing systems. We describe the general classes 
that these constraints can be put into, and examine the problem of 
determination and embedding of the constraints into a system. 

Chapter 2 provides a review of Bayesian information processing 
methods. The relationship of the Bayesian methodology to the gen- 
eration and embedding of constraints is detailed dong with a brief 
historical snmmary of the scientific and philosophical controversy 
surrounding it. 

In Chapter 3 we introduce the energy function minimization ap- 
proaches to information processing and the relationship of these 
methods to Bayesian techniques is  outlined. Included in our dis- 
cussion of energy function methods are the application of Markov 
random field theory and the description of information processing 
techniques derived from the application of mean field theory to the 
energy function minimization process. 

Chapter 4 forms the heart of the text, as it describes our con- 

straint based appro& to data fusion. We describe the role of data 
fusion in reducing the role of naturd and artificial constraints in 
sensory processing operations and detail how we can use both the 

' 

Bayesian and the related energy function forrnalisfns to provide nat- 
u r d  implementations of data fusion. We introduce a fundamental 
chazacterization of data fusion algorithms as implementing either . ' 

weakly coupled or strongly coupled met hods. Wiak coupling refers 
to fusion of data produced by sensory modules ~ ways that do not 
affect the operation of the modules, wh'ie strong coupling referg to fu-' . 
sional processes wherein the modules producing the data t o  be fused 
axe being affected in some way by other information from other mod-,: 
nles. 

We detail the theory behind weakly coupled data fusion algo- 
rithms, and irovide a utility based classification. of these algorithms. 
The Bayesian interpretation/implementation of weakly coupled dati  
fusion is'described, The chapter continues with a number of exam; 
ples, drawn from the vision literature, of wealdy coupled fufusiond ' 
algorithms applied to camput ational vision. These examples are iin- 

tended to illustrate the range of fusional techniques and how they 
relate to the classification given earlief in the chapter. This review 
of data fusion algorithms found in the computational vision liter* 
ture shows the prevalence of weakly coupled data fusiond methods 
in the field. 

LTb Chapter 4 we dso cover the theory of strongly coupled data 
fusion techniques. The different classes of strong coupling, namely , 

- prior model adaption, image formation model .adaption, and re- 
current coupling, are examined in detail. The theory behind cou- 
pled Markov random field methods is revisited and the relationship 
between these approaches and strong coupling is' shown. The rela- 
tionship of mean field approaches to  energy function based informad 
tion processing and the Bayesian interpretation of strong coupling 
is detailed, Some examples of vision algorithms found in the vision 
literature that are effectively strongly coupled are described. 

Chapters 5 through 7 include a number of &aaples of the use 



of weakly and strongly coupled data fusion to important problems 
in computational vision. Chapter 5 illustrates the use of the energy 
function based methods devdoped in Chapter 3 in developing new 
algorithms for performing stereo vision. Chapter 6 describes the use 
of similar methods for constructing algorithms that can fuse binoc- 
ular and monocular object shape information. Chapter 7 is an in 
depth study of various weakly and strongly coupled fusiond meth- 
ods for computing object shape from the Lambertian and specular 
components of the light reflected from the object. 

In Chapter 8 we investigate some of the temporal aspects of data 
fusion. These include the rectification, or resampling, of data in the 
time domain, An important issue in the design of fusiond systems is 
the effect of temporal constraints, such as the processing latency and 
throughput of sensory moddes, on the performance of fudond sys- 
tems. We discuss a form of (strongly coupled) data fusion wherein 
image formation model parameters under the control of the &go- 
rithm are changed over time in a way that improves the performance 
of the fusiond algorithm. The rdationship of such "active fusion- 
techniques to what is known in the literature as "active vision" is 
examined. The chapter concludes with a detailed description of the 
use of an important constraint available in processing time varying 
image data, that of the tempord coherence of image features. 

The find chapter summarizes the information presented in the 
book and suggests a constraint based theory of sensory data fusion, 
The theory is based on our conviction that constraints are of primary 
importance in the solution of sensory information processing tasks. 

At the end of each chapter is a brief summary of the main ideas 
presented in the chapter. It is intended to permit the casud reader 
to see what is in the chapter before they dive in amongst the math- 
ematics. 

We would like to conclude our prefatory remarks by acknowl- 
edging the influences that a number of people have had on our work. 
The contributions of Ten-Lee Hwang in terms of ideas and comments, 

especially concerning temporal aspects of data fusion, were much ap-' 
preciated by the authors. The mean field theoretic ideas proposed 
in this book were developed by the second authdr in collaboration ' . 
with Davi Geiger, who was, in addition, a source of many ideas and 
diversions, Norberto Grzywacz was a goldmine of information re- 
garding neurophysiological evidence for different approaches to visual. . 

processing modules. David Mumford's work on the energy function . 

minimization approach to vision was a source of irispiration, aa were . 

the many discussions the authors had with him on related topics. 
Ken Keeler provided a useful sounding board for' ideas concerning, . 

the application of minimal length encoding principles to data fusion. . 
Roger Brockett rolled his eyes heavenward when he heard we were 
wasting our time writing this book, but was nonetheless an enthusi- . 
astic supporter of the program of research detailed herein. The first , 

author would'like to thank Alan Mackworth for introducing him to . 
the importance of constraints in computational vision. 

Conversations [and implementational work done with) with the. 
. . following people about compitational vision contributed greatly to 

the development of the ideas in this text: Heinrich Bathog, David , . 
~ o h e h ,  John D a u p a n ,  Nicala Ferrier, Mike Gennert, Gaile Gor- 
don, Pete; Hallinart, Tai-Sing Lee, Pamela Lipsan, Petros Maragos, . 
Charlie Marcus, Mark Nitzberg, Ed R&, Taka ~hlbta, John Wyatt,' 
and Tong Yang. Bill Nwlin,  besides writing the great software with - 

which the graphs in the text were printed, made'known to us var- 
ious points regarding products of probability densities. We would. 
like to thank Rick Szeliski for providing us with .his LaTeX index . 
making utilities left over from the writing of his book, and, more im- 
portantly, for discussions about data fusion and e n e r g  minimization 
techniques. Finally, the authors would like to  thank George Thomas 
for keeping our computers running smoothly and not allowing the ' 
disks to  crash. 

The writing of this book and the research described in it was ' 

performed with the support of the Brown-Harvard-MIT Center for ' 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction: The Role of: - . 

; I Data Fusion in Sensory , . 

; Systems 
I . . I .  

1.1 INFORMATION ACQUISITION: 
I INVERTING THE 
I I WORLD-IMAGE MAPPING 

Living organisms are distinguished by their isormation gathe- 
ring abilities. Mwc11 effort has been expended by biologists and other ' 
scientists in determining by what mems organism% obtain and pro- 
m s  information. Recently, scientists interested in the computational . - . 

aspects of information processing have looked towards these .studies 

1 in search of daes a. to  how machines can be made to gather and - -. . . 
process information. In this boak we focus an an import as't aspect ' ' 

1 of sensory information processing, that of Asing separate. sourus of . . ... 
sensory information. 

We begin our study by asking the fundamental question of why . 
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orgadsms need to gather information. If we take the controversial 
view of J.J. Gibson regarding affordances [54], we can answer the 
above question quite simply. Tn this view organisms need information 
about their environment in order to carry out actions particular to 
the goals of the organism. The information required is perception, 

I or reconition and localization, of structures in the environment of 
the organism which afford the activities that the organism wishes 
to carry out. These &ordances are obtained by examining sensory 
information involving the spatid-ternpod form of and relationships 

I between world structures. 

I The dordance view may be quite valid for simple systems or or- 
ganisms, and is certainly a useful concept for robotic systems (which 
are, by their nature, motivated by concerns of utility), but fa& short 

I in explaiming the reasons for information gathering in complex or- 
ganisms such as mammals. In higher organisms, information is not 
always related to the utility of objects with respect to the goals of the 
organism. For example, distinctions may be needed to be made bet- 
ween structures of equivalent utility (e.g. different styles of chairs). 
This requiws some knowledge about the shape or form of structures 

I in the world. There is evidence that in humans there are separate sg- 
- 

stems for dealing with utility of world structures and with the shape 
of these structures [I551 (see the interesting discussion on tbis point 
in Marr's book on vision, [97], p. 353. Higher level concepts such 
as quality and beauty of world structures may also be required to 
be extracted from the sense data, although such high level cognitive 
concepts can conceivably be interpreted in terms of the &ordance 
model (e.g. a beautiful object afFords enjoyment or appreciation). 

In either case, it is clear that organisms need to extract infor- 
mation of some kind about structures in their environment. This 
information is either innate (or bard-wired) or must come from sense 
data. In order to understand the information gathering process we 
must understand how innate knowledge is "learned" through studies 
of the evolutionary process, and we must understand how sense data 

I is generated from arbitrary configurations of physical structures in 
I the environment. We will leave the first task to the biologists and 

Figure 1.1: The world-image mapping . . 

will concentrate on the second (although we definitely wilI not ignore 
innate or learned knowledge sources in our discussions). 

Let us define the sensing process as that by which measurements 
of quantities (sense data), which are dependent on the structures in . , 

the world or environment m d  their configuration, i r e  obtained. The 
' 

perception process can be defined as the process of'deriving from the : . 
sense data specific items of information about meaningful structures . 

in the environment. The sensing process can be interpreted a,a a ' . . 
mapping of the state of the world into a set of images of much lower ' . 

dimemiondity. We will call this mapping the wrElk-image mapping. 
This mapping is depicted in figure 1.1. The usual operatione involved 
in the world-image mapping are sampling and projection. Both of 
these processes result in loss of information. One way of stating this .. 
is that the mapping from the space of world strucCures to the image ' 

space is many-to-me. This means that there are typically many 
possible (uauaIly an infinite number) configurations.of the world that 
could give rise to the measured sense data. A simple example of this 
is the well known Necker Cube, shown in figure 1.2. Most observers of. , ', . 
this image would agree that there are at least two interpretations of ' 

the world structure that gave rise to it. These axe the interpretation . 

of the image ap being the image of a three dimensional wire model of . 
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Figure 1.2: A simple example of a non-invertible world-image map- 
ping: the Necker Cube. 

a cube, with the difference between the two interpretations b&g due 
to the ambiguity about which corner is in front of which. More astute 
observers would grant the existence of a third possibility, that of the 
object being flat or two dimensional. B one thinks about the situation 
a little more deeply they should realize that there are actually an 
infinite number of possible interpret ations of the image. For example, 
the object codd be a wire frame outline of a non-cubid object which 
has been rotated so as to appear like a cube. There are an infinite 
number of such rotations. There are also aspects of the world which 
may not be accessible through the avaihble sense data. For ample ,  
the wire frame object may be made out of an infinite variety of 
different materials, all of which appear the same. The object could 
be occluding other objects, which form part of the world but m o t  
be sensed. Even worse, the image shown in figure 1.2 is obviously 
a sampling of the world since it hap a finite extent. We carnot 
say anything about the parts of the world that are not sensed. For 
example, the world configuration (or scene) that gave rise to figure 
1.2 could be a wire frame representation of a cube (made of graphite) 
moving upwards to the right at 2 meters/second, three meters above 
a potted pl ant... etc. The inherent; aon-invertibiity of the world- 
image map, even for cmes which seem fairly straightforward, should 

. . he quite evident, 
. , 

We can treat the perception process as the process of inverting 
the world-image map; The world-image map is, as we have seen, non- . , 
invertible. Herein lies the primary difficulty which must be overcome '. 
in designing sensory information processing systems. How do we 
invert the world-image mapping? The answer to this lies in colashG 
ning the set of possible world configurations to  the point where the 
mapping from this reduced space to the image space is invertible. . , . 
This idea, which forms the basis of modern computationd vision , 

1 theory, is examined ,in greater detail in the next section. 

1.2 THE NEED FOR CONSTRAINTS 

One of the most important findings of research into sensory sy- . 
stems, especially computational vision research, has been that most, 
if not all, simple sensory processing modules are inahequate for o p e  
ration in anything more than a very constrained environment. They . 

are inadequate in the sense that they often give the wrong answer . 
as compared with the mwer produced by the human visual system 
(which itself may 'be "wrong" as well). The primary reason for this . ' .' 
is that ail sensory infdrmation processing algorithms are necessarily . 
based on constraints of one form or another that are imposed on . , 
the set of solutions to the sensory task being addressed by the mo- . . 
dde. A typical example is the surface smoothness constraint ntsu- " 

med in Grimson's [57] implementation of the Marr-Poggio 1991 depth 
from binocular stereo algorithm. In this algorithm the assumption . 
that surfaces a;e generally smooth (i.s. do not contain any discon- 
tinuities in depth) is used to choose between competing candidate . 
matches between features in the two images. 0 ther commonly used ' ' . ' 

constraints in computer vision systems are the rigidity constraint . 

used in motion malysis [150], the Lambertian assumption used in . 
some shape from shading algorithms I621 and the polyhedral object , . 
constraint of blocks world object recognition syste'ks [134]. If the . 
environment that the sensory system is working in is sufidently ge- 
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nerd so that the constraints inherent in a given sensory processing 
rnodde are violated some of the time, then that module will fail at 
these times, perhaps catastrophically- 

The question arises, then, that if these constraints that are added 
to the vision algorithms are so troublesome, w4y are they needed at 
all? Is it not possible to design vision dgorithms, or any sensory 
information processing system, that do not require any constraints 
or assumptions in order to function? This question is actually a 
fundamental one and cuts to the heart of not only the problem of 
developing sensory information processing systems but also that of 
science in general. As saen in the previous section, sensing involves 
a nonizlvertible projection of the state of the world. The sensory 
information processing task (or perception) is thus fundamentdy 
that of S~lviIIg an ill-posed problem and must be approached with 
the mathematical tools that have been developed to handle such 
inverse problems. 

The oidy way in which we can solve the perception problem is 
to somehow make the world-image mapping invertible. This can be 
done, M we remarked earlier, by imposing enough constraitnt~; on the 
space of possible world configurations so that the mapping between 
this constrained space and the, image space is invertible. We can 
use this approach in solving the perception probIern. That is, we 
add constraints to the solution process that d o w  a unique eohtion 
to be obtained. Thus, computer vision reseachers developing vision 
Qorithms have supplemented the sense data with extra information 
in the form of (often ad hoe] a priori constraints. These constraints 
are not based on current sensory data, However, there is no guaran- 
tee that these constraints wilI be valid when they are applied to the 
vision problem at a given time. In fact, a large number of the con- 
straints commonly ttsed in computational vision modules are invalid 
at least some of the time even for highly constrained domains. These 
include the aforementioned surface smoothness constraint, object ri- 
gidity constraint and polyhedral object constraint, 

There are, however, a number of constraints which axe ahnost 
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always valid, even in the complex sensory enviroriments that most 
organisma function in. These are constraints based on the laws of, 

i physics and mathematics, such as Euclidean geometry, Fermat 'B pin- . 

I ciple of least *action, Newton's laws of motions, the laws of themu- 
dynamics and so an. These constraints allow us to -rule out possible 
solutions to the vision problem that are "physically impossiblen. It 
is an open philosophical and scientific question as to whether these . 
physical constraints a m  universally d i d ;  however, for the purpo- . 
49s of this text we will assume that there exist a set of ''physical" 
a d  Umathematjcal" constraints which are universally valid. With- ,. 
out this assumption we can not even attempt to solve the vision ' .  
problem. These physical constraints allow us to set up the vision 
problem but are not usually enou& by themselves to permit the at- 
tainment of unique solutions to the vision problem. To do this we 
need to add additional "natural" and ''artificial" constraints. 

Naturd~constraintsareconstr&ntswhicharederivedfromobser- . 
vations d o u r  environment. and represent conditions that are "usudy" 
true in a given domain. These constraints can be thought of as; the 
products of a form of scientific inquiry, wherein hypotheses are made 
and tested with experiment (see the discussion on &tiye sensing 1 s  
ter in the text), or wherein results of experiments are explained with - 
theories regarding the state of the world and of the sensing process. 
The importance of natural constraints to computer' vision was em- 
phaized by Marr [9q. Examples of naturd constrknts are surface ' 

smmthsess, object rigidity and Lambertian surface reflectance. One 
I of the most commonly assumed nat;wal constmint [but rarely stated 
explicitly) is the general viewpoint or generidty con8t~aint. This as- , 

~urnption says that the environment does not present ,&y non-generic 
, 

or coincidental arrangements of the world structnres in a manner so 
as to "fooln the smsory system. 

. . 

Artificial constraints are a means by which high level knowledge 
, 

is incorporated into a sensory process. These constraints are further 
removed from the sensing process than the "natnrd" constraints and 
embed expectations about the state of the world obtained through . 
reasoning about previous estimates of the state of the world. An ' . . 

I 
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example of an artificial constr~nt is provided by the "Ames room" 
demonstration familiar to most students of psychology. Xn this de- 
monstration a room is constructed with a s l i t e d  ceiling so that one 
end of the room is shorter than the opposite end. An observer looking 
through a window located in the tall side of the room at two people of 
equal height, one standing by the far (short) wall, the other standing 
in the center of the room, typically perceives the person near the far 
wall to be taller than the other person. This misperception is pre- 
sumably due to the use of an (here invalid) artificial constraint that 
the ceilings of rooms are the same height everywhere in the room. 

Some researchers have questioned the need for natural and artifi- 
cial constraints in sensory information processing. Such an approach, 
championed by Gibson and his followers, arises from the Uecological 
opticsn [54] view of vision in animals. h this approach artificial con- 
straints are not needed as the additiond information needed to invert 
the world-image mapping is thought, by proponents of this view, to 
be available from the "sensory flow" that arises as the animal moves 
about its exlvironmmt. It is an open question, however, that the 
additional informat ioxl available in this manner is sufficient to invert 
the world-image map uniquely without the need for any artificial con- 
straints. Adherents of the Gibsonian view [see, for example, [108]) 
daim that the sensory Bow is sufficient, but provide no proof for this 
claim. Also, they need at least to assume a general viewpoint or 
genericity constraint, as elements in the enviroment could conspire 
to produce misleading sensory flow. 

Recent developments in computational vision, known by some as 
'active vision" [2, I] have produced rigorous results on the ecologi- 
cal optics approach to information processing. These results appear 
to indicate that the information in the sensory flow can reduce the 
dependence on artificial and natural constraints, but have not shown 
that they can be eliminated entirely (at the very least general view- 
point constraints are needed). 

Giver1 that we absolutely need constraints in order to solve the 
perception problem, it now remains to determine the proper con- 

straints to use, and how to embed them into our algorithms. 
. . 

1-3 DETERMINATION AND ' 

EMBEDDING OF CONSTRAINTS 

We are faced with two principal problems when considering the 
geed for constraints in sensory information processing. These are . 

What information (in the form of constraints or assumptions) 
do we need) to know, in order to obtain the required world 
information uniquely from a given set of sensq-r data. We will 
cali this the constraint detemnination problem: 

How can we embed the constraints into the sensory information 
processing algorithms? This is essentially an algorithmic design 
problem, and typically cannot be divorced from the question 
of how to use fhe sensory data to obtain the desired world in- 
formation. We will call this the constmint embedding problem. 

The determination 07 the proper constraints to  use in a particu- 
lax sensory information extraction tasE is a scientific pursuit. This 
should therefore form the basis of research into sewory processing 
systems, rather than ad hoc construction of sensory processing dgo- 
rithms. 

Philosophers have long debated whet her knowledge can be obtai- ,' 

ned directly from experience or whether a prior% organizing prind- . 
pZes are necessary, For example, Kant [71 treated space and time as 
synthetic a priori intuitions that serve to begin the.'construction of 
knowledge from sense impressions. The manner in which a mental . 
image is generated "is an art concealed in the depths of the human 
soul, whme real modes of activity nature is hardly likely ever to allow 
us to discover, and to have open to  our gaze." Thus our "knowIedgen . ,  . 
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i s  a construct using i a  girinri principles and true reality, the '~ ing  am 
sichn , is f~revef ~&nowhble. I 

This approach can be contrasted with the British empiriciet phi- 
losophers, Holibes, Lo& and Enme, [89,104] who believed there was 
a dogs comection between sense impressions and ideas, However, 
the flaw in pnre empiricism was revealed hy H~~rrrne'~ [I041 question, 
"How do we know the s u i i  will rise tomorrow?" The fact that ,it has 
always risen in the past, at f e a t  as far as we interpret our aenw data, 
i s  no gnarmtee that it wiU rise in the future. Thus nothing can ever 
be proven by pwe empiricism. A scientist may propose a law of na- 
ture which might a s e e  perfectly with a million experimht s, but it 
is not Iogicdy fiecessary that it wi l l  work for the d o n  and one'th. 
h OUT terminology, just because a cpnstraint has been proven to be 
d d  for dl f tnations experienced ta date it does not follow tbat it 
will be d i d  for the next situition to be encountered. Therefore we 
should be careful in distilling constraints from prior (experience. 

T h e  phiIwophicaT arguments presented above stggest  that s e m  
impressions are not sufficimk in themselves far describii the world 
and obtahbg ~aturd laws. They must be supplemented by some 
a, p&~+ (or "innaten) asumptions. The question of where these 
"innat@" ccoxlstraints came fiom then naturaJly aflses. There is no 
clear answer to this question aad it is still not clear whether or not 
non-experiatid or innate p&r knowledge ia x t n d y  neceasm. We 
will, in this book, take the view that if one sufficiehtIy constrains 
the domain in which world descriptions are sought, then one car ob- 
tain suiiable constraints solely .through reasoning on sense data (i,e. 
through the application of the scientific method). The restriction 
of the domain is necessary in order to eliminate the need for the 
specification of " i ~ a t e "  uuknuwable fthrongh sense data) a prra'ori 
mnstraihts. 

The appment impossibility of empisicdy proving a law of nature 
'to be tme (or universdly valid) has Iead some scientists to believe 
that Iaw should be thonght of as an eqohomicd language for descri- 
bing data rgther than M being fundamental m h s .  For exampIe, 

. " 

Einstein argued that a theorist was like a tailor designing a  nit to  - 
- 

fit the phenomena; the alternative theories of gravity by himsd€ and . : - 
NewLon were alternative styles. Itisaan.m's ideas on minimal length , . . 
encoding (see &apter 31 are reminiscent of these ideas of economi- , . . 
caI langnages. Another way 6f stating this viewpoint is that m y  . , 

constraint (or piece of knowIedg&) is contingent i d  is only vaiid in . , 

a particular co~~text; universally valid constr airits do not e x i s t  (this '. 
ar&amenf; is related to the xgumeat coacmhg objective and sub jec- ' , . 

. . 
tive probabilities that is presented in &apt& 2). In this paradigm, 
be &dance appxoath of Gibson is exactly the right one, as i t ,  
sags that the constraints to  be need in a particdm task are speci- 
6ed by the aature of the task. Thus we would conclude that the - - : ' 

. . constraint de'teffnhatloa probleIh requires a detailed analysis of the + . - 
expected woxd or 'dornah the system is to work in, and of the tasks 
that the system is intended to perform. The formm.analysis is aimed 
at deriving the naturd and physical constraints aisociated with the , 

chosen domain, wrne the latter is intmded to weed out irre1emn-t . 

constraints which are not associated with the required tasks. 

This approach to sensory information proceasing cis a p ~ g m a f i c  . . 
one, as we accept the fact that the constraints used m e  contingent I . 

on the particular domain and task set that we have chmen. If t he  . . 
domain is different or if it contains roo many structures i r rdemt  to . 
the tasks then we know that our perceptions may be incorrect, and ' 

we mnst hope that our system will not be too badly inconvenienced . . . 
aa a result. We assume that, for the most, part, -our assumptions 

, 
8 .  will ,be' valid and that our perceptions will be appropriate to the - 

performing of the activities that are required. 

Wherever the constraints heedkd to provide a unique salhtion to - " " .  
the problem of invdimg the world-image mapping come from, one 

' ,  
must have a yay qf embedding these constraints in the perceptual 

, 

process. Computer vision researchers, whether thei realize they axe . : . 
doing this or not, have come up with a number of ways of performing 
thls embedding, 

- .  . . 
. - 

. , . 8 . . 
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The most commo~ way of embedding constraints into vision d- I 1.4 THE NEED FOR DATA FUSION 
gorithrn~ used during the early days of computational vision reseach 
was to simply restrict, or constrain, the domain in which the vision 
system is intended to work in. In effect, one is raising the level of 
a natural constraint to that of a physicd constraint. One is play- 
ing God and imposing his own laws of physics on the domain. An 
illustrative example is that of the "blocks world" domain [58]. The 
designers of blocks world vision ssy stem decreed that non-polyhedral 
objects were physically impossible: in their domain, and hence any vi- 
sion system muld safely assume that all objects it encountered would 
be polyhedral. A non-polyhedral object infringing into this domain 
would be as unnatural an occurrence as the presence of a pink elep- 
hant in our own environment. A large number of vision algorithms 
act in this manner. The problem with these early approwhes to 
vision, however, was that the restriction of the d o d n  was exces- 
sive, so that the resulting techniques worked poorly in the complex 
environments that any useful system would encounter. 

Many of the more recent vision algorithms embed constraints in 
a more explicit manner. h the specification of these algorithms one 
distinguishes between physical and natural constraints, and models 
them separately. The algorithms are based on these models. In 
later chapters we will refer to the world model incorporating the 
physical constraints as the image fornation d e l ,  while the natural 
constraints will be incorporated into but h the image formation model 
m d  what we will refer to as the prior model. There are many 
techniques for constnrcting algorithms that use these models, m d  
we will not be able to describe all of them in this text. We will 
concentrate on a particular type of technique which uses probabilistic 
forms of the models. The principal advantage of these probabiistic 
techniques is that the means by which constraints axe embedded axe 

We have seen that the problem of inverting the world-image map- 
ping is typically dealt with by using generd a s q p t i o n s  (or natural 
constraints) about the world which are statistically true. However,, 
as noted, it is not possible to obtain universally true constraints, so. , 

that there will always be some situations where 6ur constraints are, 
c indid .  For example, in human vision illusions can occur when the: 
assumptions used by the visual system are wrong, Nevertheless the . 
human visual system is rarely fooled by illusions sidce a mistake made , 

by one sensory information processing module is usually corrected by . 

another module. Thus we codd argue that, in order to obtain a do- 
main independent sensory system, it is necessary t~ combine, or fuse, . 

the results obtained from a number of modules. In'this way, the can- , 

straints used by hdividual modules can be, to some extent, factored' 
out in the fased sensory system so that the fused sensory system does . . 
not depend, or only weakly depends, on the assumptions made by 
its component modules. The idea here is that data fusion can reduce 
the dependence of the solution of a sensory information problem on . 
invalid a priori constraihts. In terms of inverting the world-image 
mapping we are, .through the application of data fusion, replacing 
some of the a priors' natural constraints, required for inversion, with - 
independent data. This data can either be raw sehse data, in which 

' 

case we are expanding the dimensionality of the ,"imagen space, or . 
a partid inversion of the world-image mapping bwed on raw sense- 
data. In the Sattter case we are reducing the dimensionality of the. 

' 

"world" space by constraining it with the result of.the partial world- 
image mapping. In either case, we need fewer a p~ ior i  constraints 
than-if we did not use data fusion. 

particularly clear and intuitive (but not necessarily computationally I efficient). It is possible that, even if the assumptions or constraints used ' 

by a sensory module are valid, the module can &ti1 fail to produce , 

reliable results. Often the output of a module wili be unstable with : 
' 

respect to small changes in its inputs, such as m+y be produced by , . , 
noise in a sensing device, and often the module is not able to come ' , . . 
up with a unique solution (due to a lack of sufficient constraints). If . 
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this is the case the sensory process being performed by themodule is 
said to be ill-posed. We have seen that the addition of constraint can 
solve the lack of uniqueness problem, 'out, in many cases, stability can 
be assured as well by adding in suitable constraints on the solution. 
These extra constraints can be in the form of additiond independent 
sensory information. Thus, we see that data fusion can be used to 
make an ill-posed problem well posed (or regularized [149]) in that 
it has a unique solution and that this solution is stable with respect 
to small perturbations in the data. 

Another reason for the inadequacy of many sensory modules is 
that their outputs are noisy, or uncertain, even if dl of their impli- 
cit assumptions we valid. By fusing the outputs of a given sensory 
module with those of other, independent, sensory modules one can 
reduce the uncertainty of the resulting measurement. This reduction 
of uncertainty arises from the averaging out of the independent noise 
processes that act on the different modules. If there is any depen- 
dence of the noise processes between modules, then the amount of 
averaging, and hence of the uncertainty reduction, will necessarily 
be reduced. 

Based on the above discussion it should be evident that sensory 
fusion operations are useful in that they can do the following: 

Make a measurement problem well-posed, in that the resulting 
sensory process is stable to small perturbations in its input and 
that the system can provide a unique solution. 

Reduce dependence of a sensory module on possibly invalid 
assumptions or ad-hoc a p&os.i constraints. 

Reduce the uncertainty in the value of a measured parameter. 

Reduce the effect of measurement noise on a quantity derived 
from the data. 

The usual motivation for performing data fusion is to reduce the 
uncertainty in the d u e  of some world parameter estimated from 

. , 
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sense data. One of the primary contributions of this text is to focus ' . 
attention on data fusion as a means for reducing dependence on a . ' ' . 

priori natural and artificial constraints, rather than as a means for 
reducing uncertainty or minimizing the effects of noise. The techni- 
ques described in the text are useful in situations where the sense ' 

data are not very noisy, but where there is some uncextaint y in the . 
world models. 

1 1.5  SUMMARY 

Information acquisition is required by organisms in order to " . 

determine the state of the environment that they are operating . 

in, What Information is required is related to the activities ' . .  
that the orgrinism undertakes. 

In order to  obtain the required world information one must . '  
invert the world-image mapping. In generaJ. this mapping is 
non-invertible so that extra information must 'be added to  con- . 
strain the' space of world configurations sufficiently ta allow a . . 
unique soIution to be obtained. . . 

. . 

This extrainformatibn is provided in the form of physical, natu- . .' 

rd, and artificial constraints. Physical constraints axe derived . . 
from studies of the physical and mathematical laws underlying , 

the world. Physical constraints are theoretically universally va- 
lid (although it may be impossible to discern'their true form). . 
Naturd constraints are contingent on the particular restricted + 

domain the organism is expected to function in. These con- ' 

strattts are not guaranteed, nor expected, to be universally 
d i d .  ~ti5cialcvnstraintsareafomofnatusalcoastraint . ' 

wherein the expectations are at a higher cognitive level. Artifi- ' . . . 
cid constraints are even less likely than natural constraints to 

' 

m .  

be valid in a given situation. 

I The determination of suitable constraints involves a charac- 
terization or modeling of the world and of the world-image 
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mapping. This is typically a scientific process. Once the con- 
straints have been determined one mast embed them. into a 
mitable algorithm. The next chapter describes one such con- 
straint embedding method, based on the applicatidn of Bayes 
rde. 

o Naturd or artificial prior constraints may be invalid in certain 
si-tuatia~~s. In these cases one would like ,to,reduce the depen- 
dence of a smsory information prcrces&g algorithm on these 
constraints ir possible. One way of doing this is to use,informa- 
tion from hdependent sensory information processing mnduks 
as mnst rh ts  on a given module. This data fusion, then, is 
a m a s  for reducing dependence of possibly invalid a pdog 
twnstrahtts. 

Chapter 2 

Bayesian Sensory 
Information Processing . ' 

The ~ n t r o d u c t o ~ ~  chapter addressed the  need $or the a;ppIhtiog-. .- . 

'of constraints, both nat urd and artificial, .to aid in the perforname, ' . . 

of sensory infarmation processing tasks. We saw that a major pro- , 
' , .  

blem conc&ning the u3e of constfdnes lies in d e t e r m ~ x  lzow the, . . 
constraints: are to be embedded in the algorithm[s) that carry out. - 

the information processing tasks. . .  

A. popular, and intuitive, approach to  the embedding of con- - ,' 

strainta is based on a Bayesian interpretatioa of sensory information . 
processing algorithms. In this approach different possible solutions 
are assigned probabilities of being the true solutbn based on prior . - 
expectations, and an models of the swing process. The prjor,expec- ' , . 
t ations can be Muened by previous measurements, in t He case. ' . .: . 
of active v%ion or ecological optics, add ky the cpnstraiits that we . . 

impose on the system. For example, i m p k g  a surface smoothness 
constraint means that we expect that smooth surfaces aremore likely 
than rough anrfaces. We will make this idea more.concrete in chapter: 
3, where we will  show that on@ c m  express mother cbrnmon way of - , 

embedding constrGnts, that of energy function minimization '(som'p. 
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I times referred to as regularization) in the Bayesian framework. The 
I energy minimization methods embed constraints by assigning solu- 

tions that are  consistent with the constraints a lower energy than 
those that are not;. Finding the solution having the Iowest energy 

I usudly results in a solution that satisfies the constraints as well. 
The Bayesian approach also includes, and generalizes, other appro- 
aches such as those based on Markov Random Fields and M i m a l  
Description Length (MDL) codes. We will discuss these generaha- 
tions, and their application to sensory information processing in the 
next chapter. 

I 2.1 BAYES RULE 

The Bayesian approach provides an degant way of formulating 
I sensory information processing problems in terms of probability theory. 

Bayes rule I101 relates the conditional probabilities of events: 

I Here X could be a. specific visual scene, an apple for example. Y 
would be an image of the scene. The probabilities can be interpreted 
as: (i) P~ob(X1 Y )  = Prob(App1e given the Image), (ii) P T O ~ ( Y  [X) = 

i Prob(Image given the Apple), (iii) Prob(X) = Prob(Apple), and (iv) 
p ~ o b ( Y )  = Prob(hage).  

Now we can specify Prob(Y1X) by providing a model of how 
an apple reflects light. P ( X )  is the a priori probability of there 
being an apple in any visud scene. P ( Y )  is the a pri-lori probability 

I of the particular image. It is a normalization factor which can be 
I determined from Proh(Y 1X) and P ( X ) .  

In this framework the visual system needs to make assumptions to  
specify the a priori probability ( P ( X ) )  and the model, of reflectance 
(P(X1Y)).  Once these probabilities are determined the system can 
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use Bayes rule to determine the probability of there being an apple , 

given the image. 
I . . 

In the general sensory information processing case we will have, 
I 

a set of measurements, or data, from our sensing elements. Let us ' 
denote this set by a vector 2 A particular sensory information Ero- . , 

cessing task would typically involve the determination, from d,  of 
some infomation about the world. Let us represent this desird- ' : . . 
world information by another vector f (this is implicitly assuming. 
that the world information can be disc~etized in this way, an assump- 
tion we must make due to the inability of our computers to represent 
continuous information). We could then impleynt the sensory twk . 
in a Bayesian fashion by trying t o  determine f from some statistic' 
of the following conditional probability: 

: : j  I 

where ~ ( f l d )  is the conditional probability that 7 is the proper sg-' ' 

Iution given. that-we measure the data & ~ ( d f i  is the conditional 
probability that z i s  measured givm the function .f md ~ ( 7 '  is the . 
a priori probability off: 

. . 

2.2 THE IMAGE FORMATION MODEL . 

The conditional probability ~ ( q f t )  corresponds to a model of j 
how world events having parameters $ give rise to sense data d. . : 
We will call this conditional probability the image' formation model, ' 

using "image7' to refer t o  any collection of sensory data1. The image . i I 
formation model. embeds physical constraints regarding how a seasing . : 

'This is often refmed to in the literature as the sensor model. We use the, : 
term image formation mob4 to emphasize that the proceag of forming the image. 
needs t o  be modeled just as much as t,he process of sensing the image. One should . 

therefore think of our image formation mode1 as both an image formation model 
I 

and B sensor model. . . 
I 
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element is dected by the world about it. It may include domain 
specific constraints, such as knowledge of the reflectance function 
of the object in a shape from shading dgorithm, and it typically 
captures the uncertainty, or noise, in the sensor measurement and in 
our domain specific models. The precise form of the image formation 
model conditional probability depends on how the sensor noise, and 
the errors in the domain specific information are modeled. 

The following example illustrates the specification of the image 
formation model. Suppose we are trying to find the shape of an 
object from the pattern of light reflecting from the surface of the 
object as received (sampled) by a camera (i.e. shape from shading). 
Our data d i s  the set of g a y  levels measured by the camera. The 
world features ft tkat we wish to find are a set of surface n o m d  
vectors on the visible portions of.the object. What then, is the form 
of the image formation model? We must first try to understand how 
the world features Jmap to the (noise free) sense data, call it &. This 
is primarily a scientific endeavor, as it is essentially the determination 
of the proper physical constraints fur the problem. Much attention 
has been given to the task offinding the laws governing the reflection 
of light off of bodies, and we will not summarize it here (but see [66] 
for such a summary j. One can encompass the physical laws regarding 
reflect ion of light from surfaces with in a "Rdect ance Map", which is 
a mapping from surface normal vectors to light intensity bvels (and. 
which depends an geometric factors regarding the direction of view 
and illumination sources, and on the intensity of the illumination 
sources). Thus we can say that the light refiected from the surfaxe 
of an object, c d  it I, is given by: 

where (3 is the coordinate of the point on the surface in question 
with respect to some coordinate system X, (3 is a set of illumination 
sources with intensity 14 and direct ion $/ 14, and V is some geome- 
tric information relating the position and orientation of the sensing 
elements to the object . The [noise free) sense data ( c d  it $0) will be 
related to the reflected light pat tern through some (possibly nonli- 
near) spatio- temporal operation Ln (1, where i2 is the  patio-temporal 

I 
I 
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- 1  support of the operator, and a wordinate transf4rnation T. Thus: ' 
. . 

. . 
In practice one- typically makes simplifying assumptions in mode- , 

- 

ling the surface to image mapping. For example, we assume a finite 
number of point hght sources, all located at infinity, orthogaphic , 

projection (esrsentidy meaning that V(Z)  is canstant), Castesian. co- 
ordinate systems, flat sensing surfaces, point sensing elements with' 
zero integration time (meaning tkat 0 is a point in space time), no 

. 

' mutual or self-illamination, and linear sensing elements (i.e. LC) ' 
. 

is a linear operator) are all commonly used assumptions in compu- . 
ter vision algorithms. Additionally, assumptions made as to the ' 

form of R. For example, Lambertian reflectance is often assumed, 
in which R is independent of V and depends only ,on the sum of the '. 

dot products of .iz with the illumination vectors (93. 

Andther aspect of the image formation model. is the embedding ' 

of information about the sensor noise and the uncertainty in the 
reflectance model; The existence of rdectance model uncertainty. 

. 

means that pdoj(&[T) (the conditional probability that we get the. 
noise free sensory data do given that the observable object's surface 
normal vectors are f i  will not be a delta function, but will have soFe 
distribution that is somewhat spread out in the spaice of possible f 's, 
This conditional density will be in general be very difficult, if not 
impossible, to specify exactly, and the usual procedure is to assume 
it to be a delta,function (i.e. to assume that we know the reflectance 
mode! precisely). 

Finally? we must take into account the distortion or noise ad- 
ded by the sensing device to the noise free data, &. This will give' 
us another conditional probabirjty, typically not, a delta function, . 
p ~ ~ ( d ~ & ) .  The sensor noise process is usudy 'taken to be ad&-, 
tive (although for certain sensors, such as radar, multiplicative noise 
processes are more likely), and the conditional density is commonly ' 

assumed to be Gaussian. That is: 
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with M indicating the covariance matrix of the noise added to the 
sensor values, and n being the dimensionality of the data vector. 

I Usually a further assumption that the elements of the noise added 
to the noise free data vector are independent is made, so that a uni- 
miate distribution can be used (i.e. la = 11, for each data element. 
If the surface reflectance conditional distribution, Pd,f (&I f l  is taken 
to be a delta function s(& - A) then the image formation model, is: 

I If we do not assume a delta function for the surface reflectance dis- 
tribution, then the determination of the image formation model is 
more difficult. In general we will have that: 

n P d & ( 4 & )  = P(J-  $1 and ~ & f ( % l f l  = P(& - ~ ( f l ) ,  where D(f) 
is some arbitrary mapping of $ then ~ ( d I f 3 )  can be seen to be a 
convolution of pddo and pdoj. Hence, if we model the uncertainties 

I in both the reflectance model and in the sensor noise model with a 
Gaussian distribution (probably not a very good modd, but it will be 

I difficult t o  come up zvith anything else that is really useful) then the 
resulting image formation conditional distribution will be Gaussian 
as well. 

To finish our example, let us assume a Lambertian reflectance 
law, a single Egkt source at infinity of unit intensity with direction 
2, point sensors (in space and time), and assume that the same co- 
ordinate system is used for both the object and the sensor. Thus 

I do($) = fi(5) CI) 3. Let us further assume that our uncertainty in our 
reflectance law (perhap due to a random variation in the brightness 

I of the Light source) is represented by a Gaussian distribution, with 
variance a:, and that the sensor noise is additive md Gaussian with 
variance u:. We then have that p(dfi  is given by (via Theorem 2 of 
[IlQ]): 

An image formation raodel similar to  this will be used in chapter 
7, where we examine data fusional approaches to solving the shape 
from shading problem. 

1 It should be evident from the above discussion that, like all con- . 

straints, the image formation model will usually be only approxim* 
tely true at best, and may be completely incorrect'in some situations. , . 

1 '2.3 THE PRIORS 

The a plmk~~! probability ~ ( f i  measures how likely a given fis be- 
fore the measurem&$ i i s  made. As pointed out & Chapter 1, many 
sensory information processing p~oblems x e  i-posed and assump- 
tions (wch as the smoothness constraint used in some stereo vision 
algorithms) are needed to solve them. In the Bayesian formulation .. 
these assumptions we intorporated in the a prim+ '&st ributions PV] 
(often referred .to as the "priors"). If a flat (or uni'form, where every 
funcf ion f is equally likely) prior probability distribution is speci- 
fied for an ill-posed problem then these may (depending on the form, 
of the image forrhation model) be many possible solutions f whicfi 
maximize (2.1). 

In practice, the a prior%' distributions for the'desired world in- 
formation f a r e  ,typically chosen to embody geometric, domain inde- 
pendent, asswhptions. For example, in determination of the shape of 
an object's sudxe one can select the a priori distributions to favor 
surfaces that appear to be composed of elastic membranes or thin', 
plates, pos~jbly with discontinuities. Observe, however, that the for- . 
m&sm is rich enough to include domain specific .constraints. For 
example, if a separate recognition process has identified an object as , 
a hnman face then a priori knowledge aboxt faces could be used t o  
constrain-the depth. The role of the a pri0p.a' constraints is to select 
a unique solutioq-out-2-t& $@S:iNcnfi@tgLiriierpr6tKfiGG-of %h%. , . - ^ - ^ -^*+ 

measured data. We will have more to say about the form of the 
--SC-- 
prmrs m ~ a G c h & t e n  of this text. . . 
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2.3.1 THE SYSTEM MODEL 

Often the world parameters that we are trying to determine from the 
data change over time. For example, the shape of the silhouette of an 
object may change as the object rotates. If we have some knowledge 
about how the system (the world or environment) is changing with 
time, we can use this knowledge to aid in the determination of the 
desired world parameters. The system model cart be expressed in 
terns of a conditional probability density, P(&lx-l), where t and 
t - 1 indicate successive time samples, and where A-1 is the solution 
determined at the previous time step. This generalizes the notion of 
the prior model; we can replace the prior model p ( f i ,  in the Bayesian 
f o r d t i o n ,  by p(Alf7-1), where ~ ( f ;  I&) = ~(f;) is the true a priori 
probability. 

For some situations, the specification of a system model is straight- 
forward. For example, the incremental nature of the depth estima- 
tion procedure of Matthies et ab 1106, 1051 d o w s  them to use kno- 
wledge about the motion of a moving sensor to model the change 
in the expected value of depth over time. In general, however, one 
does not have sufficient control over the manner in which the world 
parameters change to allow an accurate system model to be construc- 
ted. Even if a suitable form for the system model can be found, one 
may have a number of unknown parameters in the model. Without 
knowing these parmeters, one cannot specify the conditional pro- 
bability p(ftlft,,). In such cases one has three options, 1) forego 
the use of a system model and rely solely on an a p & o ~  probability, 
2) stick to a system model of a given form and use some external. 
module to estimate the unknown model, parameters, or 3) use an 
external module to determine bath the form of the model and the 
vaEnes of the model parameters. The last case is better thought of 
in terms of having an external module that computes new a prsbri 
constraints (and not be tied to any model), that is, computing the 
p(f) that is given to the Bayesiafl estimation process. 

The last two alternatives listed above correspond to a fom of 

I . .  ' . 
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strongly c o ~ p b d  data fusion, that of prior constraint adaption, which 
will be discussed in detail in chapter 4. These techniques are distin- ----- 
g u t e d  by the $ite~at.i_in of ths prjor mod2 v f o f  th2ystern model) , . 

-/ ---  -" 
by_% @ e r n a l ~ o c ~ ~  F& example, a motion a&sis module c o 3 h  
be used to track the motion of an object for use in determining the . . 
system modd for an active (moving camera) depth estimation pro- 
cess, such as the one of Matthies et ad [105]. 

C 

2.4 BAYESIAN ESTIMATORS FOR j 

In order to determine the solution fusing the Bayesian for- 
mulation, we must cbmpute a suitable statistic of the a p s t e ~ o r i  
distribution of ff The most obvious approach is t o  associate the 

' ' 

Ucorrect" solution with the f that maximizes the a posteriori distri- 
bution. This gives what is generally referred te as the Maximum a 
Postwiori (MAP) estimate of f Note that, in determining the MAP . ' 

estimate, the a prim+ probability of the data, p(q, since it does not 
depend on f, ads merely as a normalization factor and does not 

' 

sect the value of the estimate of f7 

If the prior model of P(f), is flat, or unifofm, so that all so- ' 
. . *. 

lutions are equdy likely a pp-dori , the MAP estimate @ven above 
reduces to what is commonly known as the Maximum L i k e l i h d '  
Estimate (MLE) , wherein one finds ft that rnaximj'zes the likelihood' 
p(df) of the data Jgivex~ the candidate solution f [50]. 

. . 

AIternatives to the MAP or MLE estimates for fare aften prefe- 
rable. One possibility 1501 is to find the minimum variance estimate. , 

(MVE), sometimes known as the minimum mean square error esti- 
mator (MMSE). This entails minimizing a quadratic functional: * 

where C is axl positive semidefinite weighting matrix, or ,. 
space of possible solutions f The solution 
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to this minimization is, independent of @: 
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That is, the solution is equal to the expected vdue (or mean) of f 
given the data 6 and is so is often referred to  as the conditional 
mean estimate. Other forms of Ioss functions besides the quadratic 
(1- qTe(f- 3 term in equation (2.2) result in the same estimate 
(subject to some weak restrictions on the form of p(dq). 

For lineax image formation processes (i.e. when the transform* 
tion from f to d;, is linear, given by ti?= ~ f +  5, with XI being 
a constant matrix and .û  a Gaussian white noise process with zero 
mean and covariance matrix R) and Gaussian distributions for f 
and & .the minimurn variance estimator generalizes many commonly 
used estimators. For example, in this case the MAP estimate is just 
the minimum variance estimate, and we get the MLE estimate if we 
assume that the distribution of $ has infinite variance. We get the 
MMSE estimate if the distribution of ?has zero variance. Further- 
more, one can in the generd case compute the condifionai mean by 
applying a linear operator to the data. It can be shown [50] that the 
conditional mean is given by 

where Po is the a p&.iori co-ance matrix of f, Note that the esti- 
mate of fis obtained by a h e a r  transformation on the data a? 

As discussed in the earlier section on system models, the variable 
that we are trying to estimate, or its covariance, may change over 
time. If we have some knowledge of how the state variables (the world 
information that we are trying to estimate changes over time (e.g. 
from knowledge of sensor motion, ax external information as to the 
motion of objects in the scene being sensed), we can come up with a 
system model that can be used in a recwsiue jlter to  provide better 
estimates. The recursive ftlter essentidy derives a new " a  priori " 
probability at each time step based on the previous estimates of the 

. . '. . 
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state variable. A commonly used impIementation'of such a recursive . 

filter is the K h a n  filter [SO]. The idea behind...the K a h a n  fitera . ' 

is as follows. Suppose that we have the following linear system and 
' 

image formation models: 

Ci where the indima k indicate the time (assumed to be discrete), is 
the state tmnsitioa math2 (i.e. this is our system model), I? is the . '. 
aieasurernent transformation matrix, and where w and v are Gang 
sian white noise processes with covariance matrices Q and R respec-, 
tively. The a priori information is embedded by setting E[fd = fo 
and ~ [ ( f ~ - f o ) f  fo-f~)T] = Po (i-e. the prior modelis Gaussian with . 
m a n  equal to the initid estimate, and covariance equal t a the initid 
estimate of the covariance). The Kalman filter involves updating the 
covariance matrix P of the variable to be estimated based on the , 

image formation model, and updating the estimate, j ,  of f based 
on the current estimate of the covariance Pk, the image formation 

I model, and the system model. The update equations are given below 

i (the derivation of these can be found in [50]) 

I The matrix Kk is called the K h a n  filter gain and is given by .. 

It is important to realize that the Kafman filter and other linear . ' 

estimators rely on the assumption that the image formation model . 
is linear and the distribution of the sensor noise and the ia p r i o ~ .  : . 

I 'The discrete Kalman filter i s  describd here. The extension to the continaous~ 
version is detailed h [50]. 
'P is sometimes refe~red to aa the enor covariance, since the estimation error ' 

at time k, (fk - f) has a Gaussian distribution with mean zero and covariance , 

" 

pk 
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estimate is Gaussian. It is more usually the case, however, that 
either the image formation process is non-linear or the distribution of 
?is non-Gaussian, or both. In these situations the above statements 
are not tme and there are many possible estimates of 7 that are 
distinct from the conditional mean. In addition, the computation 
of the conditional mean requires some form of nonlinear operation, 
such as the Extended K h a n  Filter [SO]. In the next chapter we 
will investigate energy function approaches derived from mean field 
theory considerations for estimating the conditional mean. 

One must be careful, however, in coming up with a suitable esti- 
mator for fwhen one has non-Gaussian distributions. It will often be 
the case that the variance of such distributions do not exist, or can- 
not be defined, In such situations one can not construct a meaningful 
minimum variance estimate. For example, some distributions, such 
as the Cauchy distribution, bave'an infinite variance. A more serious 
problem can be seen when one looks at; spaces F of possible solutions 
f fm which there is no suitable underlying metric to use in compu- 
ting the mean and variance. For exknple, consider the space F to be 
composed of apples, oranges and bananas. We can construct a con- 
ditional density which expresses the probability that we are sensing 
the various elements of F given oar sensory data, but it makes no 
sense to talk about the mean or variance of this conditional density, 
In the situations where the variance of the a priord distribution does 
not exist, we must use estimators other than the conditional mean 
or mixlimum variance estimator. The MAP estimate will always be 
defined, but other estimators based on Kpseudo-variancen measures 
may be used. 

2.5 BAYESIAN DETECTION 
AND EXTRACTION SYSTEMS 

The inethods described in the previous section are all concerned 
with the estimation of some continuous (usually) d u e d  parameter 

1 

based on the data and a prion' constraints. In the language of sta- , 
tisticd decision theory [log, 1541 this is called parameter estimation ' , 

or extmction, and the Bayesian estimators are those which minimize 
the average risk. Here, risk refers to a simple form of a cost, or ' 
bss function, F= C(S, 71, where F is the cost of making the decision 
7, independent of the decision rule or estimation process, when the . 

actual parameter or s i g d  is S. For a particular decision rule ~ ( ~ 1 4  ' 
' .  

the average risk is given by 

In the above, p(S) is' the m pr%'ori probability of the' signal S, fi is the . 
space of all possible signals, r is the space of all data values, - . 
A is the space of possible decisions, and 6(-y@ is' the decision rule 

' 

to be used [i.e. given 6 what decision y do we make?). 

The optimal Bay& estimator, or decision rule, can be defined as ' 

the one which minimizes the average risk R(p(S), 6) for the given . 

p(S). It is evident that the decision rule that we obtain wilI depend , 

on the form of the cost function that we choose. It can be shown (e.g. . 
Middeton[109],&apter21.2-2)thattheoptimdBayesestimatorfor . . . . ,  
a quadratic cast fundion and Gaussian image fornation models is 

' 

the conditional mean (as was stated in the section). In . . , 
the same reference it is shown that appropriately defined "constat"' 
cost functions result, in optimal Bayes estimators that are Maximum 
Likelihood Estimators. 

Often one has a problem wherein the space of possible solutions . 
' 

!, 

contains a finite number of discrete elements. In these types of pro- 
' ' 

blems one is concerned with "deciding" which of.the finite number. , ' 

of possibilities is the correct one, rather than egtimating the value of 
some continuous parameter. This is often refexred to as a detection '. . . 
process, wherein the presence or absence of a particular signal is de- , 
termined (and which can be generalized to multiple types of signals). : . ., 
The detection prpcess should be contrasted with the extraction pro- 
cesses described above, which are concerned with estimating some . . 
property of the detected signal. The idea behind the process is the ' , 

. .  . 
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same, however, and the optimal Bayes decision rule is that which mi- 
nimizes the average risk. The c a s ~  of the detection process is simpler 
than the extraction process as the signal and decision spaces now 
contain only a finite number of discrete dements so that the inte- 
grals in the average risk turn into aumrnations. In addition the cost - 

functions are usually much simpler. For example, binary detection 
problems with constant, combinatorial, cost functions, the decision 
process reduces to t e s t h g  whether a particularly define$ likelihood 
mtio exceeds a threshdd or not. [109]. An example ofsuch a binary 
detection process is given in chapter 8. 

The techniques for solving detection problems have been prim* 
rily used for communication systems design [log, 1541, but exam- 
ples of sirnilax problems abound in sensory sys.tems, especially at 
the higher- cognitive levels. These problems are typically either seg- 
mentation probSems, wherein an image is partitioned into a number 
of distinct regions, and classification problems, wherein areas of the 
image are classified as belonging to one of a set of different classes. 
A representative example is illustrated in chapter 8 where we consi- 
der the problem of segmenting an image into regions of specula and 

I Lambertian reflection. 

2,6 THE BAYESIAN CONTROVERSY 

The innocuous looking formula (2.1), in particular the he pri- 
0r-i term P( f), conceals a number of fundamental philosophid and 
scientific issues related to the origins of knowledge, the foundations 
of statistics and theories of perception. 

j 

The Bayesian appraacll is an interesting one as it has had a 
long and stormy history with regard to  the science of the acquisi- 
tion of information in general (for a short history and discussion of 
the Bayesian approach see the monograph by Weber [158]). Early 
in the growth of statistical science the commonly accepted view of 
inference (or of information acquisition) was that it must be based 

. .. . 
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only on observations or measurements and not on. prior information 
or beliefs. This objective viewpoint associates the.probability of the .' 
occurrence of event with the limit of the relative frequeacy of its . , 

occurrence in some specified class of events as the number of tri- . 
a38 goes to infinity. The objective approach to probability has been, 

' 

championed by Von Mises [152], Reichenbach [130], an3 Carnap 1291 
among others. As pointed out by Weber [I581 the objective view , 

suffers i r k  

"...the impossibility of determining with certainty the li- 
mit of a relative frequency; thus the estimate of a proba- 
bility may require repeated revision." 

. . 

Many statisticians now acknowledge that our interpretations of 
statistical experiments should depend, to some extent, on our sub- 
jective or personal beliefs about the hypothesis being tested, For 
example (taken from Savage [137]), suppose a dmnken friend bets 
that he c m  predict the toss of a coin ten times in succession. The 
chance of Em doing'this correctly by random choke is 2-'1°, yet we 
are likely to attribute d y  success he may have to luck rather to skill. 
On the other hand if a musician claims to be able to distinguish bet-' 
ween a page of Baydn's score from a page of Mozart's score and is., 
successful in ten trials .we are likely to believe him. The difference lies 
in our a pdod expectations of how likely the claims are. The basic. 
idea behind the subjective view of probability is that the data should' 
be used only to k l l  us how to modify our opinions (or subjective pro- 
babilities), and not to decide which opinions are jzsstijiubk 1138, 1581. 
The subjective approach is usually criticized on the grounds that it 
cannot justify the a ptiori opinion that it requires, and that it is 
often unclear how to determine the  prior probability distributions. 
Some statisticians have therefore argued against using priors, unless 
there is a rig~rous or objective way to seIect them. This has lead to 
divisions in the staZistica1 community between Bayesians and Non- 
Bayesians, Subjectivists and Frequentists. Berger [I I] and Webex 
[I581 examine these issues in more detail. 
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Bayes theorem is most useful in the framework of subjective pro- 
babilities, and jt is for this reason that  many statisticians object to  
the: use of Bayesian methods. It is because of the difficulty in spe- ' 

cifying the a p ~ i o r i  constraints and even the image formation model 
that some statisticians consider Bayesian methods to be useless. 

What we have been calling the image formation model is generdly 
assumed to be objectively determined, but in practice is usually ba- 
sed on subjective opinion, although these opinions may be generalEy 
regarded as valid. The a pfiori distributions, on the other hand, 
are usually exceedingly subjective, and differ widely between indi- 
viduals. Referring to the taxonomy of constraints talked about in . 
Chapter 1, we could say that pphysicd constraints tend towards o b  ; 
jectivity (and hence the image formation models, which are usually , 

based on physical constraints, are thought of as rather objective), 
while natural constraints are more subjective. Artificial constraints 
are purely subjective, or persond, as different observers will have dif- 
ferent high level expectations of what they are hoking at, depending 
on their current state and previous experience. 

Are the criticisms of subjective methods, and hence of the Bayesian 
appro&, really valid? This is still open to debate, but strong ar- 
guments can be made in favor of the subjective approach. One of 
the criticisms of the subjective view is the lack of justification for the 
priors. However, as pointed out by Weber 11581, the a priori opinions 
or subjective probabilities need not be justified, since 

"...in fact subjective theory does not contend that opi- 
nions about probabzt y are uniquely determined and ju- 
stifiable. That is, subjective probability does not corre- 
spond to a "rational' belief, but rather to an effective 
personal belief." 

This says, essentially, tkat the result of an experiment from the sub- 
jective probability point of view is to  alter whatever prior opinions , 

the experimenter may have held, and that this rault  is therefore 
just as subjective as the prior belief. The experimenter may have a 

1 
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personal belief that his prior opinions are completely objective (i.e. 
' 

taken from some venerable, but up-to-date, textbook on science); ' . 
but these opinions &e nevertheless subjective, as other experimeni. . ' ' 

ters may have different opinions, and, as was mentioned earlier, there 
is no way that truly objective probabilities can be obtained in finite.. 
time. Thus, when one understands that no piece of information can. 
ever be objectively determined, and that aU information is thereby: 
subjective,, the arguments against subjective methods vanish. The 
plight of the objectivist is snmrnarized in the foitowing quote by I.J. ' .  
 GOO^ [56j 

'The subjectivist states his judgments, whereas the ob- '' ' 

jmtiviat sweeps them under the carpet by calling assump- 
tions knowledge, and he basks in the glorious objectivity 
of science." 

How does the Bayesian controversy manifest itself in sensory in- 
formation processing systems? We saw in chapter I that, because, 
of the ill-posed nature of the sensing process, sense data alone is . 

insufficient to solve 'for world information. We need extra informa-' 
, . 

tion, in the form of a pi.iori constraints, to be able to uniquely invert 
the world-image mapping. One could argue, as Gibson does [54], 
that this statement is erroneous and tkat the sen$e data done does 
contain enough information to obtain a unique ixtveraion (e.g. by 
using the "sensory flown). However, such argummts are equivdent 
to the arguments in support of objective probabilities, and fail. for the. ' 

same reasons. For the application of sensory infqrmation processing, 
(in biological or artificial active systems) the subjective approach is 
most natural. Gibson's own theory of affordances [54], which for- . 
med part of his ecological approach to sensing, is perhaps one of . 

the most compelling advocates of the use of the subjective approach.'. ; 
The affordawe based viewpoint says that organisms perceive what . 
is useful to  the activ7ties that they wish to undertake. This impliee ' 

that the perceptual process is a subjective one in that different types. 
of organisms will interpret the same sensory data in different ways, ' .. 
according to their needs. 



The a prioa' constraints that an organism uses in perfarming sen- 
sory tasks, if we f d o w  the aaffordarke paradgm, axe defined by tlie 
aspects of the environment khat are of importance to the organism. 
How a;re,these priors determined? Clearly; subjective hawledge of 
both the environment and the activities of the organism are required 
to specify tke domain for which the organism's sensory activity is va- 
lid. The Howledge of the activity is used to dekermirre wU& aspecta 
of the envirmment are df importance and which can be ignored, or 
mfdy  misinterpreted. F O ~  example, far an assembly robot hoking 
for a screwdriver in a field 01 flowers, it is s a f e  to m i ~ h t e r p r e t  the 
flowers as engine gaskets, as fieither interprettatiofl is of iniportance 
to the robot's activity. This can lead to trouble, of course, if the the 
robot misinterprets irrelevant objects aa objects of importance to i t s  
activities. Fos~exa;mpIe,~soma birds have been known to  treat atrange 
objects, mch asbottles andsacks, that haxe been put into their nests 
by mischievous scientist, as their own egga This is due to misinter- 
pretations; based on invalid f i r  darke motivated assnmptions. These 
i P d d  assnmptiobs invariably lead to  inapprp2iate activities. Ob- 
viously, thew asemptions we <not dwaya invalid, m d  in fact, for 
most of the hi~tory of birds, they have nut had to contend with in- 
quisitive scientists in their domain, Their aensary systems have been 
designed under the assumption thkt  the sorts 6f tricks that avias 
psy&oI6@sts play will never be encountered, - and these sys teda ge- 
aeralIy work w d  in most sitzrations that a bird is likely to h d  itself 
in. 

The a~sumptions or a phori constrints dealing with the activi- 
ties> that a organism undertakes are most often h a t e  or hardwired. 
The priors dealing with the structure of the external world or envi- 
ronment are obtained, h past, as the product of scientific endeavor 
( i . ~ .  more or less tabjectivdy, or what is usually construed & oh- 
jectively). These are the physical constraints of chapter I. These 
constraints we ustrally so tightly mupIed tb the very s t ru ihre  of 
the algorithm, hbwever, that they usually don't appeax @licitly 
as a prOri canstraints, but rather show up in the image formation 
model. Other constraints are not so tightly tied to  physical proces? 
ses but xe~more subjective in nztture, They still somewhat reflect 

. 
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the anderlying physicd (objdctive) order, however. In the context. 
of vision modules Man [97] refers to these types of constraint as 

. 

natural colastrainrats and suggests they can be determined by psycho- ' ' - 
phydcd experiments and detailed analyses of the module. Re felt; -, 

that the process of determi* the form of these constraints is what - 

made Compntatioqd Vision a science. I& ggenerd, the ~atural con- ' - ' : . -  
strainta form the hillk of t.lie. a p&ri assumptions used h sensory - .- 

idomation proceasing algorithms, and it is on the. examination of-  , . . 
these constraints that m y  answer to the philosophical ques tian of the 
propriety of the Bayesim formulation must rest. .Accept mce of the 

' ' 

subjective app$oach So information processing somewhat simplifies , . 
'the problem of determining miit able cs @riofi con$traints for a given .: ' - 
information process task. We choose these constraints baxed on o m - 7,:- 

subjective opinions, colored by the activities that we Etend to  engage , , .. 
in,, of the likdhood of possible solutians; This ia  a i  improvement (in i 
the seaae of reqairing bss c~mputation) over .the 'objective approach, , - , .. 
sine few experiments need to be. phrfo~med to airrive at our apini- . 

.'. 

ons (this number can be quite smmd and the Bayesim approach w d  ., . 
attill happily work away), md the prlvrs can be chosen ta rdeet  the. : ' . .  - 
purpose of our sensing activity (as in the affordace paradigm). 

One might. ask why d d  be the result of a s!b jective d y s i 8  if , - ' - 
one observer made many experiments, or what wonld the rau1-L be if * . 
many direrent observers nbsmv@d the same experheat? These 'two' 
questions a e  key to the nlajor theme of this book, data fisiurt: With 
regaxd to the fist, question it is c l m  that as the number af indepen- .' 

' 

dent measnrements increase, the conclusions become independent df. 1 
the prior expectations, In this case the subjective m d  objective ap: :. , A . 
proaches lead to similar results. Hence, if we can fuse the results df. , -  

- 
many different expeiments, e.g. many setaof sensory data, we can. . .  
avoid many of the drawbacks of the subjective approach. This, of i 

course, a s m e s  that the irri t id priors are somewh,at consistent with . , .  ' 

the measurements (else the measuremmts will be ignored as being 4 

- 

faulty), and thak the%niironrnmt is not changng' (so that the mea- , 

surements refer to the same process, and can hence be meaningfully : 
iused), . . . - 
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The second question relates to  the use of what is known as mzsk . 
tisubjective priors [36]. That is, we have many observers of an ex- 
periment, each with their own subjective priors or personal opinions 
regardig the expected outcome of the experiment. Definetti [36] 
suggests that one can create decision rules that are acceptable to . 
many observers, even in light of their differing a priori beliefs. Such 
a decision process would imply a fusion operation, wherein what is 
fused are not multiple seta of data, but rather multiple sets of a pri- 
ori constraints. The result would still be subjective, as it was based 
on subjective priors, but may be considered more objective due to 
the consensus of the multiple observers. Of course this depends an 
the veraicity of the observers and the objective validity of their opi- 
nions. In this text we apply this concept of "constraint fusionn to 
sensory information processing problems and come up with new me 
thods for fusing or integrating multiple sensory modules. In contrast 
to the usual approach to integration of modules, we look at inte- 
gating the a priori coxlstraints of the modules as w d  as the data 
that these modules produce. In other words we look at the sensor 
integration process as one of "one experiment, multiple obsewers", 
and derive techniques for integrating the observation processes (and , 

not just the observations). Onr methods will include a new class of 
fusion algorithms, which we call strongly coupled algorithms, which ' 

involve different sensory modules affecting the operation of other sen- 
sory modules. In the mnltisubjective view this corresponds to one 
observer altering the opinions of another, and thereby reaching wn- ' 

sensus. In chapter 8 we describe an example of this concept wherein 
we have two observers, each with a different image formation modd, 
that view the same data. The fusion process involves deciding which 
image formation model to "believe" in extracting the desired world 
information (in this case the shape of an object) from the data. 

1 

In the next chapter we will look at a class of information pro- 
cessing techniques that are related to the Bayesian approach. These 
methods are based on the formulation of information processing tasks : 

as the minimization of energy functionds. We provide a number of , 

different approdies that are suitable for sensory information proces- 
sing problems. We will also investigate a number of ways in which 
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the a pldora' constraints used in the Bayesian or energy function ap- : . , 

proaches can be formulated, including pasmetric constraints and . 

minimum length codes. 
, . 

2.7 CHAPTER SUMMARY . 

" a Bayes rde provides an intuitively satisfying mems of embed- 
ding constraints into an information processing task. The prin- * 

ciple aspect of this approach is the probabilistic representation 
of constraints. Solutions to the world-image mapping axe ass& . . 
ned probabilities corresponding to their likelihood with respect ' , . . 
to the constraints. 

I 

The Bayesian formalism has two primary components , the image : 
formation model and the prior model. The image formation 
model represents the mnditiond probability of a given data ' .  
d u e  arising from a padicular worId configuration. It captu- . 
res the process by which data is generated from different world . '. 

confgurations. The prior model represents the a p A o ~  proba- . 
biZity of the paxtic'ular world coniiguration, and corresponds to 
t be expectations of what configurations structures in the world : ' . . . . .  
are likely to occur. 

' . 

There are a number of different statistics that can be used to - ' 

: 
determine a solution (world configurations) from the a poster& A. . 

ori  probabiIity density, Some of the most usefuI are the Maxi- , 
muni A Posteriori (MAP) estimator, which corresponds to the . 
mode of the a pos terh i  density, the Maximum Likelihood esti- 
mator (MLE) which is obtained from the MAP estimate when '. 
the a pt-iori density is flat, and the Minimum Variance estima- . . 
tor (MVF,), which corresponds to the mean of the a posteriori 
density. 

Statistical Decision theory can be used to +rive alternative 
estimators. These are based on minimizing average risk, where 

, , ;' 



the risk of an estimate ox solution is based on some cost defined. 
using prior knowledge. 

We treat all probabilities used in our approach as subjective. 
They are dependent on the activities that the organism that 
uses them is involved in. Objective probabilities are equiyalent ' 
to universal constraints , which can never be specified exactly. 

The concept of data fusion, where we use information from mul- 
tiple sources to reduce dependence on a priori constraints, can' 
be t honght of as ~pecifying multisub jective probabilities, where 
each module has its own set of prior expectations, and these 
are combined in some fashion to obtain a consensus subjective' 
expectation during the fusiond process. 

Chapter 3 

Information Processing . 

Using Energy Function 
Minimization 

. , 
. . 

A good deal of recent research into sensory intormation prows- 
sing algorithms has focussed on the so-called energy function mini- ' + - ,. 
mization, or regularizatiod, approach to inverting the world-image 
rnappiag. In this chapter we review the application of this paradigm 
to early vision and its incorpo~ation within the Bayesian framework, ' 4 .. 

. . 
We will concentrate in this section on using this formulation to im- . 
pose smoothness constraints on the solutions; other constraints can 
be similaxly imposed, as will be described in latex :sections. A large , ! 
part of this chapter will be concerned with new approaches to form? . . 

I 

lating energy function based algorithms using techniques borrowed ' ' .  
from statistical mechanics. 

The idea of using enera  functions to impose' smoothness con- 
straints in early vision has been very influential (similar applications 
to higher level vision by Itosenfeld, Hummel, and Zucker 11351 and to  
motion correspondence by U h a n  I1501 are of note as well) and we . ,' 
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mention here a few early examples, lkeuchi and Horn 1721 describe 
a theory of shape from shading using a variational principle and 
Tkeuchi 1731 uses a similar technique for shape from texture. In this 
work Ikeuchi describes how his technique is able to  impose smoothn- 
ess constraints on the object and draws the analogy with imposing 
constraints in Artificial Intelligence. Horn and SChunk [65] applied 
these techniques t o  optical flew. Eldreth [GO] used a simila niethod 
to  solve the aperture problem for motion based on zero crossing con- 
tours. Grimson I571 uses a related approach to interpolate a surface 
through sparse stereo data. Temopoulos [I481 extended Grimson'a 
work using more sophisticated techniques. 

Poggio and Torre 11251 noted the similarity of these methods to 
a branch of mathematics called regularization theory 11491 and pro- 
posed a unified framework for vision algorithms. The switch from 
energy functions to  regularizition required a few changes in termi- 
nology (for example "smoothness term" becomes "regularizern) but 
no fundamental alterations to the theory were necessary. Both of 
these methods had an important property that was both a weakn- 
ess and a strength; they imposed continuous solutions a d  smoothed 
over discant inuities. Regularization theory [I 491 indeed required that 
the solution to a problem depended smoothly on the data. Inserting 
a discontinuity in the solution would require a yea/no decision, and ' 
hence could not depend continuously on the data. Such decisions 
would have to be made by a separate process; we discuss one such: 
process in the next section. 

The inability to deal with discontinuities however had important * 

practical advantages, as the energy functions tended to be convex 
and not have local minima. Thus they could be minimized by simple 
methods such as gradient descent. More sophisticated techriiques 
could be used to speed up the convergence. For example, Terzopoulos : 
f 1481 adapted a multi-grid algorithm due to Brmdt [21] to the task 
of minimizing energy functionals . 

As a simple example of the regularization technique consider the 
problem of smoothing a one-dimensional image d ( x )  for the purposes 

ENERGY FUNCTION MINIMIZATION 

oft aking derivatives [126]. Regularization theory involves minimizing , ' 

' 

a functional 

with respect to the function f (x). The first term is the data t e r n  (so- 
metimes referred to as the consistency term or as the fidelity term) ' ' 

which requires that the smoothed solution should be close to  the ., 
data. The second term, the regula&er, imposes smoothness on the 
solution by a suitable differentid operator L. The constant A deter- 
mines the relative importance of the two terms. In some situations " ' 

an optimal value of X can be estimated f47j using cross-validation' . 
techniques f153]. The functional is positive definite and quadratic in. 
f (XI. Therefore it is convex and hence has a unique minimum [35]. , ' ' . 

In most implementations the data is specified on a regular lattice , 

and the energy function is discretized. If we choose the smoothness : 

operator to be L = d ldx ,  corresponding to fitting the data with an 
elastic membrane [35], the energy functiond becomes . . 

The energy function can be minimized by directly sblving the Euler- ' 

. Lagrange equations which, in the discrete case, are equivalent to  ' . 
sdving the following system of h e a r  equations 

1 833 . , 

-- 2 afi = fi  - di + A(2fi - fi+l - fiFl) = 0, for  all a'. 

Alternatively the minimum can be found by steepest descent techni- 
; 

ques f92jl. The simplest method corresponds to iterating . . 

where li is a constant. It is straightforward to check, that the energy ' ' . 
. . decreases monotonically as we it;erate (3.4), thus the system conver- + ' ' 

ges to the minimum of E( fi). . . 
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Ah alternative approach to minimiz'hg the energy functions was 
introduced into vision by Yuille and Grzywwz [165j1 based on work 
described in (401. Suppose we have a sparse set of data pohts d(xi) 
through which we want to interpolate, We can choose the smoothness 
constraint (replarizer) t o  be 

wbere the a, am constasta. 

Then the energy h c t i o n  becomes 

This can be written aa 

where S(a) is the Dirac delta function. 

The Eder-Lagxange equations 1351 aze 

It thgn follows [I551 that the soluhions are of tke form 

f(a) = C l r i ~ ( ~ - z i )  (3.6) - 
i 

where GCx) is the Green's function of the differential operatar 
pa+r d2" + .  CZo an( - I )  -2 X.@. 

'Aloimonos and Schulman have implemented a version of this theory. 

ENERGY FUNCTION MIMIMIZATTON 

axid a; satisfy [after subetituting (3.6) into (3.5)) - 

- 
I '  Thus minilniximg the energy function is reduked to in~erting a. ' . - 

matrix equation for the cq. 
I. ' 

. . 
" This approach highlights an importxi% point :on tlie thoice ~f 

I 
priors emphasized in 11651 fox mot ion perception. When doing hi ' 

' ' 
. . 

terpolation, or eathating optical flow, it ia  &en desirable that the . . 

influence of marby data points i a  mare important' than that- of far - , " 
I 

away points. Mathematically this is eqaident to requiring tkat the 
Green's fraction G(s) of the smoothness operator decreases with 
x. FOT many common choices of r e g d a r k ,  for example the choice 1 
L = d / d x ,  the Green's function increases rather than decreases with . 
x.  In [l65] it is shown that by suitable choice of the coefficients a, , A .' 
the Green's function can be chosen to  be a Gaussian, hence having . - 

the correct falloff properties. The details of this &e given later in i . 
section 3.4. . .. 

The energy dfia t ion/regdarizat ion,  -approach can be incor- 
porated directly into the Bayesian framework using the Gibbs distri- ., " 

bution [119]. To each possible configuration of the fi we can d e b e  ' 

A 

a pmbabiiity . I  

where /3 is a constmt (whose interpretation we will discuss in section 
, 

3.3) and Z is a noddiza t ion  coxstant, 

There are other wags of associating probability distributions to  , ' 

L 

energy fnnctions. The Gibb" distribution is armally preferred since, . . I 
as well as its ubiquitous use in physics, it rurns 'quadratic energy ' 

functians into Gaussian probability distributions, ahd turns sums of 
energy terms into products of probability dist,~ibutions. To see this 

1 

I 
consider the energy fun~tion defined in (3.31. This corresponds t o  a 
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probability distribution consisting of products of Gaussias. functions 

The first term ni e-ptfi-da)2 corresponds, when suitably norm* 
lized, to the ~ ( d f i  term in (2.1). The second term ni e-PX(fi+l'fi)2 
is the prior distribution of the f i .  Note that the prior distribution is, 
strictly speaking, not well defined since it only specifies the relative. 
values ofthe fi and not their absolute values. That is,p(fi = p ( f t a  
for any constant a. There is dso a problem due to the fact that p( f i 
as we have defined it is not norrnalizable, and is therefore strictly. 
not a density. The maximization of the conditional density, however, 
does not depend on the normdhability of p ( f )  so we will retain our' 
formulation of p( f l .  

It follows directly from (3.7) that minimizing an enere  function 

is equivalent to maximizing the corresponding probability distribu- 
tion 

f 

fopt + [ e - f l ~ (  Ad?] 

Thus all problems whose solution can be obtained by minimizing 
an energy function can be expressed in the Bayesian framework. 

/ 

3,1 MARKOV RANDOM FIELDS 

If we use the Gibb's distribution on discretized energy functions, 
such as are obtained from discrete sensing elements, we obtain a 
special mathematicd structure known as a Markov Random Field - 
(or MRF). 

ENERGY FDNCTION MINIMIZATION 

A MRF [161] consists of a probability distribution ovef a set 
1 ' .. 

of variables { fi] such that the probability of a specific variable f; 
depends only an the state of its neighbors. More precisely, we can 

A : 

define aneighbmhood Ni such P(fdlfj,j~fi) = p('filfj, fo r  all j). 
For the energy function (3.3) we see, from (3.8), that the Gibb's 
distribution satisfies this condition with a neighborhood structure . 
Ni = {i - 1,; + 1). The MRF structure therefore incorporates all . : 
the energy fnnctions we have discussed so far. . 

One of the most influential formulations of vision problems in 
terms of MWs has been the work of Geman and Geman [51] on . 
image segmentation (see also the closely related work of Blake [I41 
discussed later this section). The aim of their w o ~ k  was to smooth ' 

images except at places where the image d u e s  were rapidly &an- ' 

ging. In the one dimensional case this can be done by defming an 
energy function . . 

~ ( f i ,  11) = C{ji - diI2 t C<ii+~ - ftl2(1 - 4) t Cli (3.9) 
i .  . i . . 

where (1;) is a binary line process field (i.e. a field of elements that 
can be in one of two possible states). When switched on, e s .  Ei = 1, 
a Line process element beaks the smoothness constraint on f between 

' . i and i + 1. For each line process dement that is turned on we add' 
a cost p to our enero. 

Using the Gibb's distcibution on E(f; ,  li) we obtain two coupled . : 

Markov Random Fields-{f,) and {Ii). The goal is find the most 
probable configmation of {f;) and { I i )  given this distribution or," 
alternatively, to minimize E(f ; ,  I i )  with respect to { f i ]  and { I i }  si- 
mdtaneously. Note that one could conceive of a system that would 
compute an { f and ari { I )  independent of each other, that is, have r .  , . 
separate image smoothing and image edge detection modules. The . 

mupled M W  process is different in that the cojxputation of the . 
smoothing and edge detection moddes are not independent of each 
other but are strongly coupkpEed. This form of cooperative computa- , 

tion is a key aspect of the approach to data fusion expounded in this 
, 

book. We will have more to say about strong coupling of sensory mo- 
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ddes  in the next chapter, and will give examples of its application 
in later chapters. 

The minimization process is not straightforward as E(f ; , l i )  will 
usually have many local minima. Geman and Geman [51] attempted 
to find the global minimum using simulated annealing 1791, This ' 

I technique involves using a Monte Carlo algorithm [10n to bring the 
system to thermal equilibrium at temperature 1/P. The temperature 
is gradually reduced to 0, following an annealing schedule, and the 
system can be shown to converge t o  the lowest energy state, Un- 
fortunately, lower bounds on the rate of change of the temperature 
from the anneaJing schedule are very low and cause the algorithm to 
often be very slow. In practice the algorithm often gives good results 

I if the annealing schedule is not followed, but the guarantee of corred 
convergence is lost. 

For image segmentation the coupled Markov Random Field ap- ' 
proach is a significant improvement on the regularization method 
described in the previous section. The line process fields prevent 

I smoothing across discontinuities in the image. They can dso be 
used as paxi of a framework for data fusion \123], as is described in 
the next chapter. 

3.2 ENERGY FUNCTIONS WITH 
MATCHING ELEMENTS 

This section describes the minimization of energy functions which 
inchde terms associated with the matching of image element's: A 
number of early vision modules, such as stereo or long-rangemotion, 
involve matching features. Ullman 11511 proposed a theory of long- 
range-motion correspondence which assumes that the process can be 
modeled as a matching problem between consecutive time frames. 
More precisely, suppose there are N features at positions Zi in the 
t'th time frame and M features at position fa in the t + l'th frame. 

1 ENERGY FUNCTlON MmIMIXATION 4T 

We can define binary matching elements K, su& that Tr,, = 1 if 
the feature at ;ti matches the feature at $,, and q, = 0 otherwise. 
Ullman's minimal mapping theory [150] proposes choosing the KF/;:, so 
as to & n M z e  an energy function 

; 

where the minimization is taken over the set of V,, such that each 
,>point has at least one match but the total number of matches is the 
least possible (i.e. max(N, M ) ) ;  this is called the cover p~ncipte' 
[150]. 

At first sight this energy function seems rather,different from the 
ones we discussed in previous sections since it dpes not involve a 
smoothness constraint. However, as we now show (following [165].),' 
it can be related to such theories. 

In 11651 it proposed that the problem be treated in terms of fin- 
ding a smooth velocity field i7(Z). This involves defining a matching 
term and a smoothness term. The matching term i s  

Ematch- = C - zi) - qzi)j2 (3.10) 
i,a 

where we have normalized the time difference between frames to  be . 
unity. If T$, = 1, then the point at Zi in the %st frame travels to 
point $a in the second, a n d  therefore it corresponds to a velocity of . 
- 2; (remembering the time normalization). The velocity field at 

& is therefore constrained by this value. If T/'i, = 0 then the points ' 
are unmatched and no contribution is made to the energy. To obtain 
the full energy function we add a smoothing t e rm for the velocity 
field as before to obtain 

We minimize this function over v, and v'((Z) simultaneously. Thus,' . 
the smoothness requirement directly affects the ,.matching in this : 
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case. This is another example of the strong coupling of informa- 
tion processing modules (in this case feature matching and velocitym 
field smoothing). The V,, must be constrained so that points typi- 
cally make exactly one match. There are two possible ways to do 
this; (i) to use the cover principle [I501 and require that dl points 
have at least one match, or {ii) to incorporate a cost in the energy : 
function to bias against too many or too few matches, for example 
Ec = (Ca(& K a  - 1)2 + z ( C a  Ka - 

We naw show that the energy function can be transformed into 
a form which includes minimal mapping theory as a special case. 
The key observation is that E(&, G ( q )  is quadratic in $($I. The 
Euler-Lagange equations for G(Z) will, therefore, be linear and can . 
be solved for as a function of K,. We now express EM(K,)  in terms 
of the V;, only. 

We first note that the horizontal and vertical components of the 
velocity field in (3.1 1) do not interact so that we can treat each com- 
ponent separately. Henceforth, we consider the horizontd component 
only. The Euler-Lagrange equations become 

where 4, = y, - Z; and 6 is the Dirac delta function. The c, axe. 
given by c, = 0 ~ ~ / ( r n ! 2 ~ ) .  This choice ensures that the Green's 
function of the operator Cz=o cm V2" is the Gaussian G(S, go) [165]. 
h other words 

Using (3.13) we see that the hesolution to (3.12) is of form 

Substituting this back into (3.12) we get 

. , 
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, .  - . . 
Equating coefficients of the delta functions gives us a set of equations 

. . 

Now, we can use C, = 1 and substitute for v fkom (3.14) 

where Gij = G(Zi - Sj j). Using the Einstein summation convention ' 

(i.e. summing is done over repeated indices), and the KromeCker 
deIta function we find 

Now we substitute back for Pi into the energy fmction. This gives, ' ,' 

using the summation convention, 

E ( b )  = Aapipi + XPiGUPj . . 

Using (3.15) gives 

Ln the limit as u w 0 we get that ASij + Gij H Sij/(27ru2) and thus ' 

This h a  the same minimum as a function of V-, as the minimal ., : 
mapping theory, which has an associated energy function given by 

This limit is also found if we let X I+ co. 

By comparing (3.10) with (3.16) we see that minimal mapping 
can be thought of as a version of this theory as 0 w 0. This 



corresponds to not smoothing the veIocity field. Hence the Yuille- 
Gmywacz theory imposes more smoothness on the velocity field than 
does minimal mapping and so is better suited for dealing with motion 
capture phenomena. 

The energy functions we have used here can be naturally given 
a probabilistic interpretation by using the Gibb's distribution as de- 
scribed earlier. 

3.3 STATISTICAL MECHANICS 
AND MEAN FIELD THEORY 

In this section we introduce some techniques from statistical phy- 
sics [I191 principally mean field (MF) theory, which we can use for 
analyzing MRF models. These techniques have been applied to vi- 
sion by Geiger and Girosi [46], Yuille [166], Marroquin [102], and by 
Geiger and YuiUe /49]. 

As mentioned in section 3.4, the conditional mean or minimum 
variance estimate is often to be preferred to  the maximum a po- . 
steriori estimate. In this section we describe (following [48]) how the 
conditional. meaa estimate can be calculated using techniques from . 
statisticd physics. 

An important concept in statistical mechanics is the 
function 2, defined for a probability distributian PC f ,  2) = e-DE(f>l) 

z = $: e-"E('I1l I I 
f,l 1 

Many statistical properties of the fields (f) and { I )  can be calculated I 
from 2. The partition function can be thought of as andogous to  . '' 

the generating functions used in conventional probabi3ity theory. I 

. - I  
MF themy gives methods for obtaining fast deterministic dge- 
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. . ' .  

rithms, that make use of the richness of the statistical formulation, to ' 

find the MF solution. This solution corresponds to the mean of the . 
probability distribution and wilI not necessarily correspond to  the .  
solution that mini-s the energy, especially if. that state is very.' 

. . isolated from the others. However, if we are concerned with mini- . . 
mizing the uncertainty in the solution then the MF theory may be .' 
more robust and reliable. Moreover for the limit a s  /3 + m the M F  
solution becomes the minimum of the energy. 

. , 
" 

We introduce M F  theory by using it to  sol& the problem of 
constructing Winner Take All (WTA) systems. This can be posed : . * 

as: given a set of N inputs, Ti, to a system, how ddes one choose th4 
maximum input and suppress the others? For simplicity we assume. 
all of the Ti to be positive. We introduce the binary variables V, as . 

decision functions, V, = 1, = 0 O # w selects element w as the ' . '  . 
winner. 

. . 

We will calculate the partition function Z in two separate ways 
for comparison. The first uses a technique called the mean field ap- 
proximation and gives an approximate answer. T h  second method 
is exact and is best for this application but cannot be used for alT - 
problems. It invoIves calculating the partition function for a sub- ' .' 
set of the possible Ir,, a subset chosen to ensure tliat Only one V ,  is 
non-zero. 

< 

. .. I 
3.3-1 W.T,A. WITH THE MEAN FTELD 

APPROXIMATION 
I 

Define the energy function 

where .A is a parameter to be specified. The solution of the W.T.A. 
will have a l l  the V; to be zero except for the one corresponding to . 
the maximum T;. This constraint is imposed implicitly by the first I 
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term on the right hand side of (3.17) (note that the constraint is 
encouraged rat her than explicitly enforced). 

Now we formulate the problem statistically. The enere func- 
tion above defines the probabjlity of a solution for to  be P = . 

e-oE({v)), where p is the inverse of the temperature parameta. . Z 
The partition function is 

Observe that the mean values of the K cart be found (substituting ' 
(3.17) into (3.18)) from the identity (from which the analogy to g -  
aerating functions is drawn, similar expressions can be written down 
for the variance of the V,'s and so on for higher order moments) 

We now introduce the rnem field approximation by using it to , 
compute the partition function Z> 

When calculating the contribution to Z from a specific element 5/;: the 
mean field approximation replaces the values of the other elements 
Vj by their mean values q. This assumes that only low correlations 
between elements are imporkant [119]. 

From Z we compute the mean value = $m and obtain , 

some consistency canditions on the I .  

For the values of X < then AT; < 1 and P + m (3.19) gives 
the correct solution of the W.T.A. problem, I$ = 1 for the maximum 
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I 

, , 

Ti and = 0 otherwise. For finite values of 0 the solution is more ' 
, . ' 

general and assigns a weight for each value of Ti that can be used 
to enhance the signal. 

There are several :ways to solve (3.19). One cdnsists of defining ' ' 
a set of differential equations for which the fixed .states are solution . . ' 

of (3.19). An at tractive method, which has been successfully applied . . .  
to other problems ih vision ' [loll  and shown to b e  a deterministic ' 

approximation to the Glauber 1551 algorithm for obtaining thermal . ,' . 
' equilibrium is 

d R  (t)  -- - -jqt>'- 1 ' ,  

dt 1 + e~(CI;;:, %(tl-*T11 
.. . - 

33.2 W.T.A. WITHOUT THE MEAN FIELD 
APPROXIMATION . . . . 

We now impose the constraint that the sum t< 1 explicitly during, 
the computation of the partition function. The first term on the. . . 
right hand side of (3.19) is now unnecessary and we use an energy. 

, 

function 
N-1 

We compute Z by summing over dl passible~V, under the con- 
straint that they sum to I.  This gives 

( In this case no approximation is necessary and we obtain 

Thus as 0 4 oo the Tr, corresponding to the laxgest Ti will be swit- 
ched on and the other V, will be off. This method is guaranteed to  
converge to the correct ~olution. . . 
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The examples in the two previous sections illustrate two useful tech- 
niques. First we use the mean field approximation to derive a set of ' 

consistency conditions for the mean fields and find a deterministic 
algorithm for finding a solution to these equations. Second we make 
restrictions on the set of fields over which the partition function is 
ta  be evaluated, thereby dowing us to elegantly incorporate global 
constraints (such as Ci = I) without adding additional terms to  
the energy function, We now discuss a third powesful technique by 
which certain fields can be averaged out of the p~obabiIity distri- 
bution. This technique is closely related to a technique proposed . 
by Eumsdaine et a1 /93] involving the computation of margind pro- . 
bability distributions. These ideas are exmined further In chapter . 
5. 

This example is based on work by Geiger and Girosi [46]. Consi- 
der the Geman and Geman f o rda t i on  of image segmentation using 
line processes given by equation (3.9). Using the Gibb's distribution 
we obtain a probability 

e-PEIf* ,L 1 
dfi,li)= 

where the partition function Z is given by 
= I'I e-P{{ja-&)2+(fi+i - j i ) ' ( l -L)+L} 

.fi!lt 

after substituting for E. 

We can perform the sum over the possible states of the line pro- 
cess field lt exactly as we did in the W.T.A. examples. P e r f ~ q h g  . 
the sum over each i separately gives 

We can rewrite this as 

= fae-PEeir(fi) 

k 
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where the effective energy Eef ( f i )  is given by 

Thus the line process fields have been averaged out and the pro-. . 
blem can be formulated in terms of the fields fi only. Geiger and ' . 
Girosi [46] show that in a certain limit of the parameters this becp' , . . 

. . 
mea exactly equivalent to the formulation by Blake 1141 in terms of 
weak constraints. . . 

3.4 THE FORM OF THE SMOOTHNESS ' 

CONSTRAINT 

We now discuss some properties that the smoothness operator S ' 

might need to have. This section reviews the approach described in 
[165]. We c a n  rewrite the enera as 

. . I The Euler-Lagrange equations with respect to d i g )  give 

. , Here S2 is the square of the ope~ator corresponding to the smoo- 1 
thness term (i.e. S2 = v2 if S = V). There are a number of can- 
straints for this term: (i) it rnlxst give rise to an interaction between 
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points that falls off at large  distance^,^ (iij it must impose enough . 
smoothness for a minimum of the energ  function to exist  and (iii) 
it must not be too smooth, otherwise it is impossible to break the 
constraints with line processors. 

It can be shown [165] that the interaction between the points 
falls off like the Green's function of the operator S2. For example, if 
the operator is chosen to be the standard gradient operator, S = V, 
then the Green's function behaves like log(?) and blows up at infinity. 
A way to prevent this blow up is to incorporate cost terms for the 
disparity in the energy function, for example 

(h,q2dX = / (d(z)a + 9. a) d~ 
M-C $2 dx 

The Green's function now obeys 

and can be shown to fall off exponentially as z 4 oo. The choice of 
such an operator satisfies condition (i). 

The smoothness operator must be smooth enough to enable a 
minimum to exist. The amount of smoothness required depends on 
the dimensionality of the problem and the dimensionality of the data 
[4O]. It is impossible, for example, to fit a membrane to isolated data ' 
points in two dimensions. 

An admtage of using no higher derivatives than the gradient is 
that line processes axe sufficient to break the constraixtts, and thus 
satisfies point (iii) . 

This effect of the interaction falling 08 as the Green's function 
of the square of the smoothing operator only applies for sparse data 
(such as edges). f i r  dense data the precise falI off depends oi the 
distribution of the data. 

 his constraint is not needed for energy functions that include line pro- 
ses, since the discontinuities produced by the line processes prevent interactions 
between points on either side of a discontinuity 
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3.5 ALTERNATIVE FORMS.: . . 
OF CONSTRAINT 

i 

So far we have considered the prior distributions as local am- 
thness constraints with possible discontinuities. . These smoothness 
constraints are typically expressed in terms of. Gaussian probaba- . . 

ties, although other probability distributions a;re possible withouk . 

violating the convexity condition (for example see [116]). Quadratic . 
. . 

energy hnctionds, which are commonly used due to their convexity,. 
lead to Gaussian Gibb's distributions. In addition, one often assumes - 

Markov random fields. There are, however, a number of othex pos- . 
sibie ways of expressing the priors which may be more appropriate ' 

than Gaussian distributions in sensory information processing tasks. , ' . 
A convenient approach is to choose a parameterized farm, or set of ' - . 

parameterized forms, to describe the priors. . ." 

3.5.1 PARAMETRIC CONSTRAINTS 

Priors or constraints that are modeled parametridly assurnk. ' . 
that the solution to an information processing-problem can be ex:. ' 

pressed in terms of a parameterized form, where the choice of this 
form corresponds to the prior knowledge. That is, instead of putting , .. 
a privra' probabilities on the solution values we put a p k r i  probabi-' ' , 

litties on the form of the solution. Technically this involves choosing : 
the at priori probability P( f )  to be zero except on a subspace come- , 

s p o n a  to the parameterized form. The problem then reduces to 
determining the values of the parameters that best fit the data (and . 

we may solve this problem in a Bayesian fashion as well, if we have ; . " some idea of the most probable vdaes of the 
. . . . 

The ideas behind parametric constraints cm be illustrated by the . 
Basis Function approach to e x p l ~ n i q  the phenomenon of colour ' 

constmcy in human vision [95, 1641. Althou& the light received 
from an object depends on the reflectance function of the object and ' . . 
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its illumination, the perceived colour of the object is relatively inde- 
pendent of the illumination. The human photo-receptors measure 

where a,(X) is the absorption function of the receptors (p = 1 to L, 
L = 4 if we consider the rods and cones), Efx ,  A) is the illumination . 

I incident on a surface with rdectance function S(x ,X)  with X the 
' 

wavelength . 
I The aim of theories of colour constancy is to determine the re- 

Bectance function S(x, A) from the measurements l , ( x )  with the il- ' 

I lumination E (e , A) unknown. 

I This problek is clearly undetermined since, for each x ,  we only 
I have a h i t e  set of measurements to determine an infinite number 

of unknowns. The Basis Function approach assumes that both the 
reflectance func.tion and the illurninant can be expressed as a Linear 
combination of a set of known basis functions. More precisely 

N 
E ( x ,  A) = C a i f ~ ) ~ i ( ~ )  (3.21) ' 

i=l 

M 

S(57 A )  = C @j(z)~j(~) (3.22) 
j=1 

where the he's and 0's are unknown co&cients of the known basis 
functions {Bi( A)} and {EI,.(X)). Experimental data, reviewed in [95], 
suggests that this is a good assumption for a large range of natural , 

reflectance functions and lighting conditions with N = M = 3. 

f 

I Substituting from (3.21) and (3.22) into (3.20) gives 

where 
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The Basis Function assumption gives us L equations far N+M - I 
unknowns at each point x-(the -1 comes frorn,the overall scaJing 
freedom E + vE : S -+ ( l / u ) S ,  which cannot be eliminated). In ' . 

generd this is not sufficient to give us a unique solution and we must . . .. 
make further assumptions about the spatial variations of the { a i ( x ) ) '  . . . 

and {Pj(z)). For Mondrian worlds [84] consisting of regions of con- . 
stant colour with sharp boundaries it is natural .to assume that the 

' 

{ p j ( x ) )  me piecewise constant (i.e. the reflectmt& is constant within 
r. 
each region) and the { a i ( x > )  vary xlowly with x.  In particular we' . 

assume that the ( a i ( x ) )  are locally constant xross the boundaries: . . . 
It can then be shown 195, 1641 that, for suitable choices of N ,  M and 
L, there are a sufficient number of equations at the boundaries to 
solve far the ( a ; ( x ) )  and (pj[z)). 

. . 
h [I641 is discussed alternative assumptions on' the spatid varia- ' . 

tions of the {ai(x)) and ( D j ( x ) )  which can be used on a mare general . . . 

class of images. Forsythe 1431 describes an dte&ative approach for ,. 
salving for the Mondrian case. 

The parametrized approach can also be used for feature recogni- 
tion [I681 by providing a defomable template for the feature to be ,  
extracted. In the deforgable template paradigm the templates alter. 
the value of their pasameters in order to minimize an energy, which 
is typically some function of the parameters and image values. h. 
a typical application, such as the face recognition system described. . 

in [I681 this energy function will contain .terms that act to attract, 
the template to salient features, such as peaks and valleys in the . 

image intensity, and image edges. The minimum.of the energy fun- 
' ' 

ction (with a given set of parameters) corresponds to the best fit of" 
the template (as described by the parameter d u e s )  with the image. 
The parameters of the template are updated by steepest descent, in 
an &ort towards minimizing the energy. This process corresponds . 
to following a path in parameter space, and contrasts with tradi- 
tiond methods of template matching which would. involve sampling ' 
the parameter space to find the best match. Changing the parame 
ters corresponds to altering the position, orientation, size, and other '. ' 

properties of the template. 
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An example of such a parametrized template, and its related . 
energy function is the followin% (taken from [168]). This is an 'eyen 
template, used to locate the region in an image of a human face cor- 
responding to an eye. The template consists of the following features: 

' 

(1) A circle of radius T, centered on a point Sc. This corresponds 
to the boundary between the iris and the whites of the eye and is 
attracted to edges in the image intensity. The interior of the circle 
is attracted to valleys, or low d u e s ,  in the image intensity. 

(2) A bounding contour of the eye attracted to edges, This con- 
tour is modeled by two parabolic sections representing the upper and 
lower parts of the boundary. It has a center Ze, width 2b, maximum . 
height a of the boundary above the center, maximum height c of the 
boundary below the center, and an angle of orientation 8. 

(3 )  Two points, corre~ponding to the centers of the whites of the 
eyes, which are attracted to peaks in the image intensity, These , 

points are labeled by Ze + +l(cos8,sin8) and Se + p2(co~8,sinB), 
where pz 2 0 and & 5 0. The point Ze lies at the center of the eye 
and t9 corresponds to the orientation of the eye. 

(4) The regions between the bounding contour and the iris dso 
correspond to the whites of the eyes. They will be attracted to large 
d u e s  in the image intensity. 

These components are linked together by three types of forces 
(which can be thought of as arising from the dynamics of the chew 
minimization process): (i) forces which encourage Zc and Se to be 
close together, (ii) forces which make the width 2b of the eye roughly 
four times the radius r of the iris, and (iii) forces which encourage 
the centers of the whites of the eyes to be roughly midway from the 
center of the eye to the boundary. 
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: . 
To give the explicit representation for the bo&dary Yde et ak. - 

first define two unit vectors ' 

I which change as the orientation of the eye changes. A point i in 
, 

space can be represented by (XI, x z )  where . . 

6= xl& + xa& 

Using these coordinates the top half of the boundary can be re- . .. 
presented by a section of a parabola with XIE [-bib] . . 

a 
x2 =z a - -sa 

b2 I 

Note that the maximal height, 2 2 ,  of the parabola is a and the' ' 
height is zero at zl = kb. Similarly the lower haif of the boundary , 

is given by 
C . . . . 

5 2  = -C + -x2 
b2 I where z16 [-6,  b]. 

. . 

The potential energy function E.=(Ze, Zc, p l ,  pa? a, b, c, r, 8 )  for the . . 
image which will be minirdized as a hnction of .the parameters of ' .. . . , 
the teinplate is given below. This energy function not only ensures ' .' . ' 

that the algorithm will wnverge, by acting as a Ljapunov function, 
but also gives a measure of the goodness of fit of the template. It is . 
given as a combination of terms due to valley, edge, peak, image and * 

. . internal potentials. More precisely, 

The template has a total of eleven parameters; &, X ~ P P I Y R T  ' + T  

a, b, c and 6'. All of these axe allowed to vary during the matching. 

where: ( i )  The valley potentials are given by the integral over the . ;, 
interior of the circle divided by the area of the kede, 
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(ii) The kdge potentiah are given by the int egds  over the boundaries 
bf the circle divided by its length and over tlie pi-abolae divided by . 
their lengths, 

I (fi) The image potentids have contrib~tions which attempt to mi- 
I n i a i ze  the total brightness inside the circle ditided %y its area, 

I and maximize it b etrveen the drcle and tho paraboh (again divided 

I by the arm), 

E '6 - - - 1 1 @ ; ( o d ~  
Area. Whites 

(iv) The peak potentials, evaluated at the two peak points, aTe given ' 

by 
Ep = C S ~ @ ~ ( G +  ~ 1 6 )  + + P$&)) 

I (v) The infernal pnkeneials are, piyen by 

I The 43's (@, , @ =, @;, a,) are featwe maps &rived from the image, 
and represent the data vector in the Bayesian interpretation, horn 
which we want to obtain the parameter vector. 

The {cs) and { k ; )  axe usually *ed caeffidents but we can adow 
them +a change valnes (corresponding t o  different epochs) as the 
process proceeds. Chmgizg the values of thcse coefficients enabp us ' 

to use a matcking strategy in whicb different parts of the template 
gaide the matching at different stages, For example, the $alley in 
the image intensity corresponding to the iris is very salient and i s  
more eEective at "att~acting" the template from long distances t tbm , 

any other feature. Thus its strength, which is p~oportiond to cl ,  
should ilt i t idy be large. Orienting tke template correctly is nsudy 
best performed by the peak terms, thus cs &odd be large in the 

. , 
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* .  . . 
. . . . 

middle period. The constants cz and c3 can th& be increased to - . 
help find the edges. Finally, the terms involving ;he image intensity - 
can be used to make fine scde corrections. Thit3 corresponds to a '. . . 1 
strategy in which the position of the eye ia  mainly .$ound by the valley , 
force, the orientation by the peak Iosce, and thethe scale detail by 
the edge and intensity fdfces. In this scenario the values of the c's 
wiU be ehaaged d$amicnJlv. Changing the weights of the merent ' , 

en- terms in the temglate matching process mounts to altering - ' . 
r,the relative contributions of multiple sensory modules in what will . . .. 

. . 
be referred f o in the next chapter as a ' c w d y  coupled" d&a, fusion .' , ' , 

process. A s  . ' I  

The individual energy terns can be written as functions of the : , 
* .I 

;. i 
parameter values. For example, the sum over tlie boundary can be ' 
expressed as an integxd function of Ze, a, b, c and 0 by , . 

where s corresponds to the arc length of the curve and Length to its 
tdtd l&th. Note that scale independen~e is achieved by dividing 
line integrals by their totd length and double inte~als (over regions) 
by their area. 

The minimization is done by gradient descent ,on. the energy fim- 
ction in parameter space. The-update rule for a parameter, for ex- 
ample r, is given by 

d~ dEc 

If we look at this defo~mable.templa.te example from the ~ayesi& ' 
viewpoint we see that the a priori information is used to specify that ' 
the solutions are to be members af a certain cl+s of parametrized :, . . 
fmctions. All other solution$ are exduded [i.e. .have zero a prioG 

' I .  

. . . . . . I -  I 
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probability). Within this parametrized dass all function8 are a p h r i  
equally likely. W e  have not provided any a priors' biaa for salmtions 
within the parametrized set of functions. An obvious extension ,of ' 

OUT appmach would be ta pat a nonuniform a priori distribution on - 

the functians within the parametrized class. The image fornation 
model is characterized by the energy Ec. It is this energy that allows ' 

us t o  choose between elements m" the parametrized function space 
b a ~ d  on the image data. 

Often one must specify an dgdthm with very general parme- , 

trization of the solution, since Little may be known about the actud 
form of the solution. ILn such a case, there may be fax too many pax* ' 

meters in the model to practically determine the solution. The anly ' 

recourse that. one is u s d y  Ieft with is to make the pmametrization 
more specific. In doing so the algorithm designer runs the risk of ha- . 
ving the dgo15thm fail if the p*&rized model does not adequately 
represent the solntion. In other words, the a priori coastrahts buirt 
into the parametrized model may be invalid if the conwraislts ase not 
genesd enough, yet if the model is too general the task of hding a 
solution i~ sot slpticantly aided by the assumption of the model, 
Thb dilemma is considered further in chapter 4, where we introduce 4 

the concept of constraint adaption in strongly coupled data fasion, . 
wh&rein the f o m  of a parametrized image formation or prior model, . 
and not 'just the parameter d u e s ,  are adapted by using inter-module 
consistency measures. h chapter 4 we will present a similx approach 
that uses temporal consistency measures [either w i t h  a single mo- 
dule or between many modules) to adapt the image formation w a 
pliriori models. 

r .  

The Minimal Description Length (MDL) approach developed by 
Risannen. f 1331 for statistical applications wggests that we should . 
interpret the data in terms of the minimal description (subject to 
some error bounds) with respett t o  a previousIy specihl  model. In 

this method, which provide; an degaat connection between inform*' 
tion theory and probability theo'ry, the length of the descript3on can .- , 

be related to a probability (80 that solutioas with longer 'descriptions 
aze less probable). Risannen! shows that the MDL criterion can be ' 
formally related to the Bayesian approach, with the a priori pmba- . 
bilities P ( f )  mrresponding to  the length of the description and the 

. . 
. . 

P(dlff term b&g related to the error in the dmcription. 
, - 

The c h i d  issue in this ~ p r o a c h  is bow the model should be =. 
' defined and coded. Whkle E s m e n  has some resalts relatirrg this to  ' . - 

optimal coding theory it is unlikely that they are relevant to sensory . . 
information processing. This is due to the observation that the op- .- 4 .'. 

timd coding theory presupposes a discrete system, which is unlikely 
- 

t o  found in natural s y s t m a  such as the brain.. The choice of the 
model in the MDL approa&,,must correspond to the constraids be- 

' 

:. 
ing imposed. This leads t6 theosiss similar to tho& +scribed before, , . . 
md some exambles will b'e &w4n shortly. But ' t i e  MDL approach ' . 
provides an interesting perspective, potentially useful, for-some novel 
applications, and is philosophi.cdy very attractive: The i d e ~  of de- ' . 

scribing an image scene in Cermg of the mininial description with 
' 

- .  
respect to a specific. model has a strong intuitive-apped. 

. . .  
The pazametxhed constiahit approach, describka in the previous -. - 

section, .can be direcdy interpreted in t e rm  of MDL. The choice of * , ,. 
parameters corresponds to  the best description of the d&a jn terms '. ,: 

of the parametrized model. Tllis is a fairly trivial example of MDL ' . 

since pre.are only minimizing the error of the m&dd tb the data md ', :!. 
we &re not-altering the length of the descripcioh ( d e g s  we made the ' * ; . 
description of some parameter values "longe$"' +nd hence less prob- . : ' , 

able, than others). Observe that for the Basis hnction approach . .: . 
to Colour Constacy the r.l-uoice of the modd, i.ele the Basis func- : 

' f 

tions, is determined by analysis of the. red world.. Fur example, one ' . : . . 
c a n  perform a principal component analysis on a large se-t hf calour ' - . 
images in an effort ta obtain a s m d  set of Basis 'functions which. , ' ' 
characterize the observed data (i.e. by finding tLe eigenfunctions of _ . 

I ' 
the Icarhunen-Loeve matrlx of the measurements with the largest - 

eigenvalu~~ [gfjj). 

. . 
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A deeper example of MDL can be found in the work of Leclerc 
[85] (see also the related work of KeeIer [78]) on using MDL methods 
in performing image segmentation tasks. Leclerc models the imag; 
segmentation process as one of finding the minimal length descrip- 
tion in terms of piecewise constant surfaces (he also discusses the , 

generdization to polynomial surfaces) and determines basic costs for 
the descriptions of the surfaces and their boundaries. This approach 
leads to a method which has strong similarities to the Matkov Ran- ' 

I dom Field approaches to image segmentation f Geman and Geman, 
et al 1511) when the smoothness coefficient is made very large [171]. - 

3.5.3 MULTIPLE SETS OF PRIORS 

I MDL suggests a generalization of the parameterized constraint ap- 
I pxoach by considering a model contdnhg several possible parame- 

terized surfaxes. The data is described by the minimal nnmber of 
surfaces .kith optimal parmeter values. Recent work described in 

I 11713 applies MDL ideas to problems involving stereo and motion , 

transparency. The idea in this approach is to represent the data 
in terms of the minimal number of parametrized surfaces that best 

I match the data. Another form of this approach would involve a set of. 
(possibly quite different in form) different parametrized models. One 

I would then apply the model for which the data results in a solution 
with the minimum description length (with respect to the model). 
For example one could have the following parametrized models for 
surfaces: (1) Planar Surfaces, (2) Piecewise Quadric Surfaces, (3) 
Piecewise Sinusoidal Patches, and (4) Harmonic Surfaces. Each of 
these models may have only a few parameters, sa that the &ni- 
mization pfocess is not too severe. The models are diBerent enough, 
however, that, for a given data set, one of them will be the most 
suitable. One can determine the suitability of a model, if the model . 
is expressed in MDL terms, by looking at the length of the minimum 
description length solution to the measured data provided by the . 
application of the model. 

The methods described above are essentially data fusion meth- 
ods, wherein the information being fused is the a priors' information, . . 

rather than the measured data. Recall the discussion in section. 2.6 . . 
on multisubjective priors in Bayesian methods. The type of data 
fusion that is performed here (it might more -rectly be termed 

, , 
"information fusion") is of a different sort than the data fusion oper- 

, 

ations most commonly encountered in the sensory information pro- 4 . 

cessing literature. In the standard approaches to. data fusion, one 4 

. , 

has a number of pieces of data or measurements and one combines 
?hem, subject to some a priori information to  obtain the result most . 

' 

consistent with the measurements and the a prim+ constraint. $. . , 

the next chapter we will provide a more ~om~~ete'characterization of 
such methods, and will refer to  them as weakly coupled data fusion'. . . 
algorithms. The data fusion methods that we have been discussing in ' . 
this chapter, however, involve taking a single measurement (vector) 
and a set of a priori constraints (rnultisubjective priors) and cornbin- ' ; 
ing them in a way that produces the result that is most consistent 
with the data. The x t u d  prior to be used is either one of the priors ' . 
(winner take all prior sel'ection) or some modified version (fused, or ' . . . 
consensus) of the priors. In the next chapter we will refer t o  such 
methods as a farm of strongly coupled data fusion.. 

The distinction between these two types of data fusion is an im-. 
porkant one and should be emphasized. The first approach combines 
mdtiple sets of data using a single a prdori constx&nt, while the sec- 
ond approa-ch combines multiple a priori constraints using a single 
set of measurements. Much work has been done on the first type 
of data fusion, but little ka,a been done, in the sensory inforrnatio~ 
processing research community, on developing systems based on the . 
second form of data fusion. There is, however, evidence that biolog-, 
ical systems frequently utiiize such fusion& techniques, wherein the .. 
a priorl constraints used in solving a sensory processing problem are, 
selected from a set of possibilities. . . 
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3.6 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

r Smooth energy function minimization is a special case of the 
Bayesian formulation which is well suited for imposing smoo- 
thness constraints. A suitable choice of the smoothness opera 
tor makes the solutions linear combinations of basis functions. 

r By defining a Gibb's distribution one can give a probabilistic 
interpretation to minimizing energy functions. This shows that 
energy functions are a special case of the Bayesian formalism 
 orr responding to  Markov Random Field distributions. 

4 Markov random fields can be implemented with binary "line 
process" fields, which results in a special case of the Bayesian 
approach that allows the "breakingn of smoothness constraints 
at places where the smaathness constraint is inappropriate. 

We can generalize Markov random fields by adding in bhazy 
valued "Matching Elementn fields. These matching fields d- 
low us to specify correspondences between features in separate. 
images, such as is required in long-range motion andysis or 
stereopsis. 

e For many vision problems, in particular those involving come- 
spondence, there are global constraints on the field which need 
to be satisfied. Statistical techniques give ways of imposing 
these constraints absolutely, unlike the more traditional weak 
methods of adding terms to the enera function which merely 
"encourage" the constraints to be satisfied. 

r The use of parametric constraints results in a special case of 
the Bayesian formalism which is an dternative to the spa -  
dard smooth surface with/without discontinuities a priori con- . 
straint. It assumes a parameterized form for the solution and 
determines the parameters to best match the data. 

Another special case of the Bayesian formalism can be s p e  
cified which interprets the data in terms of the minimal de- 
scription with respect to a prior modd and minimal error cri- 
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terion. The prior model could include a set 'of parameterized ' 
' 

models, hence this method would determine which paramete- . , ' . , 
rized form(s) should be used for a specific set of data. . . 

. . 
A form of data fusion results when one uses a multiplicity of a 
pldo& constraints, either by selecting one out of a set of possibi- , 

lities, or by finding a consensus between the u pmhri opinions, ' 

in order to extract information from a single set of sensory . '. 

measurements. 
7. 



Chapter 4 

Weakly vs. Strongly 
Coupled Data Fusion: A 
Classification of Fusional - . 

Methods 

Chapter 2 introduced the Bayesian approach to the processing 
of sensory information, One of the notable aspects of the Bayesian 
formdation is the ease with which constraints c a i  be embedded. 
The constraint embedding was seen to be performed through the 
specification of suitable image formation and prim models. The 
image formation model typicdy involved the physical, and to a lesser 
extent natural, constraints, while the prior model typically involved 
natural and artificial constraints. 

We saw in chapter 1 that it is often desirable to fuse inform* 
tion from many sensory information processing md.dules to solve a, 
given problem. One can think of this data fusion,process as one of 
embedding consTraints, where the constraints are the pieces of infor- 
mation from some subset of the sensory modules. In the Bayesian 
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fomulat ion of data fusion, then, these sources of information would 
be used to specify, or alter, the image formation and prior models, 
of some Bayesian estimation process. This line of thought leads to a 
classification of data fusion algorithms, wherein we distinguish bet- 
ween different types of fusion algorithms by the ways in which the ' 
constraints (i .e. information from the various sensory modules) are 
embedded in a particular sensory information processing task, 

We propose in this text just such a general dassification of data . 
fusion algorithms, and describe it in detail in the next section, 

4.1 A CLASSIFICATION OF FUSIONAL 
METHODS 

I 'In a strongly coupled fusion algorithm, on the other hand: the 
operation of one sensory module is affected by the output of another 

I I sensory module, so that the outputs of the two modules are no longer , 
independent. From the Bayesian point of view, in a strongly coupled 

I fusional algorithm, the outputs of one, or more, of the modules are 
used to specify or alter the image formation and/or prior models of : 
some or d of the sensory modules (including, possibly itself). 

I In this section we introduce our classification of data fusion d- 

There are useful distinctions to be made within the broad das- . 
ses of weakly and strongly coupled fusion algori@uns. These deal 
with the specific details of how the pieces of infonnatipn are actually . ' . 
combined. These more detailed classifications are described in the . 
next two sections, dong with more in depth descriptions of the ideas . ' 

behind weak axld strongly coupling. ' 

I I 

3.2 WEAKLY COUPLED DATA FUSION ' 

gorithrns. This classification is based on the cansideration of data 
fusion as the embedding of constraints. Our clwsification involves 
two major classes of fusional methods, that of weakly versus strooa : 
gky coupled data fusion. In weak coupling the outputs of two or 
more algorithms that produce information independently are com- 
bined. From the Bayesian viewpoint, in a weakly coupled fusiond 
algorithm the image formation and prior models do not depend on . 
any of the sensory modules, and the outputs of the sensory modu- 

As was mentioned in the introductory chapterj. there are t h e e  , 

main reasons for performing sensory fusion. To imphasize the di- ' ' .. 
stinction between fusional methods which have diffe~ent gods in our ' . 

. . 
discussions, we propose a partitioning of the class of weakly coup- 
led fusiond dgorithms h t o  three distinct subclasses. Each of these . 
represent a specific method for weakly fusing sensory data. This ' . ' 

partitioning is mustrated in figure 4.1. 
. . . . . 

4.2.1 CLASS I WEAKLY COUPLED DATA FUSION 
. . 

tes are considered purely as data. Most of the current methods of 
sensory fusion use weakly coupled approaches. 

The subclasses shown in-figure 4.1 represent a n&tu~al division of 
approaches to sensory fusion. The first, and weakest, sort of sensory 

, 

f d o n  that is treat;ed in our categorization is a werghted combination . 

of the outputs of two or more sensory modules. In this class of fusion . . 
the sensory modules whose outputs are to be combined must be . ' 

stable and provide unique sdutions. Thus, the only purpose of the , 

fusion in this case is to reduce the uncertainty of the resulting fused . . . . 
measurement. The weighting of one information sonrce with respect ' 

; to another is derived from measures of the reIative reliabilities of . . . 

, the two information sources. These reliabilities must be determined 
> 

during the operation of the sensory modules. If reliability measures 
are not available one must, in the absence of any other infomation, 
assume that each source of information is equally reliable. I I 
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Figure 4.1: A utility based classification of weakly coupled fusiond 
algorithms. 

As an example of a class I w e a m  coupled h i a n  algorithm con- . 

sider the f~U.~wing energy function: 

In the abode exampIe, we determine our desired idioimation f i s  ' ' 
I 

that which minimizes ~ ( l r )  given the two aomces of data d; axld $+. ; . 
The functions Dl ax~d D2 are the rmage fomation*models for our . , I 
two modules. These represent the -process by which a'given solution . I 

vector 7 gives rise to the data, and &. The constan$ factors a1 
and a2 are typically the relative reliabilities of the -two sourm of - , 4 

data. Suppose we assume that f and the di are sca$~,'and t h d  the . 
functions D; axe p m i d a r l y  simple, D i ( f )  = f a  Then t;he f that 

, , . 
mininrnizea E is seen to be . . 

, . :  I 

In thihis s jmpIe case, then, the data fusion corresponds to iimple weigh- . . 
ted averaging, where the weights are related t o  the . ddG l i t y  of the . >.. - 
idamat ion, 

' .. . . - I  ..- 

43.2 CLASS I1 WEAKLY COUPLED DATA FUSION . ' . 

The second class of fusional algorithms combine two or more ' 

sources of information> in order to y l d  a unique, robust, solation. 
It is assumed that, in this case, each of the.senswi modules taken 
alone can not provide a, anique ddution. h this dass of fusiond 
algorithrng the ~elative reliabilities of the infomation sources are 
irrelwant since all of the information sources are reqhed for a unique 
solution. This class of fu~ional algorithms includes, >the approaches 
collectively referred to ah active vision in [2,. I]. ' These methods 
are often pdsed in an algebraic setting, where exact.r@sults can be 
obtaihed, although this i g  not always pos6ble. A simile, illustrative, 
example of an algebraic fusion methad is the following. Suppose 
we wanted tn determine the resistance of a resistor, and we had 
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available to us a battery of unknown voltage, a voltmeter and an 
ammeter. We could measure the voltage of the battery with the 
voltmeter giving us Vb. We could then connect the resistor to the 
battery in series with the arnmeter. The ammeter would then give 
the current ff owing in the resistor, Ib, due to the EMF of the battery. . 
The resistance, R can be calculated from Vb and la through the 
equation R = Vb/ia. Thus we have fused the data values I$ and 
Ib to determine the desired quantity. Note that we could not have 
determined R without knowing both Vb tmd I& udess we imposed 
some a prkori constraint regarding the value of the voltage or current 
(i.e. a s w i n g  Vb to be some value known a priori]. The 'image 
formation model" in this case is Ohm's law, I = V /  R. 

One significant aspect of class I1 fusional algorithms is that they 
are prone to be excessively sensitive to noise in the data. Since the 
data values are absolutely required there is no alternative but to use 
the data, even if it is very noisy. This drawback of algebraic fusion 
is illustrated quite convincingly in chapter 7, and is present in the 
examples of class 'I1 fusion we describe below, even if no mention of 
these difficulties are given in the origind references. 

4.2.3 CLASS lCXI WEAKLY COUPLED 
DATA FUSION 

The third class of fusional algorithms can be thought of as a. 
combination of the methods in the first two classes. In this class, 
of sensory fusion methods the component sensory modules are in-, 
adequate in that they cannot provide a unique solution. However, 
the additional information required to obtain a unique m d  &able' 
solution is not provided solely by other sensory modules. This in- 
formation comes ip part from prior constraints added in the fusiond 
process. Adding in these mnstraints allows one ta weight the contri- 
butions of the outputs of the sensory modules, as well as the reliance 
on the assumed constraints, since not aU of the information gources 
are required to  get a unique solution. 

: 
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Class III weakly coupled data fusion is useful id reducing the un- . 

certainty resulting from noisy data. For example, in the resistance . ' 

measnrement process described earlier, the voltage and current mea- . 

surements may be noisy, resulting in uncertain resistance values. If . . , 

the noise in the voltage and current measurements' at different times 
are independent the uncertainty in the derived resistance vdues can ' 

, . 
be minimized by averaging the voltage and current d u e s  obtdned . . 

over a number of measurements taken at different times. In this cage 
we would have that R = xi yb(ti)/Ci Ib(t;). Note that, in this form . 
&f fusion, not all of th'e data is absolutely necessary in order for a 
value of R to be obtained. We can compute a value for R using only 
one measurement of & m d  Ib. The additional measurements are . . 
used only to reduce the effect of noise. 

In the class IU approach one has the extra freedom of weighting , . . 
the contribution the various measurements have toward the compu- 
tation of the desired parameter. If a measurement is known to be 
particularly noisy it can be weighted by a s m d  factor, whiIe if the 

, 

noise on a measurement is known to be low, then that measurement 
c x i  be weighted highly. In the example of the resistance measure- . 
m a t  we could compute R as a, ratio of weighted sums: 

Note that we cannot weight the voltage measurements versus the . 

current measurements; we can only weight voltages measurements ' . 
relative to other voltage measurements, and current measurements 4 : 
dative  to other current measurements. This reflects the fact that . 

the voltage and current' measurements must be independent in order 
to compute thcresistance. Both are required. This & an illustration 
of the difference between the class 111 fusional methods and the class 
I fusional methods. . . 
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4.3 STRONGLY COUPLED 
DATA FUSION ALGORITHMS 

The 0th- set of fusional algorithms contained in our catego- , 

rization are those corresponding to the strongly coupled fupional d- 
I gorithrns. The main feature of the strongly coupled approaches t o  . 

sensory fusion, and which distinguishes these methods £corn weak 
methods, is that the operation of one or more modules can be d e c -  
ted by the resnlts of other modules. In other words the outputs of 
the component modules are no longer independent. A simpIe exam- . 
ple is a feature matching stereo vision dgorithm where the matching 
of features is guided by depth d u e s  available from other sources 
(typically these sources are the outputs of other sensory modules, 

I information in the form of a pviori constraints can be used but we 
consider such a method to  be weakly coupled, cIass a, as these addi- ' 

tional constraints can be thought to be a part of the stereo module 
itsel£>. 

The development of strongly coupled data fusion algorithm are 
motivated by the idea, expressed in &apt w 1, that data fusion should 
be concerned with reducing dependence on possibly invalid prior con- 
straints, and not just on reducing the level of uncedainty in tthe value 

! of a parameter. 

As in the case of weakly mupled data fusion algorithms, we split 
I strongly coupled algorithms int;o a number of differen$ classes. This 

subdivision is based on the ways in which tthe modules to be fused 
interact with each other. We dwsify strongly coupled data fusion 

I algorithms into the following basic types: 
( 

feedforward prior constraint adaption. 

* feedforward image formation model adaption. 

yewrent constraint and image formation model adaption, 

.. , 
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Figure 4.2: A categorization of algorithms for strongly coupled data . " 

fusion, i 
The structure of these types of strongly coupled data fusion algo- 
rithms are depicted in %re 4.2. 

The feedforward prior constraint adaption o~erates by having . . 
the prior assumptions or constraints that  a amodd5 operates under . . . 
change due to informatioxl from one or more othawise independently . 
functioning modules. The feedforward image formation modd adap- . . . 
tion operates by having the model that a module uses to represent 
the process of image formation change due to information from one . . . . 
or more otherwise independently functioning modules. Recurrent . 
shong coupling occurs when a module that is being affected by ano- 
ther (through adaption of constraints or image formation model) . 
subsequently affects the other module. There w e  faur basic types 
of recurrent strong coupling for two module in.teraction, as indica- ' 
ted by the diagram. If more modules are used more combinations of. ' ' . i 
recurrent and feedforward coupling are possible. , .' I 

The distinctions between weakly and strongly coupled fusional 
processes may become blurred if we d o w  complicat6d interactions . 

, . 
involving feedback, but they are a useful way t 0 characterize existing 

' 
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systems. If the &put from the two modules is independent then 
weak coupling methods are appropriate, otherwise strong coupling 
should be used. . 

In the following subsections some simple illu~trative examples of 
the different types of strongly coupled approaches to fusion are given. 

4.3.1 STRONG COUPLING BY PRIOR 
CONSTRAINT ADAPTION 

In prior constl'bt or model adaption, fusion occurs by one, or ' 

more, modules chaaging the a priore' constraints on another mod& 
(or modules). A simple example would be where a smoothness con- , 

stra.int is altered, such as in a stereo vision algorithm+ One could 
use the output of an occludirrg edge (where depth d u e s  are usually 
discontinuous) detection algorithm to "breakn the smoothness con- 
straint at ocdudi& edges, thereby keeping the depth extraction mo- . 
dule from'srnoot hing over the depth discontinuities. This process can 
be described as anmergy minimization process where the enerm to 
be minimized is thi following: 

where fi(2')  is the' disparity fidd, 4 and IT are the left and right 
image intensity fields, and e(Z) is the (binary) field of occluding edge 
locations (e(Z) = 1 at an ocduding edge, and is zero elsewhere). The 
ocduding edge field is produced from a module that is independent 
of the disparity field estimation process. 

4.3.2 STRONG COUPLING BY ADAPTION 
OF TRE IMAGE FORMATION MODEL ' 

Ln image formation model adap tion, fusion proceeds through one 
or more modules specifying or dtering the image formation model 

. . 
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used by a particular information processing module. Typically the ' ' 

image formation rnodde depends on a nnmber of parametere which . . 
must dther be assumed or determined by independent modules. For 

' 

example, if a Gaussian image formation (or sensor noise) model is as- . ' 

sumed, then the variance and mean of this Gaussian must be known. . ;. 
If same independent module determines these parmeters then the 
Bayesian estimation process is strondy coupled to that module. In 
vision appkations the image fomaf;ion model is generally more com- . . 

pJcated, but still can be pa;ametrized. For example; in a shape from , 

shading module, a Lambertian rdiectance function may be assumed, ' *. 

with the Iight source intensity and direction, and'the surface albedo 
as parmeters. If these parametms are not assumed, but are esti- , . 
mated by some other, independent, modules then the shape from . 
shading process would be strongly coupled to the,= modules. An ex- . '. 
ample of this type of strongIy coupled data fusion applied to shape : 
from shading is detailed in chapter 7. In that application, the fol- ' 
lowing energy function is minimized to produce the solution to the' 
shape from shading problem. . . 

Here E ( Q  is the daka axray. The image forrnation.model is represen- . .. ' 

tea by the ( E ( 3  - wr(Z)")( A 3) - (1 - wt(Z))(& - A)")' energy tam. ' 
The array ~ ~ ( 2 )  comes from some independent sensory module and , ' . 
represents a segmentation of the image E into regions of primarily . . , 

specdar or primarily Lambertian reiIectance, ~ h u k  the image for- 
mation model is dtered by the segmentation module, and hence the ' 
shape from shading process is a strongly coupled one. 

. . 

4.3.3 FW,CUFtRENT STRONG COUPLING 

Our find class of strongly coupled fusion algorithms involves 
those in which either the prior or image fofmatioxi model used by, 
a module can be affected by the output of a mod3.e which is itself 



dected in so~ue way by the original module. Irr .this way a feedback : 
loop is ueated, cansing recurrent behavior. It is dew that one must 
worry about convergence and stability in these cases as the resulting 
system is a dynamic oae, and may diverge or asdllate, or even show 
chaotic behavior. 

As an example of a recurrent strongly mupled data fusion procese, . 
consider the shape from shading example described in the previous 
section. If the segmmkation module requires some knowledge of the ' 

object shape in order to produce a segmentation, and if this shape! - 

information commes from the shape from shadmg module which d+ 
pends on tk wgmentation, then the shape from shading procesess is 
ciea,rly recurrent. This example 43 examined in more detail in chapter 
7, where the dynamics of the recurrence are brieRy considered. 

4.3.4 COUPLED MRF METHODS AS STRONGLY . 
COUPLED DATA FUSION 

lt can be seen that coupled Markov rmdom field methada can be 
viewed as being recurrent strongly cou$led data fusion methods. Zb 
chose a specific example consider the Geman and Geman 1511 cou- 
pled MRF approach to image segmentation, Here the two coupled 
modules axe image intensity astimation (or image smoothing) and 
discontinuity detection. This segmentation algorith can be repre- 
sented as One of minimizing the fallowing energy func.tion (this is the 
same equation as (3.9)) 

The location of the line pTacesses li (corresponding to estimates of 
the location of the intensity discontinuities) depend on the estimate 
of the image intensities, and the estimate of the image intensity field 
itself depends on the location of the discontinaities, The recurrent 
nature of the fusion of the discontinuity and intensity field maddes 
is readily appaent . 

. . 
. . . .- 
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One can conetruct an kplmentation of the two modnles by the , . . 
following itaative procedue. First assume t h ~ t  the~e are no discon- 
tinuities (i-e. Initialize I ;  t o  be zero for d i). With this constraint ,, 

determine the set fi that minin i izes B. Taking this set of fi values 
' ' ' 

as a fixed consitr&t,,ddmdne the h e  process field {I;} which mi- . 
W a s  E.  This process is then cycled, alternating between -fixing I i  
m d  solving for j i  and fixing fi a d  golving for I;. Aa'with any recm- .. .. 

rent fwion dgorithm one most be conierned &oat the convergence . ' 
asd stability of the recurrence. It is not dear whether the above . 
&ofithm will converge to the global minim- of E (over the entire . 
$pace of li and fi  fields) even if at each step the global optimum of , 

E (over the entire space of li  or ji, fudng l i  or f i )  is. found, The find :'. 1, 
solution will. probably depend an the initid condikion. W e  should - 

use any a prim+ information we may have (which could come,from 
an. independent discantinuit y detection module or ,segmentation mo- ' 

dale) in. detexmining a suitable starting point fok I i  . I .  (ox for f; if we . . . , 
s t a r t  that way). 

. * 

4,4 BAYESIAN IMPLEMENTATION 4 .  

OF DATA FUSION . .  . . 
? .  

' I .  

. . ,  

4 .  

Our eons'traht centwed approach to data fusion, and the &tin- 
# .  . 

ction between weakly and strongly coupled fusion,' is most clearly + 

illustrated by a Baymian formdation of sensory informatian proces- 
' I 

sing tasks. 

We saw how, in tbe Bayeaia famdati.on as represAted by equa- ':. '4 

fion (2.11, a priori constraints can be combined with the output of I 
,a sensory module (i.e. the data 4, This is done .by specifying the . ' . 

constrahts in the a priori probability ~ ( 7 )  and the i&e fomatio~i - . 
model ~ ( d f l .    ow ever, we can extend the utility .of +he Bayesiam , - 

approach to  allow the fusion of multiple sources of data. We ca;n * A >.. - I 
- ,  . -. . 
, , ,, ' 
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write: 

A criticd question concerns the independence [or dependence) of the 
two data sources. If we can assume independence then 

The methods in class I weak coupling are easily put into the Bayesian 
framework as the salntion f is obtained from finding the ?which ma- 
ximizes the conditional probability in equation (4.1). The prior dis- 
tribution on the possible outputs, ~ ( f }  is taken to be flat or uniform, 
since there are no p p~ ior i  constraints on the fs. 

The clags III fusional methods are most easily formulated as 
enerw function mihimization problems, which can be converted to 
Bayesian problems through the application of the Gibb's distribution 
as described earlier: 

Uncertainties in the input data are modeled by the conditional 
probabilities ~(d l f )  (i.e. the image formation model). If the data 
are Xghly certain then this distribution will be highly peaked for the 
optimal f: If the 'data is uncertain the distributions will be more 
spread out over the space of the j.s. Uncertainties in the output can 
be measured by the form of the distribution ~ ( f l d ; ,  &, ...). If this 
distribution is highly peaked about the autput fthen the uncertainty 
in the output is low. If, however, this distribution is fiat new the 
output d u e  then the output uncertainty will be high. 

h eneru function terminology the above Bayesian formulation 
corresponds to Bnearly summing weighted (quadratic) data consi- 
stency terms from different sources. The weights on each term 'are 
related to the sharpness of the conditional probabilities densities, 
~ ( & l f ? .  The energy function approach to fusing data bas been used 
by PoMo and cow~rkers[l22]. 

When the independence assumption is valid and we can use the 
above approach to Bensory fusion, we say that the fnsional method 
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is weakly coupled, where the coupling referred to is between the in- 
formation sources. The independence assumption may 'simplify the 
calculations but is cedaidy not always justified. . .It is not dways 
easy, however, to determine the dependence between different data 
sources. There is dso a pragmatic balance between. the increased 
accuracy attained by using dependent, or strong, couplmg and the 
possible additional computational cost. 

Strong coupling occurs when we do not assume independence of 
data sources. An example of this is described in detail in the next 
chapter, and h chapter 5. In chapter 5 we present an attempt at try- 
ing to coupIe a stereo aJgorithm with a monocular dep!h algorithm, 
auch as depth from defocus or controlled eye movepent. The i nde  
pendence assumption would imply that, given an object, the stereo 
data (the projection of significant features of the object onto the two 
eyes) was independent of the monocular depth data. Tbis, however, 
is not the case since features in the left eye with a certain monocular 
depth estimate are likely to correspond to features. in the right eye 
with similar monocdax d&th estimates. So in this case the inde- 
pendence assumption is unjustified and a more sophisticated droxig 
coupling method should be used. . 

If the data sources +re not independent then eqn&tion (4.2) is no , ,' 
longer valid and we must, if the Bayesian approach is still to be used, . . 
determine the form of P(&,&, ...,&\f). Often, this'distribntion * . . ' 

may be difficult to  specify; in these cases casting the problem in 
the dud energy functiond framework may result ifi a m k e  tractable 
problem, as is done in section 5,  wherein a strongly coupled fusion . ' 

algorithm for stereo vision is described in terms of an energy function . . 
minimization proc-s. 

A second appro& to the Bayesian fomulation.of strongly cou- . 
pled fusion is to treat the problem as a single sensoiy ,module corn- 
bined with a priori constraints, as in the case of a weakly coupled ', 

algorithm. Howeverdow we allow for the adjustment of the con- . . 

strahts by the outputs of other sensory modules. This has the effect . " 

I .  

of altering the probabilities ~ ( f i  in a data dependent way. There '. . I. 
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are two main ways in which this adjustment of the P f i  distribution 
can be accomplished. The first is to have a set of P(f 5 distributions, 
each of which is appropriate in a given domain. The other sensory : 
modules an then be used to decide which domain is being operated 
in {this is the "mdtisub jective" approach mentioned in chapter 2). 
Once this decisiod .has been made the appropriate distribution for 
~ ( f i  can be selected and then used t o  determine fgiven the original 
sensory data. Alternatively, one could provide the ~ { f i  directly from 
another sensory module, instead of merely selecting from a fixed set 
of possible distributions. h any event? we would characterize the 
Bayesian implementation of a general strongly mupled data fusion 
dgorithm as follows. Such a system can be described as determining 

I the parmeter(s) f which optimize some statistic of the following 
conditional densit$: 

i where z is  the data being input to the Bayesian parameter estimation 
module from some sensor or sensory module, and (zl, 32, ..,, 2,) are 
the data from n sensors or sensory modules which may include the 
sensor producing $or the module producing f \ . The image formation 
model p(&f),p(dJ '.as well as the cn priori output model are dl 
seen to be f u n c t i o ~  of the data (a, 22, ...? 2,). 

The data (zi) can come from strong or weak fusiond modules as : 

well. In fact there is no reason that the output xk of a given module 
I that is strongIy coupled to the module that determines f caa not 

itseIf be inffuenced by f. Such a system would be recurrent in its , 

operation and care must be taken in the design of such a system to 
I prevent unstable behavior (such as limit cycles or chaos in the d u e s  ' 

of .zk m d  f) .  I 

Note that this formulation includes both recurrent and feedfor- 
ward adaption of ioth the prior and image formation models. h 
the recurrent case some knowledge of the system dynamics will be 
required in order ta formnlate the ra poste&ori probability wrrec- 
tly. Proper design of recurrent methods is still very much an open 
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reseaxch problem. We, and others, have only used ad hoc appro- . 

aches in obt dning stable and convergent recurrent strong coupling . . 
(see for &ample the algorithm of Singh later in this section, as well 
as the strongly mupled temporal coherence edge detection algorithm I 

described in chapter 8.) I 
. . 

In the des@ of strongly coupled fusion algorithms the question ." I 
axises as to whether it is better to adapt the prior &odd or to adapt I 

:he image formation model. As pointed out by Szeliski (personal ' 
communication, also see [147]), whether you adjust the smoothn- . 
ess constraint (prior model) or the data constraint {image formation, ' 
model) would not matter if all the probabilities were point-wise inde 
pendent. But since smoothness constraints are not (they introduces 
some spatial conelation into the solution), weakeiing or strengt- 
hening them may introduce "flat spots" or other artifacts into the 

I ' 

solution. If you have a. reasanable image formation model, this is 
where to  adjust for the variation in the q?rality/reliab*ility of the 

' 

I 
data. If, however, you know something about the surface, eg. ,  that I 

i t  breaks or creses, adjusting the smoothness constraint is appro- . 

priate. 

4.5 EXAMPLES OF WEAKLY ,COUPLED 
DATA FUSION IN THE VISION 
LITEFLATWRE 

. . . . 
The literature on data fusion is vast and sornekhat chaotic, and 

we cannot expect to provide a complete review df it here. We will , ' 

instead briefly describe a relatively small number of examples of exi- , 

' 

, ' 

sting approaches to data fusion that are consonarit with our pkilo- , I 

sophy. Later chapters will give some more detailed examples of our . . . 
own application of the constraint based approach to data fmion. . , 

A mmmon application of data fusion is to  con;bir?e enough sour- 
ces of information to allow a unique solution to a, &en sensory in- . I 
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formation processing task to be obtained. These methods, of which 
three approaches are described below, are examples of class I3 weakly 
coupled data fusion algorithms. 

En [33 Aloimonos and §&&an present a number of data fu- . 
sion methods (they refer to the fusional process as integmtioa of 
visual rnodpdles) that use the controlled motion of a camera to pro- 
vide additional images which can be used to make ill-posed problems 
welt-posed. They refer to these methods as active vision. Many of 
the active vision rhethods are examples of class II weak coupling, 
as they use the extja information provided by the time sequence of . 
images to provide unique solutions to problems which are otherwise . 
underdetermined. 

A good example of the active vision approach is the following 
active shape from contour algorithm, taken from [3]. The goal here 
is to determine the slant p and tilt q of a plane on which a polygonal 
contour is inscribed. It is assumed that we have a Binocular pair 
of images available; t &en from cameras having p a d d  o p t i d  axes. 
From the images we measure the areas Sz and SL of the (paraper- 
spective or perspective) projection of the polygonal contour onto the 
left and right image planes. h addition we compute the c a t e r s  of 
mass, (AL, BL), (AR,  BR) of the left and right images of the contours. 
We can specify the fobwing constraint (derived in 13131) between the 
desired parameters p, q md the above computed quantities: 

It is clear that the above constraint is not enough to uniquely define 
both p and q. In order to obtain a unique solution we must add 
more information. The active vision approach to this is to move the 
cameras and obtain a new set of images, which wdI give (for perspec- 
tive projection) a new constraint that is ixldependent of the original 
constraint. If the cameras are moved by rotating them (tilting f hem 
upwards for example) by a s m d  angle 8 ,  then the new constraint is: 
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. . .  

where A; etc. are the measurements made on the images from the 
rotated cameras. We now have two constraint equations for our . 
h o r n  p and q so that a unique solution is ad 'b l e  (a slight .. 
modification is required for the degenerate case when p= 0 [3]). 

Another example of an dgebraic, or class II, approach to data 
&fusion is that of Photometric Stereo. This is a method, introduced 
by Woodham, [I621 for determining the shape of xn object from the' 
information contained in two different views of the object obtained 
by changing the position of the source of illumination. While this is 
not commonly thought of as a data fusion algorithm, it can be con- . 
sidered as one, and, in particular, is an example of a'claas II weakly 
conpled fusion algorithm. The operation of the &ape, from photo- ' . ' 

metric sterea algorithm is based on the observation that the image 
I($) capturing the observed brightness of an object, (having uniform 
reflectance properties) depends on the direction and inkensity of the . . 

illumination source (S) as we31 as the unit surface norind vector field . 

6($) of the object. This is: summarized by the reflecta&ce law: 

The function I3 is often termed the reflectance map, as it represents 
the mapping between the object shape (h(2) and t the observed image 
values (I(S)  ff we fcx B to be some known d u e ;  and if we know 
the form of R (e.g. R(fi,9') = f i  .?for a Lambertian surface), then 
the above equation gives a one dimensional comtraint on the two ,, 
dimensional (one for each component) unit surface normal vector 
field. Thus, we need additional information in o~der  to obtain a 
unique solution for i(q. In photometric stereo this extra information 
is obtained by changing the direction of the light soarce (i.e. changing, 
3. 

The photometric stereo process is similar to an active vision al- ' 

gorithm except that here the camera does not move, the light source . 
does. It is dearly in the same spirit as active vision - dter the envi- 
ronment through the degees of freedom available to the system in a 
way which serves the perceptual process. 

t 
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The wmk of Nmdhakumar and Agarwal [114, 1151 on fusing 
thermal and visual imagery dso uses a class ll, algebraic, weakly cou- 

I pled a~proach. Ram independent modules they obtained measures 
of thermal and visual irradiance. These two measures were combi- 

I ned in algebraic expressions for estimating the heat fluxes at object - 

&aces. Their approach is similar in spirit to the active vision dgo- 
rithms such as the. one just described in that both the thermal and 
visual information is reqnired in order to  obtain unique solutiom for 

I the h i r e d  swface.parameiers. The fusion4 process ia  as algebraic 
one, and is what we have termed a class II weakly coupled fusion . 
algorithm. The details of f he algorithm can be found in [114], but 
we will repeat some.of * h a  here to make dear the form of the fnsion . 

I that is performed. 

The aim of the:'dgurithm is to obtain the value of a, parameter 
that can be used as a feature in image segmentation and object re- : 
cognition. This par$meter w m  the ratio -$: of the heat conducted , 

fiom the surface of an object to its interior, W,d, to the+portion of ' 

the irradiation absorbed. by the ~ u d a c e  of the object, Wabs. These 
two heat fluxes are determined from a thermal image and a visual 
image as follms. A thermal equilibrium is assumed to be present 
wherein we have 

where Wm is the heat convected from the d a c e  to the air, and , 

Wrad is the heat lost by the surface due to radiation. The radiation 
flnx is given by : 

K.d = W(T,4 - T&b) 
where T, is the surface ternpaatuse, which can be obtained from , 
the thermal image, 'and Tamb is the temperature of the air nem the - 
surface of the abject, which is assumed to be known. Therefore 
Wrad can be abtained Trom the thermal imagk. The convective heat 
transfer is given by 

w6V = h(TB - Tambj 

where h i s  the average convection hcat transfer coefficient. * This 
co&cimt can be estimated (see 11141) and we will assume it to be 

' 

knom.ThnaW,canbeobt~nedfromtheth~dim;kgc.aswcll. . , 

The ambunt; of heat absorbed by the surface dep&ndk in the amount . ' ' ., 

of irradianm it receives. hi ill41 it was assumed that a l l  of the 
, .  

irradimce was produced by the sun, and aJ1 of this irradiance was . . 
concentrated in the visible spectrum. Thus - .  

I 
I 

Wab4 = TVi cosB;a, 1 , I 

where Bi is the angle betwemi the g d a c e  normal vector and the . ' . 
illumination direction, and a, ia the solar abaorptiviiy of t the sudxe. 

'. 
. 

' 

Wi is the incident; sdar radiation (which can be'determined,, on. a . *  

sunny day, fiom knowledge of the date and the time, .and the solar . . - 
insolation for that day. The values of cos 8; and 4 m!.assumed to , . . - .  
be obtainable from the visual image (see details @' p'Ill;lj), so that ' ^  

, . .. 
Was, can be determixled from the visual image. We can now form 

' ' -- 

the feature e. We can ~ S O  mmpute the ~ d u e  of the cundnction 
heat dux using 

Wed = watrs'-Wcu - Wrad , 

This heat flax can be used to estimate the thermd c.6ndilctivity of 
the object , which may be useful in image segmentation. or object re- 
cognition. Note that the values of these two derived features depend 
on both the thermal and visud images. Hence we have fused the ' , .>. 

two images in deriuing the desired quantity. Note' that this insion is . . 
an algebraic one, and that there is no relative weightibg of the ther- , 

' ,  .' 

md or viand data, Both arereq~dd in order to  'obtain the desired + .+ 

qumt it ies. 

4.6 EXAMPLES OF STRONGLY. 
COUPLED FUSION IN THE A 

VISION LITERATURE ., . 

There have been a number of examples of visioi klgorithms in the : 

compntational vision literature which utilize what can be described - + 
- - 

ag ~trongly coupled data fusion. We review some of th'ese here. 1 .  ' .. 
. . 
I .I 

1 :  

. 8 

. . . . I . . 
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The most cummou application 01 strongly coupled methods use 
the K h a n  filter. . ' K h a . n  filter based data fusion algorithms are ' 

strongly coupled as they involve adap tion oft he prior model, through : 
updating of the e~timate of mean and kovarimce of the state varia- 

, ble. An example of the application of Kalmaa filter Gechxiqaes to 
data fusion can be found in the work on depth-from-motion done . 
'by Matt-Ees el ml [105]. The operation of the Matthies et  a1 fe* ' 

ture based depth esiimation procedure is as follows. A set of feature ' 
points (a} are derived from an image (e.g, "edges"). These features 
we then tracked as+ the camera moveg in a hown manner, in a fas- . 
hion s X a ; r  to active vision. The state vector-for this methad is the 
image featuse position xt [A% the current time t )  and the estimate of . 
the depth ol lhe feature dt. It is assumed that the camera motion 
is known exactly (abd is lateral translatian) and that the errors in : 

b the feiture position .measurements are normally distributed with va- , 

.dance u:. The initial state vector (z,d) xnd state covazimce P is 
given by XI = 2.1, dl = ( I I  - Zo) /TI aand 

where 

[ and where the Kalman fits* k is ' 

"=lP+(;) .,2 L ' 

r. 

Note that the covariance update does not actually . depehd . on the, - 
meamred data, but is deterministic. 

If we assume that the measuxments 5* are hdTepkndent with 
equal vaxiance a: one find8 that the error in the depth has a decxea- . . 
sing miance  over time given by: : . 

. 8 

, where Fa and 91 axe the measured feaeure positions for the first 
' two time steps, and:Tl is the camera translation. The state update 
' equations axe: 

The covariance (prior model) update is 

., Pr=@tp;t_,@T 

The + snperscript indicates that the variable includes the efFeit of ' 
the c u r a t  rnea,s&ement and the - super~cript indicates that the 

. 

. ~ i a % l e  does not include the effect of the current measurement, The ' 

information from the current measurement is embedded inta the state . 
a d  state mwiaxrce estimates as follows: 

' I  . 

T h i ~  techniqne is 6trongly coupled be'cause of the ad~ption of the 
prior model through the updating, dependent on the measured data, 
of the state vasiable (which iTB the mean of p( f ), the pi501 mudel). It is ' 

r&nrrent since the prior model depends on the previous. output (the 
estimate st). The dynamics of this recurrence are made explicit in 
the K a a n  filter method, however, and the convergence properties 
of such dgoriths  have been well studied. 

A related a p p r o d  was praposed by, Szeliski ['L46]. This method . ' 

' used a Bayesian or energy function mbimkation approa'ch to estima- . . ' .. 
tiag motion from depth inforinat ion. The technique issumes that * , . 
the h e  depth value8 u a e  Gaussian random vaiables, with zero . , . 

1 mean and covarimce P [i.e. the surface has a rangom shape), and 
the depth mewarements d are related to the actual values through 

. , . m the following linear transformation: 
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where H is a constant, sparse, matrix, and T is a Gaussian distributed 
random variable with zero mean and covariance B. Based on a sparse 
set of depth measurements at some time tl , an estimate of the depth ' 
map ul can be determined with; 

where R and 151 be assumed to be known a p r d o ~  and Po is the 
current estimate (if it is not known a pried ) of the covariance of 
the depth function: If the covariance is not known a prior%' it can be 
updated from Po as follows: 

. pr = (pgf + H ~ R - ' A ) - ~  

Note that this update does not depend on m y  measurements, and. 
could be precomputed. Therefore the fusion algorithm that is to be 
described is not st iongly coupled to the extent that the prior model b 
not affected by any measurements or external modules (even though 
it does change with time, it changes in a predetermined fashion). 
The strong mupli,& arises through recurrent adaption of the image 
formation model, as .seen below. 

Suppose the &ace that we are viewing is moving. Then the . 
image coordinates of the points on the surface will change. We can 
undo this effect by transforming the new depth values and image 
coordinates with a geometric transformation: 

where is the measured coordinates and pa are the transformed 
versions. T is the transformation and O is the set of parameters of 
this transformatioh (typicdy rotations and translations). Now, we 
do not know O as these are the quantities that we wish to determine . 
by some computation on the depth values. Szdski proposes the . 
following procedure for determining 0. Let d2 be the transformed 
depth values, and let H2, and Ra be similarIy transformations of H : 
and B. We can find 8 as that which maximizes the following energy: 

E(&(Q)) = log 12nRzt + (dz - ~ z & ) ~ & - ' ( d a  - &GI) 
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This effectively determines the likelihood that the I& points dz co- 
mes from the (interpolated or estimated) surface GI. The minimiza- 
tion process is highly nonlinear and involves the joint minimization 
over six vaxiables. One can see that the algorithm is strofigly mupled 
as the: determination of O depends on the specification ,of 5, which 
depends on previous estimates of O. That is, as the camera moves, 
we determine O given the previous estimate of the depth. map. Once 
Q is determined we can obtain an k w  estimate of the,depth map 
f b rn  the properly transformed data d. We can use this new depth 
map to compute O for a new camera movement. ' . 

Saeliski proposes an extension to the above approach which uses 
the estimates of $he depth at both times, .is1 and &; Here we are 
trying to find the value of O that makes it most likely that the data 
points pl and pz came from the same smooth surface. This extension 
uses the fact that the new depth measurements must come from a 
distribution, conditioned on the initid depth egtimaks %I, with zero 
mean and covariance H ~ P I H ~  + Ra (whereas in the above method 
the depth measurements were assumed to come from a distribution, 
unconditioned on GI, with zero mean and covariance R2). Thus one 
needs t o  minimize the same eneru function as above, save for re- 
placing R2 with &fi@ .+ Rz. As SzeIiski paints out, performing 
this minimization is difficult because of the large dimwsiona;iity of 
PI (same size as the image, and is not sparse). He ,gives the f o b  
wing approximation to the energy function which is Amo tractable 
computationally: . . 

There is some coupling in this approach between the computation of 
6 and the computation of $2,  since ii2 depends on Rz and &. 

The above two methods (except for the determination of the O 
parameters in Szdiski's algorithm) make the assumption that the 
relationship between the desired parameter and the measured data 
is linear. This is most often not the case, and the K h a n  filter 
must be extended if it is to be used. Ayache and' Faugeras [4] 
have proposed a melhod, based on the Extended K a h a n  Filter [50], 

. "  



" 
for fusiag a number of noisy measurements to provide estimate , 

of the 3JD positioi of objects in apace. In this work Ayacha and 
: Faangeras use Linear approximations to the function relating retinal ' 

coordinates to 3 0  'world coordinates and K h a n  fdtering to  attack 
some problems of weakly fusing visual infotmation, particularly for . 
stereo, assuming that the correspondence has been salved. In these 
models the uncertainties are due t o  lattice spacing errors in the two 
images; the probability distribution for the point in qaice is then 
approximated as Gaussian and the standwd deviation is calculated. 
Xalman filtering techniques are then used get the optimal estha%e . 
for the position of the point in space. 

The details of this approach ase as follows. Cmsider the problwn : 
bf determining the 3D location (OM r (x, y, zIT) of a point M 
relative to the origin O of a reference hame from the coordibates * 

(ul, vl ) , (u2 I w2)  oft he image of M in the image planes of two cameras. . 
Assume that the correspondence p~oblm haa been solved, so that ' 

. we can determine the (ui, vi)'s which correspund, For each image we ' 
: get the following mnstraints an the position vector O M :  

where x represents the measurements ((u, v)) , a repxesents the para, 
meters to be estimated (0 M ) ,  and II,Iz, 13 l I 4 ,  lZ4, and lS4 me known , 

geametric quantitieg capturing the projection of points in apace to 
the image plake. 

The relationship between the desired parmeter vector OM and 
the measurement$ u, u is a nodhear one. In order to use a line= 

1 estimator for o w e  must Linearize f [z , a). This is done by expanding 
f ( x  , a] in a Taylor's series about estimates, a* a d  x , of a and s', . 
where E' is the noise-free measurement ( x  = x' + E ,  where E is zero 
meaa Gawsian noise with ~ovmiauce A) and retaining only te-s of ' 

linear order. ~hus%e get 

af f(st ,o) = o i;: (z, a*) + Bf(q  a*)(rl - 2) + -($, a*)(& - a*). : 
ax aa 

TI& can be zeamasged to field the linear transformat'ion , . 
. , : 

y = M a + a  . . 
where g is a Umeagn~ement", y = - f (s, a*) + g(r, ox)e'; u is a -., ' -: : '. - 

'$oisen .term, u = g ( e , - d ) ~  whose statistics me. ,boy (E(u) = , I ,  

0,~(2~~)=W=~(z,a*)~~(x,a~~),mdMia'&fi%bsermtim~ . . 

matdx, M = &s,a'). Both p m d  M klIow3l (6hcp We h n 0 ~  '., . , 
' 

the form of f (x, a)). Thus we ha* reduced the problem to that ' 

ofilineaz @&timation of a. We can use the K a h m  flter .techniques . 
described in chapter 2 to estimate a. This was the approach taken by 

' . - 

Ayache and Fangeras in their algorithm. This dgozithrn has the nice , 
. +' 

property of being able to use information about, the ~ c e ~ t d t n t y  of the . . 1: 
measurements (u, v )  to pruvide a measure of the unCweP'tainty in the . - .. 
estirnaked pwameter [the OM vector). Infomatiah from multiple . , . 
camera positions is fused through the application nf the IChm , : 
filter. This algorithm wa6 extended (in [4])  to estimate geometric . 

paramet em other than positions; the cconilguratim &lines and plasm 
' - . . 

in apace cart be obtained in a similar mamer. The method was also 
' 

extended to  d m  the wtimation, or the improveme$t; in q estimate, 
of the relative position and orientation of a, cam&a { 'it .moves about. , . 
TEE improvement comes about through a fosion of measurements 
aboat the configtiration of points, lines, or planes in-space, ~btained, . 'L 

wing the above tedhpiquea, from the camera images :&t tlie different . 
locations. This fusion is performed using a K d m m  filter process as 
well. . . 

. . : . . . , 

Geiger and Yuille [a] describe a method fox sttondy coupling * 

shape from stereo with shape f r m  controlled movement;. For con- 
trolled movements, such as eye movements or head rbtation, the mat- - 

ching problem {for each eye) can be solved by trackijlg, liu laxge mc- 
vements are required to get an a~curat e es.timate ,of depth. Geiger I .  

and Yuille propose using crude depth estimates fxod s m d  control- ' . . 
led movements to  @de the stereo matching which then,. yields the . 

correct depth. The system is strongly coupled s inc~ the information 
from the eye-movements directly affects the c~pespbnde~ce  between 

+ 

the two eyes. An import& aspect of this work is the piedse mod* 
. 

Zing of the errors inherent; in the controlled eye movement . . process. : 
. . .  . .  



Thus the system !stirnates the depth from eye movements but dm 
gives an estimate of the reliability of this estimate. This system does 
not need a prior%' assumptions, such as the smooth surface assump- 
tion, and gives correct results when it is violated, for example by 
transparent surfams. The system is also able to distinguish between 
the edges due to sharp boundaries, such as knife edges, and those 
due to smooth boundaries where the surface turns smoothly away 
from the viewer, as for a sphere. The key point is that for smooth : 
boundaries the edges in the two eyes correspond to different points 
on the object, and the system is sensitive enough to detect this. More 
details on this algdrifhm me provided in chapter 6.  

Another example of strong coupling is the work by Rouse [67] on 
modeIing the visual systems of toads and frogs, The visual aystems of 
these animals have been extensively studied by Collett and coworkers . 
1381. Frogs have no conjunctive eye movements, and hence annot  
perform billocular stereo, buk can estimate depth in each eye sepa 
ratdy using accommodation (depth from focus). House describes a 
cooperative dgorit.hm that combines accommod&ion with stereo to 
influence the stereo matching and give a depth result. It is impor- 
tant to distinguish this  from a weak method for combining stereo atrd 
accommodation. In such a method accommodation would not hflu- , 

a c e  the stereo matching, The depth from accornmodatioa and the 
depth from stereo would be computed separately and then combined , 

using the estimates of their relative errors. 

Shgh [I421 considers the fusion of motion information obtained . 

.from modules that use two d~fferent types of constraints, convection 
constraints and neighborhood constraints. A convection constraint 
is one in which there is some invarimt property of the image as 
time progresses. FGr example, the motion analysis procedure of $lorn 
and Schunk [65] assumes that the intensity of a moving patch does 
not change. A neighborhood constraint is axle wkich is based on 
the spatid distribution of certain image parameters. This includes 
smoothness constraints, among others. 

motion analysis algorithm is M fo2lows. A matching strength surface, , ' . 
M(dx,  Sy, t )  of extent N x N ,  representhg the likelihood of the inter- 
image lsplacement of a feature, is  computed for each pixel in an 
image using the following formula I 
M(6x,6y, t) = . . 

-1 
Cj=-,(Ia(x + i. y + j )  - It(r  + 62 + i, y + 6 y  + j))') 

A time average matching strength is determined by : . . . ‘ .  I 
M ( S X , S ~ ) =  M ( ~ X , S ~ , - ~ ) + M ( ~ ~ X , S Y , O ) + ~ ( ~ X , S ~ , + ~ )  

Fsom this time average matching strength two possible displacement . , 
constraints are d e t d e d  as the eigenvectors of the "Inertia" rn* 
trix S of the matching field M(6x,  Sy). These eigenvectors can be 
interpreted as the axes about which the moment' of. inertia of the 
matching strength field is minimum and maximum. These eigenvec- 
tors provide two possibilities for a one-dimensional cbristraint on the 
flow vector.. That is, we have two constraints on the displacement 

' 

(Sx, Sy) of the form 

Let us call these two Ineax constraints L1 and L2. We c a n  associate 
a confidence with each of.these linear constraints by, taking as the 
confidence.the inverse of the ((normalized) moment bf inertia of the 
matching strength field about the constraint line. 

Taken by themselves, the convection constraints could determine 
the flow vector by an algebraic, class KI, weakly couged 'fusiox~ pru- 
cess that would correspond to finding the intersection. of the two 
constraint lines. The canfidences would not have any effect on the 
solution, since both constraints axe absolutely needed to  obtain a 
unique solution. If we had additional constraints we could use the , 

confidences in a class III weakly coupled fusion dgorithm. These 
&ra constraints, in Singh's approach comes from the neighborhood 
constraints. 

The neighborhood constraints in Singh's method' me obtained - ,  
, ': The form of the convection constraint assumed by Sbg6 in his ' 

as follows. The optical flow vectors (or image displacements) in a -- 

. . , -  I 
. .. I 

, , 
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. window about each pixel in the image are mapped into the Gx, Sy , 

space, and a mass-.is ascouated with each point proportiond to a . 
Gaussian function of the distance between the point in the ~ i n d o w  

: and the center of the window. Thus points closest to the image pi- 
. xel in question xce weighted mare heavily t h ~  are points further 

away. In this fashion we obtain a "mass" function, andogous to 
the matching st renghh function encountered in the determination of 
the convection constrgnts. We can compute the principle axes of 

' this maS6 distribution asing the same teclzniquas as in the case of 
the convection constraintst and hence. we c& d&e two Enea con- . 
straints on the image displacements. These have the same form as ' 

: the convestion coGtraints, and we will cd them L3 and La. We can 
associateconlidexices with these two constraints by taking as the con- 
fidence the inverse of the [normalized) moment of inertia of the snass - 
distribution about the constraint line. Note that the neighbo'rhood ' 
constraint depends on the qaahtity that we are trying to solve for, ' 

the displacement field, much in the same manner that s m ~ ~ t h n a s s  
' constraints, or any' a priori coastraiat on the so1ution, is a function ' 
over the space of possibk solutions. h this case this "a p~0P.a' " . 

' cmstraint is quite Simple, being a Linear constraint. This ~esults in a - 
simple, deterministic, algorithm far finding the solution which fuss : 

. the constraints. % 

The app~oaeh taken by Singh to fuse the four constraints is to ' 
find the displacements that d n h b e  the fo1lowing weighted (by the 
confidence d u e s )  .sum of squares of the four co~straints. If a31 of 
the constraints were satisfied (which is unlikely h general) this sum 
wouldhezero. :. 

The qmatity $ is a factor which weights the relative import m e  of : 
the neighborhood constraints versus the convection canstraints. If 1,6 
is s m d  there is little dependence on the neighborhood conshtr@ts. ' 
Since the canstraixits a r e  simple (they arelinea~) wevcan solve for the 

+ minimum exactly (id it k i s t s ) .  Tbis is given by [I421 

. . 
, '  . . . *. . 
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I s * ? - t * p  
6y = . I  " 

p * q - r 2  . . 
. - 

. . "  where 
I. . 

P = (I - $2)(C:o: t C&i) + d2(c&i + cia:b:) 

In Singh's algorithm the convection e~nstraints are p$5cokpuf;ed &.d 
remain constant, independent of the solution. Initially, ~ however, we 
have no idea of what the displacement field is, and sd cannot obtain 
a meanin& neighborhood constraint. Thus Singh dses m iterative 
method in which the factor $ is initially taken to  be 0, so-that the 
solution depends only on the convection constraints, &d' then raises 
the d u e  of 4 as a hopefully -accurate displacement fieId begins to be 
derived. A8 with dI recurren't strongly coupled apprbacbes one must 
be concerned with the convergence of the algorithq.' Singh daims 
that in practice the algorithm seems to converge to xeasoriable d u e s  
but does .not provide any analysis of the convergence. Presumably 
there win be, at the very least, pathological image flow fields fox 
which the algorithm will either canverge to an jncorre& value, or not 
converge at all. 

It ia evident that Singh's fil~sional method is a stro<;ly co'tlp1ed 
one since it effectively dters the a pri0P.a' probability of the solution 
(as measured by the neighborhood constrainb) as the solution process 
proceeds. The convection constraht plays the role nf the. image f n ~ -  

mat ion model in our Bayesian fusiond paradigm, a~ it expresses haw 
the digplacement field maaifsts itself in the image sequence (which . 

is the data being fed into the algorithm). This algorithm, is an in- 
teresting exampIe as it describes the embedding of constraints, in 
essentially a Bayesian manner, that aze not ~auss iA.  6r quadratic. 
It also is an exampIe of the adaptiv~ nat~tr~ .  that is t%e ,signatttut~! of 
recurrent strongly coupled fusion techniques. 

I .  

. , . 8 
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The work that is closest to  the philosophy of this text is that of 
foggio, Gamble and Little [I231 and that of Chou and Brrswn [3q. 

These approah& are essentidy the same as the coupled Markov ' 
Random Field methods described in chapter 3. 

Poggio et d I1231 use a more complex energy term involving the 
prior expectation of the line process field. The energy function in 
their approach is 

where 1: is a binary line process element between lattice sites i and 
j . The term vc(:6:) embeds prior i~~formation about the likelihood 
of different configurations of the line process field. In their niathod 
strong coupling is obtained (apart f m  that induced by the coupling 
of the f and I field's) by letting Vc be dependent on some independent 
sensory module. They give an example of using a natural co~ktraint;, 
that changes in physical properties of object surfaces nsudy produce 
large padients in image brightness, to dter Vc. This is done by 
letting 

vc(a, q) = g(1- 2:) 

where is the gradient in the image brightness between lattice sites 
i and j .  This method can be classified as a feedforward prior model. 
adaption fusiond algorithm. The prior constraint in the above me- 
thod is embedded through the energy term incorporating Vc. Since 
this term depends on an measurement (the image gradient b) ind*. 
pendent of the ( f, I )  module, there is strong coupling witk adaption 
of the prior modd. 

The work of Chou and Brown 1301 is also based on an applikation 
of coupled ~ a r k o v  b d o m  Fields. Their goal was to integrate inten- 
sity information witk a depth information to produce a segmentation 
of the depth map, The energy function they use is the following: 
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where f is the computed depth map, g is the measured depth, I 
is the computed depth discontinuity field, and 0 is,the measured 
intensity. Vc(f, I )  is the energy of a given 'clique" or ,cOifiguration 
of discontinuities I, with the depth map f .  A simple &ample of a 
suitable Vc is Vc(f,l) = (1 - t j ) ( f i  - fjI2. C is the space of dl 
possible 'LclEques" with respect to a neighborhood system r (e.g. in 
a one dimmsional implementation r could be a31 pairs of adjacent 
lattice points), S is the set of lattice sites at which depth values 
aremavailable, D is the set of lattice sites at which 'discontinuities 
can be placed [e.g. halfway between the elements of S). T is a 
temperature parameter and Ad(Ed) is the likelihood ratio of there 
being a discontinuity at site d given the intensity data 0 at site d. 

This fusion method is clearly strongly coupled, the intensity 
data and the computed discontinuities are used to compute the depth 
map and the discontinuity map ((the segmentation). It is also clearly 
a recurrent approach due to the couphg between the depth map 
aad the discontinuity field. 

As for a31 recurrent fusional methods the dyn&cal aspects of 
the implementation are important for determining the convergence 
properties of the dgorithm.. Chau and Brown present .a novel way of 
performing the minimization of the above energy function, a method 
they cal l  Highest Confidence First (HCF). This approach is claimed 
to have wmputationd advantages over iterative relaxation schemes. 
The reader is referred to  1301 for more details on the ECFLalgorithm. 

4.7 SUMMARY 

s Applications of data fusion include reducing uncertainty, get- 
ting enough infomation to provide a unique solution, and mo- 
difying possibly invalid prior constraints. 

4 We classify fusional methods aa being either weakly or strongly 
coupled, where the distinction is made by conside&xlg whether 
or not the operation of the modules are independent of each 
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r Weakly coupled fusion is characterized by the co-bination of 
the outputs ,of independent information sources. Each module 
operates independently of the others (altlmugh the modules 
nay themselves p o h m  fusional operation$). 

s We divide t,he class of weakly coupled algorithms'intb a number 
of subclasses. The distinctions between these sub classes of 
weakly coupled fusion methods serve to  point oat that there 
are Werent seasoas far performing sensory fusion and that 
differeat methods are called for in each case, 

+ The methods in h s  I a r e  used whcn fhc god i e  merely to 

reduce the dcertaintY in a desired d u e ,  or when one wishes td 
reduce reliance on the assumptions of a given sensory module; 

a The -methods ia class II a;re indicated when the modnles avai-. 
lable do not provide unique solutions, 

o 'The methods of class I l l  are typically of use when one wishes 
to corabie 'the ontpnts of sensory modules that, by themsel- 
ves, do not provide unique or stable outputs, m d  at the same 
time weight .the information from the component modales ac-. 
cording to their relative reliab%ties in orde~ ta minimize the 
uncertainty in the fused output. 

Strongly coupled data fuaiorr involves dtexatioa of the prior 
constraints reithe7 the image formation model, prior model, of 
~ y s t e m  model) uwd by a infomation processing module by the 
output 6f motha  module or set of modules, 

Recurrent drong coupling occurs when the output of a; given 
module is fed back, through so= path, to d e c t  its own prior 
constqajnt's.. Common examples of recurrent strong &upling 
are to be f o k d  in some I<alman filter baaed fusional methods, 
and in call$led Markov Random Field based methods. 

Chapter 5 

Data Fusion Applied to 
Feature Based Stereo: i 
Algorithms 

In this chapter we describe a themetical formulatiop for .stereo (this 
was &st proposed by YYuille, Geiger and B3thoff in '[169]) in krms 
of the Bayesian approach to v i s i o ~  outlined in chapiers 2- a d  3, in 
particular in terms of coupled Markov Randorm Fields. We show that 
this f o d m  is rich enough to contain most of the' elements used 
in standard stereo thories. 

This formulation &tabIes us to  integrate the depth . iiformakion 
obtained using different types of matching primitives, w from d i f b  
rent vision modules. . .  - 



The fundamental issues of the binocular stereo process axe: (i) 
what primitives are matched between the two images, (iiii) what a pri- 
ov-i assumptions are made about the scene to determine the matching 
and thereby compute the depth, and (iii) how is the geometry and 
calibration of the':stereo system determined. In this tex t  we assume 

. that (iii) is solved, and so the corresponding epipolar lines between' 
the two images are known. Thus we use the epipohr line constraint 
for matching. Sohe support for this assumption i s  given by the work 
of BiiIthofF and Fahle [24], described in more detail in [169]. 

Our framework permits combining cues from different matching 
primitives to obtain an overall perception of depth. These primitives 
can be weighted according to their robustness. For example, depth 
estimates obtained by matching intensity are sometimes unreliable 
since s m d  fluctuations in intensity (due to illurnination or detector 
noise) can lead to large Ructuations in depth, and hence are less 

: reliable than estimates 0b.t ained from the mat chhg of edge- features. 
The formalism can also be extended to  incorporate information from 
other depth modules, such a~ the depth provided by a shape from 
shading module.' Such a strongly coupled approach is described in 
the next chapter. The ezlergy function used as the basis of this 
framework was initidly described in [170], but without the statistical 
tools needed to &dyze it. 

Unlike previGus theories of stereo which first solved the corre 
spondence problem and then constructed a surface by interpolation 
(e,g. Grimson's approach [57]), our theory proposes combining the 
two stages. The .correspondence problem is solved to give the d i g p i  

, rity field which .best satisfies the a priori constraints. Our model 
involves the interaction of severd processes and is fairly complex. 
We will introduce it in three stages at diflerent levels of coqlexity. 

At the 5rst level. features (such as edges) are matched, using a 
. , binary rnatching'fidd &, determining which features correspond. Iri 

addition smoothness is imposed on the disparity 6dd E&IS) which 
is related to the-.depth of the suffaice from the fixation plane. k 
this case the correspondence problern, i.e. determining the V;:,, is 
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solved to give the smoothest possible disparity field. .It is related to 
the work by YniUe and Grzywacz [165] on rnotioh measurement and 
correspondence, and, in particular, to  work on Iongirange motion. 
We show later in the chapter that cooperative stereo dgorithms [37, 
991 are closely related to this theory. 

At the second level of complexity we add line process fields I C Z )  
(which represents depth discontinuities) [51] to 'break the surfaces 
where the disparity gradient bbecomes too high.  his 'level is da ted  
to iheories baed on the disparity gradient limit [121,129]. 

The third level introduces additional terms corresponding to mat- 
ching image intensities. Such terms are used in the theories of Gen- 
nert [52] and Barnard [8] which, however, do not have fine process 
fields or matching fields. A psychophysical justification for intensity 
matching is given by the work of Biilthoff and M d o t  ,[25]. Thus 
our frill theory is expressed in terms of energy functions relating the 
disparity field d(Z), the matching field K',,, m d  the line process field 
l (Z) .  . .  . 

As described in chapter 3, with the use of standard techniques 
from statistical physics, we can eliminate certain fieids md obtain 
effective energies for the remaining fields [46, 481, As discussed in 
[I661 (following Lumsdaine et al[93]) this can be interpreted as com- 
puting marginal probability distributions. We use this td show that 
several existing stereo theories are closely related to versions of our 
model. 

. . 

,These mean field techniques also suggest novel algorithms for ste- 
reo computation. We argue that these algorithms incorp,orate con- 
straints about the set of possible matches better than 'previdus algo- 
rithms. They can also be directly related I1661 to halog methods 
for solving the traveling salesman problem. Moreover the greater 
empirical success of the elastic net algorithm [42] compared. with the 
HopfieId asd Tank method [62] strongly suggests that:our novel ste- 
reo algorithms will be more successful than some existing algorithms. 
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This model can be related [I691 to some psychophysid experi- 
ments 126, 241 in which perceived depth for different matching pri- 
mitives and disparity gradients are precisely measured. Their results 
suggest that sevetd types of primitive are used for correspondence; 
but that some primitives are better than others. Our model is in 
good general agreement with the data from these experiments. . 

5.2 THE BAYESIAN APPROACH 
TO STEREO VISION 

5.2.1 THE MATCHING PROBLEM 

The input to  any binocular stereo system is a pair of images. The 
task is to mat& irimitives of the twoimages, thereby solving the cor- 
respondence problem. The depth of objects in the scene can then be 

. determined by triangulation, assuming the orientations of the came- 
ras (and other camera parmeters) are known. In many stereo theo- 
ries the disparity, the relatjve distance between matched features, is 

. fust computed. 'rhe depth of the feature from the fixation point is 
' then, to good approximation, linearly dependent en its disparity. 

There are several choices of matching primitives. Some theories 
use features such as edges or peaks in the image intensity (e.g., Marr 
and Poggio [99]; Pollard, Mayhew and Frisby [121]; Pradny 11293 
while others match the image intensity directly (e-g., Barnard .[8]; 
Gennext /52]). Y& mother class of theory acts on the Fourier cam- 
ponents of the images (e.g., Smger [136]; Jepson and Jenkin [74]) 
and hence is pwticdarly sensitive to texture. It is unclear which 
primitives the human visual system uses, Current psychaphysicd 
research [26, 241 suggests that at least edges and image intensity are 
used as primitives. 

It is desirable to  build a stereo theory that; is capable of using 
, all these different types of primitives. This wil l  d o w  to  reduce the 

r . . 
i 
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complexity of the correspondence problem and will 'enhance the ro- 
bustness of the theory and its applicability to natural images. But 
not all primitives are equdy reliable, however: A s m a l l  fluctuation 
in the image intensity niight lead t o  a large change in the mmeasured 
disparity for a system which matches intensity. Thus ima&'intensity 
tends to be less reliable than features such as edges. . 

. . 

Some assumptions about the scene being viewed h e  usually n e  
' cessary ta solve the correspondence problem. These! ban %e thought 
of & natural constraints and, as we have seen in previous chapters, 
are needed because of the ill-posed nature of vision, ,,There are two 
types of assumption: (i) assumptions about the matchmg.prjmitives, 
i.e., that similar features match (compatibility comtm%"it), and (ii) 
assumptions about the surface being viewed (continuity comtmint). 
For (ii) one typicdy assumes that either the surface is close to the 
fixation point (disparity is s m d )  or that the surface's orientation is 
smoothly varying (disparity g~adient is small) with possible discon- 
tinuities. 

Our theory req~res  both assumptions but their relative impor- 
tance depends on the scene, If the features in the scene :are sufll- 
ciently different then assump%ion (i) is often suffic<eat to obtain a 
good match. E all features i r e  very similar, assumption (ii) is neces- 
sary. We require that the matching is chosen f o obtain the smoothest 
pasible surface, so interpolation and matching are petformed simul- 
taneously (the next section formalizes these ideas). : , 

5.2-2 THE FIRST LEVEL: MATCHING FIELD AND .. . . , 

DISPAFUTY FIELD 

The basic idea in the simplest version of the binocular stereo '&Q- 

rithm is that there are a number of possible primitiyks that could . 
be used for matching and that these all contribute'ta & dispa.rity 
field d(x). This disparity field exists even where there'is no source of . , 
data. The primitives we will consider here are image' featrrres, such 

, ' 
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I as edges in image brlghiness. Edgea typicdy correspond to object. 
boundaries, md other significant events in the image. Other primi- 

! tives, such as peak$ in the image brightness or texture features, can , 
I 

' 

also be added. We will describe the thww for the anedimensioflal: 
m e .  

. We. assme th" '.he edges and other features have aheady been . 
exkrac;ted kfrom the image in a preprocessing stage. The matching 
elements in the left eye consist of the features x;, , for i~ = 1, . . ., Nl. 
The right eye contains features x,~, fox QJL = I, ., 4. We define a 
set of binary matchlng elements I$,,, , the matching field, such that - 

, _ _  Vi,, = 1 i f  point ii in the left eye corregponds to point aR in the, 
right eye, and KLak = 0 otherwise. PI rompdbili ty field A;,,, is- 
defined aver the range [O, 11. For example, it is 1 if i~ a d  aR axe 

I ~+~at;ible (i.e. featnren of the same type), O if they are incoilpatible . 
" (aFdtIge c m o t  ma%& a peak). 

&%' 
%e now d'efine a cogt function E(d(x],  of the 

field and the m & t & h g  elerneiits. 1% wil l  interpret this in tern of. 
Bayesian probability theory in the next section. This wiU suggest 
several methods tn estimate the fields. d ( x ) ,  KcB, given the data. A - 
s'caadard estimation procedure is to mhimize E(d(x),E,,) wiih 

- respect to d f x ) ,  

Tke first term ghes a mntributiaa to  the dispariw obtained from 
. matching %L to a i .  The third term imposes a smodthness cbnqtraht 

on the disparity field imposed by a smoothness operator S. 

The s e c o ~ d  t e r n  encanrages features to have a single match. This 
can be a,voided by requiring that earh column md row of the matrix 

. , 

fl,,, contains only one 1. An extension to this appraa;ch by YuUe . 
et  a1 [I711 dews the unmatcl~ing, at a cost, of matched features. In 
Section 5.3 we will argue that it is better to &pose constraints in. 
this way, hence the second term will not be used in &r 4nal theory. 
However we wiU keep it in our energy function 'far the since 
it will help us- relate our approach to alternative thearieb. 

Minimizing the energy function with respect to d(Z) arid K,,, 
will cause the matching wliich results in tlie smoovhest disparity field. . . 

The coefticient 7 determines the amount Q+ a p f i o ~  knowledge 
required. If If the features in the left eye have only one compatible 
feature in the right eye t h h  little a p&o& knowledg$e is. needed 2nd 
7 may be s m d .  If dl the features are compatible theh'th&e eftis'ts 
a matching ambiguity for which the a priori kndwledge- is needed to 
resolve,,requiriog a larger d u e  of y and hence more smoothing. In 
Section 5&5 we show that this gives a possible explan'ation for some 
psychophysical experiments. , . 

t .  

.. - 
The theory cap be extended to the two dimens2onal c u e  in a -. . . 

str%ightforward way. The makhing elements aus t be constrai- . .. 
ned to  only d o w  f~ matches that use the.epipolar Gn&, constraint. 

' .' The disparity 5dd will h a k  o smoothness cmstrdmt pmgiendicular , ,. 

t o  the epipolar line which will enforce figural cont&tnity. Note that 
the epipoJas constrakt is. a physical constraint (not a n a t u d  con- . . 
s t r h t )  as it depends on t%e laws of geometry m d  propagation of . , 

light, It should be noted that, dihaugh the fmm of the epjpolar con- 
straint is usually valid (since the laws of mathematits aad physics 
associated with the epipolar constraint are presumably usaally va, I 

lid), some of its paraMeters may be imperfectly kn& (sitch as the 
relative angle between the oljtjcd axes of the can@&) +nd l ~ d ~ ~ c e ~  

' 

may produce erroneous results. The smoothness constraint is a na- . ' . .  - 
tu rd  constraint (and not a phy:icd constraint) as it is not based 
oa lam of physics or mathematics, but upon the subjective opinion 
that surfxm (ahd hence disparity fields) dre -00th 

. . 
. . .  

W e  must choose a form for the smoothness operator 5'. Marr . . . 
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[97] proposed that, to make stereo correspondence unambiguous, the, 
' human visual system assumes that the world consists of smooth sur- 

faces. This suggests that we should choose a smoothness operator 
which encourages 'the disparity to vary smoothly spatially. h prac-I 
tice the assumptions used in Mafr's two theories of stereo are some- : 

' 

what stronger. Marr and Poggio I (the cooperative stereo algorithm 
[99]) encourages matches with consta~t disparity, thereby enforcing a. 
bias to the fr~nto-~ara,lleI plane. M a r  and Poggio IT (the muhireso-. 
lution stereo algorithm [99]) uses a coarse to fine strategy to match' 
nearby points, hence encouraging matches with minimd disparity 
and thereby giving a bias towards the fixation plane. 

An alternative approach is to introduce discontinuity fields which 
break the smoothness constraint, as is done in the next section. For 

. these theories the experiments described in Section 5.5 are consistent 
with S being a fikt order derivative operator. This is also roughly 
consistent with Marr and Poggio's cooperative stereo algorithm [99]. 

: W e  will therefore use S = 6'18s as a default choice for our theory. : 

5.2.3 THE SECQND LEVEL;: 
ADDING DISCONTINUITY FIELDS 

The first level theory is easy to analyze but makeg the a pr%'oP.%' as- 
sumption that the disparity field is smooth everywhere, which is 
false at object boundaries. There are several standard ways to  allow 
smoothness constraints to break [14, 51, 1131. We introduce a dis- 
continuity or line 'process field I ( x )  represented by a set of curves C. 

Introducing the discontinuity fields C gives an energy funkkion 
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. . .  
. . 

E ( ~ ( x ) ,  TT,L~R,  C> = ALmRKLaR(d(xiL j 1 (xa;  - 
~ L + R  

whme smoothness is not enforced across the curves.C. M(C)  is the 
cost for enforcing breaks, and is proportiond. to the length of the 
curves C. Once again the second term on the right h&d side of (5.2) 
will not appear in the final version of the theory. As.was mentioned 
in chapter 4, we can think of this approxh as strongly fusing a stereo 
module with a discontinuity detection module, The f gre matching 
influences the discontinuity detection and vice versa:' 

, . 
In the next section we will apply some of the mdan fidd based 

methods described in-chapter 3 to the computation'of some of the 
properties of the above energ function, such as its minimum. 

5.2.4 THE THIRD LEVEL: ADDING INTENSITY 
TERMS 

.. , 

The final version of the theory couples intensity based and feature 
based stereo. Psychophysical results by Biilthoff and M d o t  (see 
Section 5.5) suggest that this is necessary. .Gnr energy function 

becomes 
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If certab terms aze set to zero in the above equation it rednces to  
previous theories of stereo, Tf the second and fourth terma are kepi, . 
without &owing discontinuities, it is similar to work by Gemert [52] . 
and Barnad 181. Zf we add the fifth term, and allow discontinuities, 
we get connectiDns to  .a theory described in 11671. The third term 
will again be removed in the final ve~sion of the theory. 

Thus the cost function reduces ta well-known stereo theories in : 

: certain limits. It also shows how it is possible to comb'me feature md , 
- brightness data i i - a  natural manner. In addition it can be mod5ed 
- 
to include monocdar cnes as is done in the next chapter. 

A similar theory for integating Merent cues for motion pmeep- . 
.- tion was proposed .jn [165], dthongh it did not iavolve disconthiiity . 

fields. 

5.2.5 THE BAYESIAN FORMULATION OF 
THE Smm0 ALGORITETM 

Given an energy; fundion model one can define a corres@onding st* . 
tistical theory. If :the energy E(d, V, C) depends on three fields: d 
[the disparity field), V the matchhg Eeld and C (the discontinui- 
ties), then (usihg ilte Gibb's distribution -,see [119]) the probability 
of a partimIar state of the systiim is defined by 

where g is the data, /3 is she inverse of the temperature parameter 
and Z is the partition function (a, normalization constmt>. 

Using the Gi;ibb7s Distrlbutibn we can interpret the results in 

. . 
.! ' "  . '  I I 

'- I I 
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terms of Bayea' formuli 

where P{g{d ,  V ,  C )  is the probability of the data g given a. scene ex- 
pressed in terns of a dispasity Md' d, a matching of features V ,  and 
a set of dispa~ity discontin~ties C. P(d, V, C) is the prior ,mod& or ' 

the a priori$robabilit;y of the scene and P(g) is 'the .a pra*ori proba- . 

bili$y of the data. Note that p ( ~ )  appears in the above fopmula as a . u -  

normabation mnstaat, so it a value can be determined if P[g 1 d,  V, C) . : . , . . and P(d,  V, C )  are &sumed known. . - 

This implies that every s t  ate of the system ha6 a finite prbb Abi- 
lity of occurring. The more' likely ones are those Gth lqw energy. 
Thig stahistical approach is at traictive because the 0 pax-meter gives 
us a measure of the uncertainty af the model through the tempera- 
ture paranmeter T = ;. At zero temperaxure (b 3 a3) there is nu 
uncertaintyY In this case the ody state of the sy8tem.that ha9 non- 
zero probability, md hence probability 1, is the state that gIobaly 
mi-nimizes E(d, V, C). In some nongeneric situations,' however, there 
could. be more then one global minimum of E(diV, CC). 

I " '  

Minimiduog the energy function wilf correspond t o  finding the 
most probable state, independent of 'the value of P.  h he d e a n  fidd 
so3.ution. 

is more generd and rednces to the most probable sdlntion & T -t 0, 
It corresponds to defining the ~ulution to be the dean fields, the 
a~er&L of the f and 1 fields. o v a  the probability dist=ibu&n. This 
enables us to  obtain different solution8 depending on the temperature 
parameter. . -  
h this chapter we concentrake on using the mean,p&ties of the 

field (these cm be related to  the minimum of afthe energy fmction in 
the zero temperature limit). A justifiatian for using. the meam field 
as a me&ure of the gelds resides in the fact thit  it 'rep-resents the 
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probability disf ribGtions. 

' 

AVERAGING OUT THE DISPARITY FIELD FOR THE , 

FIRST LEVEL THEORY 

We now show that, if we consider the first level theory, we can &- 
rninate the disparity field and obtain an energy function depending 
on the matching elements V only. In the next section we will relate 
this to cooperative stereo algorithms. 

The disparity field is eliminated by minimizing and solving for . 
it as a function of the V [165]. Since the disparity field occurs qu* . 
draticdy this is equivalent to doing mean field over the disparity 
11191. 

For the first level theory, assoming alI  features are compatible, 
our energy function becomes 

'('(XI, TrzLak) = C K C a R ( d ( ~ j L )  - fxaR - x iL) )=  
;L ,QR 

with Euter-Lagrange equations 

The solu.tions df this equation are given by 

where the G(z, 2;;) are the Green function of the operator S2, and . 

r 
5 . . 
< . . 
i I .  . . 
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the tri, obey 

Snbstituting this back into the energy function (assuming that each 
feature is matched precisely once, i.e. a uniqueness const~aint) eli- 
minates the disparity field and yields 

I I 

This calculation shows that the disparity field is'strEctly speaking 
unnecessary as it does not appear in the above energy functional. 
The connection of this approach to cooperative stereo'dgorithms 
is discussed in the next section. A similar ccalculation 11651 can be . 

4 .  

performed to show that Uban's  minimal mapping thwry 11501 was 
a special case of the motion coherence theory of Yuille and Grzywaxz 

+ 

[l65]. I 
A weakness of the formulation of the stereo vision theory expres- 

sed in the minimization of the above energy, and .the cooperative 
stereo algorithms related to it, is that the uniqueness constraints are , ' 

imposed ai penalties in the energy function, by the second and third , ' . 
terms on the right hand side. As mentioned ear lie'^ we believe it . ' 

ia  preferable to use meanyfield theory techniques wbhich enforce the . 

constrahts strictly. 

AVERAGING OUT THE MATCHING FIELDS FOR THE 
' 

FIRST LEVEL THEORY . . 

We prefer an alternative way of writing the first level theory. This 
can be found by using techniques from statistical physics to average 
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out the matching field, leaving a theory which depends only on the 
disparity field. 

The partition function for the first level system, again assuming 
compatibility between d features, is defined to be 

where the sum is taken over d possible states of the system deter- 
mined by the fields V and d. 

It is possible to explicitly perform the sum over the matching 
. field V yieIding an effective energy for the system depending only 
on the disparity field d. Equivalently we could obtain the marginal 

. probability distribution p(d1g) from p(d ,Y lg )  by integrating out the 
V field [93]. 

To compute the partition function we must first decide what class 
of K,,, we wish to sum over. We could s u m  over alt possible EL,, 
and rely on the A L, (C,, KL,, - 1)' + A  C,,[Ci, K L a R  - 1)2 term 
to bias against multiple matches. Alternatively we could impose the 
constraint that each point has a unique match by only summing aver 
ViL,, which contain a single 1 in each row and each column. We 
could further restrict the class of possible matches by reqniring that 
they satisfied the drdering constraint1. 

For this section we will initidly restrict that each feature in the 
left image has a unique match in the right image, but not vice versa. 
We could also allow no match, at some cost [171]. This simplifies 
the computation of the partition function, but we wilt relax it at the 
end of the section. The requirement of smoothness on the disi>dty 
field should ensure that unique matches occur. This is suggested 
by mathematical analysis of a similar algorithm used for an elastic 
network approach, t o the Traveling Salesman Problem [42]. 

'The ordering constraint requires that the spatial ordering along the epipolar 
line of matched features be the same in the left and right images 

Since we are attempting to impose the unique matching con- 
straint by restricting the daas of V's the X Ci,(C,, &,, - 112 + 
A CQR(CiL KLaR- 1)2 terms do nbt need to be included in the  ene ra  
function. We can now write the partition function as 

V,d i~ 

For fixed iL we sum over all possible q,,,, such that K,,, = 1 for . 
only one aR (this ensures that points in the left image hqve a unique . 
match to points in the right image). This gives . 

This can be writ ten using an effective energy E~ (4 as 

where 

It is probably preferable, however, to impose symmetry between 
the two e j w .  We do this by summing over stat& &ere the points 

' , 

in the right image have a unique match to points in the left image. 
This modifies the effective efiergy by the addition of;a term E,,(d), 
where . . . . . . 

Preliminary experiments 11711 suggest that the symmetxic energy . 
function Ee f(d) + Ea,,(d) has fewer local minima that Ee (d) and 
is easier to compute. . . 
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Thus our first level theory of stereo can be formulated in. this way 
without explicitly using a matching field. We are not aware, however, 
of any existing stereo theory of this fom. Since it has formulated the 

. matching constraints in computing the pastition function we believe 
, it is preferable t o  standard cooperative stereo algorithms. 

. AVERAGING OUT THE DISCONTINUITY FIELD FOR 
THE SECOND LEVEL THEORY 

The second level theory includes a disc~ntinuity field in addition to ' 

the matching field and the disparity field. The discontinuity a d  
the matching field; are both binary and can be averaged out. In this 
section we will average out the discontin~ty field, in the next section 

' we will average ouf both fields. .After averaging out the discontinuity 
field we will obtain a theory, depending only on the disparity field 

. and the matching ,field, which is reminiscent of disparity gradient 
. limit theories 1121,'. 1291. 

I . We discretize the energy in (5.2) by replacing the discontinuity 
field C with a b i n q  variable Ik and assuming a first derivative fdr ' 

the smoothness operator [5 11. 

V,lI = ): K L a R ( d ( x i L )  - ( x a R  - ziZ)j2 
' ~ L + R  

+a x [ d k  - dk-112(1 - ik) + ~ l k  
k 

I where the Ik are bibary elements which, when switched on lk = 1, cut 
. the smoothing constraints between the disparities dk and dk+l, The 
. A term enforces one and only one match. The index k s ~ a n s  a32 the 

pixels in the left image, while the indices ir. , a R  we only for feature 
pixeIs in the left aad right images respectively. We can rewriie the 
X term, up to  an additive constant, as 

, . 
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" .. 

We can now integrate out the contributions from the lk's to the . - 
partition function 

= C e-OEid,v,rl 

d,V,l . .  . 
This can be written 

. . 
where the product over k is over d the pixels and K,,, = 0 for arty . 
pixel without a feature.' Performing the sum over the Ik . ,  , 

, , .  . 
where F b ' .  . . 1 

~ k i s  is of form I 
= ): $: e-PE,,(d*vl .: 1 

d ViLaR 

where the effective energy is . . 

. . 
We can now treat Eeff (d,  V )  as a formuhtion of' the second level 

theory with no discontinuity fields. Its relation 'to disparity gradient 
, , 

. 
limit theories wiU be discussed in Section 5.4. . . 
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Although the discontinuity field has been eliminated from the ef- 
fective energy it is. still possible to obtain estimates of its value after 
Eeff (V,  d )  has be& minimized with respect to V and d.  The neees- 
s a q  analysis has already been performed for the image segmentation 
case (Geiger and Girosi 1989) and yields 

where & is the sdlution of the disparity field. Note that as P -+ co 
the discontinuity field k will tend to 0 or 1. 

AVERAGING OUT THE MATCHING AND 
DISCONTINUITY FIELDS FOR THE 
SECOND LEVEL THEORY 

It will usually be preferable to average out the discontinuity field 
and the matching ,fields simultaaeously. This is possible because of- 
the lack of interaction, ox coupling, between them in the second level 
theory, see (2). It will yield an effective energy depending only on. 
the disparity field. 

I We essentidly' w m b e  the calculations of the previous two sec- 
tions. This gives an effective energy 

We can minimize with respect to d using steepest descent. The 
parameter p can be varied to aUow for a. deterministic wealing ap- 
proach. Once again we can calculate the matching and discontinuity 

' 

fields in terms of .the diaparity field. 
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AVERAGING BUT THE MATCHING AND. 
DISCONTINUITY FIELDS FOR THE " . 
THIRD LEVEL THEORY 

The third level theory differs from the second level theory only by 
the addition of intensity terms which are not strongly coupled to 
the matching and discontinuity fields. Thus to obtain the effective 
energ  for this theory we merely need to add the intensity terns to 
the effective energy found in the previous section. This yields 

Again a deterministic annealing approach should yield good so- 
lutions to this problem. 

L3.2 DETERMINISTIC SOLUTIONS OF 
THE MEAN FIELD EQUATIONS. 

The mean field theory approach can also yield deterministic algo- 
rit h a  for theories including the binary mat cbing Plq~ents (although 
we believe these algorithms will be inferior to rnethqds which elimi- 
nate the matching fields for the reasons discussed in Section 5.1.2). 
For the related problem of image segmentation deterministic dgo- 
rithms of this type seem to give equivalent results to stochastic al- 
gorithms, such as simulated annealing, aad to  run much faster {14]. 

Ideally we would like to compute the partition function of the 
system explicitly and then directly differentiate to3 obtain the mean 
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fields. However, computing the partition function is impossible in 
general. Instead we use a technique from statistical physics, the mean 
field thlaeorp approximation, which will give us a set of equations, the , 

. mean $eld equatiolas, which must 'be satisfied by the mean fields. We 
can then use a deterministic algorithm, which can be thought of as a 
deterministic forni of the Monte Carlo algorithm, to obtain a solution 
to the mean field equations. They may be several possible solutions , 

' 

to these equations, however, and we cannot guarantee to find the 
correct one. 

A DETEWINISTIC MEAN FIELD ALGORITHM FOR : 
, THE LEVEL 1 THEORY 

. We first illustrate. the mean field approximation technique for the 
. energy function obtained from the first level theory by eliminating 

the disparity fields. 

The energy function is of the form 

where, for simplicity, we have replaced the indices aR, bR, i~ and j~ 
by a,b,i and j .  The Tijab and W;, can be obtained by comparison 
with equation (5.2). 

The partition function can be written as 

Z='X@ - ~ { C ~ ~ , ~ ~ r ~ e b ~ i a % b + C ~ ~  Wiafia) 

v; a 

0 bserve that 
\ 

where vki;, is the mean of Vk, with respect to the probability distri- ' 
bution. 

' . .  . / 
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. i 
We can write the partition function in the form , - : 

V,, ia , I , 

The mean field approximation [119] consists of evaluating the parti- . .  . 
tion function for each term x, while replacing the value of the other , 

Qa's by their mean d e s  c b .  This gives 

I , . Observe that Z,,,, is a function of the CbTs,  which axe unknown. . . 
We can, however, use equation (5.3) to get consistency equations for 
the This gives us the mean field equations: ' . . 

. . , . .. 

To obtain a solution to these equations we use the deterministic .' 

update equation 

which can be proven to converge to a solution of (5.4.). This update 
equation can dso be shown to be a deterministic form of a standard 
Monte Carla algorithm (see, for example, 1101j. 

These update equations are an alternative to the update rule 
used in cooperative stereo algorithms (i37, 991. .In fact the update .'. 

equations used in the cooperative stereo algorithms are.equivalent to 
the limit of (5.5) as the constant P -t w. Since this limit corresponds 
to the low temperature limit of the system, where there are likely to 
be many local minima, we expect that the npdat8 rule in (5 .5 )  run at 

' 

. . 
k i t e  p wjfl be more effective than the cooperative stereo algorithm. , , 

. 4 .  . I .  

, - 
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. 5.4 COMPARISONS WITH OTHER 
THEORIES 

In the previous section we have used methods from statistical physics 
to  analyze a general theory of stereo visian. In particular, we have 
shown how we can eliminate some of the fields to obtain equivalent, 
but superficially different, theories. In this section we show that this 
helps compare these theories to previous approaches. 

5.4.1 THE MAREt-POGGIO COOPERATIVE 
STEREO ALGORITHM 

The operation of the Marr-Poggio cooperative stereo algorithms 1991 
involves determining the correspondence (or matching) between fe* , 

tures in left and right images. Their matching system contains binary . 
' units C,, for e x h  lattice point ia (corresponding to a poirlt i in the . 

left image and a a in the right image (note that, unlike our x;:,, ' 

these units do not occur only where there are features)). 

The Cia are initialized to be 1 if there are features at i and a in 
the left and right images, hence a potential match, otherwise they 
are 0. 

. They are updated by the following rule: 

where a is a threshold function, E and I are excitatory and inhibitory 
neighborhoods, and the ki are constants. This can be written pa 

where, for example, Ti may be of form 

. . 
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The algorithm corresponds to  doing gradient descent with aa 
energy function 

We now compare it to our theory without Bne process elements. 
This has energy function 

Comparing the two energy functions we see 5, qngber.of s i m h  . . 

rities. There is a general excitation for a match in 'the direction of . 

constant disparity, due to the first term, and inhibition of matching 
hs the viewing directions, due to the second term. The principle dif- ' 

fereace is that our method only has matching elements at feature 
- points, rather than everywhere in the image. This may result in a 

difference between the systems for transparent surfaces [171]. 

This suggests an alternative strategy for minhi.zing the energy 
function for the. first level theory by performing steeps t descent in 
the enera function as for cooperative stereo. This is, as mentioned ' ' 

in Section 5.2.1, a special case of the mean field method in the Limit 
as p -+ oo: . .  . 

By the mathematical connection to the traveling salesman pro- 
blem given in I1661 and the empirical comparison of different dgo- 
rithms for that problem we believe that the cooperative stereo dgo- 
rithms will be less s~tccessful than the level 1 theory using disparity 
fields only, see Section 5.1.2. 

, . 
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5.4.2 DISPAFCITY GRADIENT LTMLT THEOFLIES 

It is interesting to contrast the second level theory with theories mat- 
ching features based on the disparity gradient limit (Pollard, Mayhew 
and nisby, [121]; Prazdny, [129]). Ia Prazdny's algorithm a possi-; 
ble match between two points is supported by all possible matches 

, .with similar disparities. Matches with very different disparities give 
negligible support for the match, but do not inhibit it, This means 
the theory does not assume a surface with smoothly varying dispa- 
rity and enables the theory to deal with transpaxent surfaces, In our 
notation this theory can be formalized in terms of maximizing a cost 
function EfVai) over dl matchi% assignments Vai 

Here Ca,fxiL - xa,)V,,,, corresponds to the disparity at point x g .  
Thus a potential katch of point i~ to point aR is snpported by the 
other matches. The support is a Gaussian function depending on 

' the difference between the two disparities divided by the distance 
between the points on the image. 

There is some similarity to our second level theory. After we have, 
averaged out the :discontinuity fields the theory is described by an 
effective energy 

This theory matches points so as to obtain the smoothest pos- 
sible disparity fiela except at discontinuities. Them discontinuities 
occur at the threshold Idk - dktl 1 > d Y / a )  (see equation (5.61, this 
threshold is analyzed for the image segmentation case by Geiger asd 
Girosi 1461, and it is exact in the limit as P -+ oo). This threshold 
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is roughly equivalent to the limit used in the disparity gradient limit 
theories and performs the same function. 

The P.M.F. theory (Pollard, Mayhw and Frisbi [121]) used a '' 

value for the disparity gadient Emit based on expkrimentd results by 
Burt and Julesz [27] using dot stimuli. The experiments of Biilthoff 
and Fahle 1241 suggest that this limit is a function of the stimulus 
and seem more consistent with our theofy in whic5 the parameters 
o? and 7 are determined by the stimulus. I 

Once again, the second level theory described in t k m s  of the ef- 
fective energ ior t be disparity ~ d ,  as given in sect.& 5 .  I -4, should . 

be better than theories which inchde matching elements. 
. , 

. . 
5.5 COMPARISONS WITH 

PSYCHOPHYSICAL DATA 

I , . 
In this section we briefly describe the relationship between our theory 
and psychophysics (more details of the comparison are provided in , 

[169]. We will chiefly be concerned with two experiments [25,26,24] 
which provide measurements of the perceived depth. as a function 
of the red depth and the matching primitives by use of'refermce '. .' 
systems (or depth probes). These experiments are particularly useful 
for our purposes because of: (i) the quantitative depth information 
they supply and (ii) their investigation of whidh-features are used for . 

, . 
matching and how the perceived depth depends on these features. 

One overall conclusibn from these experiments is t lat objects per- 
, 

ceived stereoscopica.lIy tend to be biased towards the frvnto-pasallel '. 

plane and the degree of this bias depends on the features being mat- 

. "  I 
! ched. This is in general agreement with our theory in which the 
i disparity smoothness term causes such a bias with a magnitude de- 
i pending on the robustness and discriminability of the features. 
I 
I ':. I 
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For the first set of experiments 1241 the observer was asked to . 
estimate the dispaiity of stereo stimuli relative to a get of reference 
lines. The stirnS were either lines at various angles or pairs of dots 

: or features. 

The experiments showed that the perceived disparity decreased 
as a function of the disparity gradient. This effect was: (a) strongest 
for horizontal lines, (b) strong for pairs of dots or similar features, , 

(c) weak for dissimilar features and (d) non-horizontal lines. 

Our explanatioh assumes these effects are due to the matching 
strateg and i s  b&d on the second level theory, with energy func- 

:' tion given by (5.2); The idea is that the smoothness term (the third 
term) is required to give unique matching but that its importame, 

' measured by y, increases as the features become more similar. If the 
' features are sufficiently different f perhaps pre-at tentively discrimin- 

able) then there is no matching ambiguity, so the correct disparities . 
are obtained. If the features are similar then smoothness (or some 
other a priori assumption) must be used to obtain a unique match, 
leading to biases towards the fronto-pardel plane. The greater the ' 

similarity between.features the more the need for smoothness md 
. hence the stronger.the bias towards the fronto-pardel plane. The ' 

discontinuity field is switched on at both the points ensuring that 
smoothness is only imposed between the two points. Thus the two 

. points are considered the boundaries of an oh ject and only the object 
itself is smoothed. .' 

operator S must contain a 8 / d x  term to ensure the observed fronto- 
pmallel bias. 

The second experiments [25,26] compared the relative effectiven- 
ess of image intensity and edges as matching primitives. The stimuli 
were chosen t o  give a three dimensional perception ,of an ellipsoid. 
The observer used a stereo depth probe to make a pointwise estimate 
of the perceived shape. 

The experiments showed that depth could be derived from images 
with disparate shading even in the absence of disparate edges. The 
paceived depth, however, was weaker for shading disparities (seventy 
percent of the true depth). 

Putting in edges or features helped improve 'the accuracy of the 
depth perception. But in some cwes these additional features appe* . 

red to decauple from the intensity and were perceived to lie above . . 
the depth surface generated from the intensity dispwities. 

These results are again in general agreement with our model. The 
edges give good estimates of disparity and so little a ssmoo- 
thness is required and an accurate perception results. The disparity 
estimates from the intensity, however, are far bss reliable (small fluc- 
tuations of intensity might yield large fluctuations. in ,the disparity). 
Therefore more a priori smoothness is required to obtain a stable 
result. This gives rise to a weaker perception of depth. 

An analysis of the second level theory [169] shows that it predicts . 
the falloff of perceived disparity with disparity gradient, provided 
we choose the smoothness operator to be the &st derivative of the 
disparity. The change of rate of falIoff for different types of features 
is due to varying j as described above. L 

The results arenot consistent with severad possible choices ~f the 
smoothness operator, such as the second derivative of the disparity 
a2d/ds2.  It is straightforward to calculate that this choice does not 
bias towards the fronto-parallel plane. It is likely that the smoothness 

The use of the image intensity peak as a matching feature is 
vital (at least for the edgeless case) since it ensures that the image 

, ' 

intensity is aiccuxately matched. For these imageg, however, the peak 
is difficult to localize and depth estimates based on 3 i  are not very 
reliable. Thus the peak is not able to pull the rest of the surface to 

, 

the true depth. . . 
: . 

. Biilthofi and Mall0.t 1261 found that pulling up did occur for the ' 

edgeless case if a dot was added at the peaks of the Gages. This is . 
consistent with our theory since, unlike the peaks, the dots are easily 

. . 
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,localized and matching them would give a good depth estimate, Our. 
present theory, however, is not consistent with a perception that 
sometimes occurred for this stimulus. In some cases the dots were 
perceived as lying above the surface rather than being part of it. This 
may be explained 'by the extension of the stereo theory described in ' 
this Chapter to transparent surfaces 11711. 

5.6 CHAPTER SUMMARY 

We described the theory of stereo vision proposed in [169]. This 
theory employs the Bayesian approach to vision, and uses the 
techniques described in chapter 3. This theory is able to incor- ' 
porate most of the desimble elements of stereo and it is closely 
related to a number of existing theories of stereo vision. 

r The stereo vision algorithms can combine information from. 
matching different primitives, which is desirable on cornput* 
tiond and psychophysical grounds. The formulation can be 
extended toinclude rnoriocular depth cues for stereo correspon- ' 
deace, as is'sbown in the next chapter. 

A basic assumption of the stereo algorithms described here 
is that correspondence and interpolation should be performed, 
simultaneously. This is related to the important experhen-, 
td and theoretical work of Mikchisan [Ill] and Mitchison and 
McKee [L 121. 

The use of mean field theory enables us to average out, in m 
rious combinations, the disparity and matching fields, enabling 
us to  make mathematical connections between different. fomu- 
lations of s k ~ e o .  It also suggests novel algorithqs for compu- ' 
ting the estimators (due to enforcing the matching const'raints 
while performing the averaging) and we argue that these algo-, 
rithms are likely to be more effective than a number of existing 
algorithms. . 
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Findy the theory agrees well with some psychophysical q e r i -  
mats  /25,26, 241, although further experiments .to investigate 
the importance of different stereo cues are needed. 



Chapter 6 

Fusing Binocular and 
Monocular Depth Cues 

6.1 STRONG FUSION - STEREO WITH , ;  . . 

MONOCULA-R CUES . - 
. . 

, . 

, . 

In this chapter we develop a technique for strong coupling of mo- 
dules. As explained in chapter 4, strong coupling occurs when one 
module interacts during the computation of another. For example if 
the modules are stereo and eye-movements, then the eye-movements 
directly affect the matching of the stereo process. We will primarily 
concentrate on methods for strongly coupling stereo with monocular 
cues. The formalism, however, is more general and can be direc- 
tly adapted to other mat-thing problems such as long range motion 
correspondence. It will be shown that the theory for stereo integra- 

: tion of different features that described in the previous chapter can 

: be naturally extended to incorporate these additional c i a .  Again 
: methods from statis.tical mechanics, or statistics, can be applied to 

I impose the matching constraints in a "strong" raannei. 
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We will begiri by briefiy describing two previous attempts at 
.stsong coupling* Geiger and Yuille [48] described a method for com- 
bining stereo with eye and head movements while House [67] con- 
structed a method for combining stereo and accommodation cues. 

6.2 PREVIOUS ATTEMPTS AT 
STRONG COUPLING FOR STEREO 

' 

A key problem in' stereo vision is to determine the correspondence 
I between features in the two eyes. In chapter 5 we described how heu- 

ristic a priori assumptions were used to determine a unique solution. 
I These assumptions, such as smoothness withlwithout discontinui- 

. ties, are suitable for many red world images but will inevitably f d  
in some situations. It is sensible to use other additionaJ. information. 
to decrease the reliance on these heuristic constraints. This additio- 

.. nal information might be high level, supplied by domain dependent 
knowledge or by an object recognition process, or it might be low. 

' level. In this book we will restrict ourselves t o  low level information 
and, in particular, to monocular cues. 

In [48] there is proposed a method that uses monocular cues, 
I determined by eye movements (or head movements) to supply the 
I - additiond information. By rotating the eyes to alter the direction 

-: of hation we introduce extra views of the object (this assumes that 
I the center of rothion does not lie of the image plane, otherwise 

no new information could be gained from these addi t iod views). 
I This corresponds t o  having several views of the object and is similar 
I to doing stereo with three or more cameras [117]. Since the eye 

movements are small it is possible to track features in each eye as' 
the eye rotates. Using triangulation we can then obtain monocular 
depth estimates for the features. 

Since eye movements are small the monocular depth infoma- 
tion they yidd is..very unreliable and for this reason it is commody, 
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X e c t  point , 

Figure 6.1: Imaging geometry. 

thought that they only supply weak information. However it was 
shown in 1481 that indeed they could supply a lot of information 
provided the sources of error involved are talcen h t o  account. They 
assumed that these errors arose from lattice quaitization (refine- 
ments to the theory would take into account errors of locdization in 
the feature detection process). In their theory the two eyw provided 
error estimates ia addition to monocular depth estimates. These er- 
ror e~timates were typically very large but they could still be used 
to help solve the stereo correspondence. 

Assume the imaging geometry, shown in figure 6.1; used by 
hnguet-Higins 1901. A point 2 = (z, y, x )  in space is projected to 
points P,(#) and PI($) in the right and left eyes. The coordinates 
of these points axe given by 
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: If we consider: the left eye, as we vary # we get a set of mea, , 

surements (x,(#), ~ ( 4 ) )  from which we can, in principle, calculate 
' 

( x , Y , ~ ) .  b m  two points ( ~ ( 4 1 ) , ~ ( 4 1 $ 1  and (xv(#2),zT(#2)> we ' 

, calculate 

.where A, 3, and C are quadratic functions of x,(dl), Y ~ ( # ~ ) ,  xf(&), . 
. ',and y,(#z)) and Dl depends only on #I. By differentiating these 

:expressions we obkain a linear relation between the errors S x ,  Sy,Sz . . 
of the epatid position (2, y, z )  in terms of the errors Sr , bZ1, 6s, JZa in 

. . . . . the measurements of (x,(#I), Y, (41 ) , z,(#z), yT ($2)) (computer expe- 
- .riments show that this the second order terms are negligible and can 

,:be ignored). We now assume that the 8's are distributed indepen- 
:dently in the range (- L / 2 ,  L / 2 )  where 1; is the lattice spacing. This . 
.induces a probability distribution on the errors Sx, 6962 from which 
we can cdculat e the means and the standard deviations, hence giving 
'us an estimate of.the reliability of the monocular estimates. 

: Tbe proposed'strategy f d s  into two parts, First we track (and ' 
match) features in. the left and right eyes separately. E d  eye gives a ' 
rough estimate for the 3-D position of the point and the error range 

. ;for this position (a multiple of the standard deviation). We now use 
, 'these estimates as the basis for the stereo match. Second we define 

a rotcation depth test which accepts a possible match if the estimated 
.positions and the error rmge are compatible and some oth&, moxe 

. "technical, tests. $he strictness of these tests depends on a get of .  
'control parameters. hitially these parameters are set to make the 
tests very difficult. The program now hypothesizes matches between ' 

,points in the right and Ieft eyes. If the tests are all passed then . 
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these matches are accepted and the points are not considered furt- 
her. Otherwise the points are left unmatched. Then the algorithm 
changes the control parameters to reduce the ,strictness of the test 
and matches are again hypothesized and tested. This procedure is 
repeated until the control parameters reach a find value (determined 
by the mount of error accepted by the system), Points which have 
not been matched by the algorithm, perhaps because they occur at 
occludhg boundaries and are only visible to  one eyk, are assigned 
the 3-D position estimated by the rotation of the eyes.. A Uzoomingn . 
feature can be added to the basic algorithm: if a cekain region of 
the image contains a large number of points then the eyes can zoom 
in to this region by changing the focal length, thereby increasing the 
resolution. 

' 

The strategy essentially matches the points whose probability 
distributions overlap above a certain threshold, removks these points 
thereby reducing the ambiguity for the remaining points, lowers the 
threshold and repeats the process. 

More precisely: suppose we have two points PR. and PI, in the 
right and left eyes which are possible matches with monocular posi- 
tion estimates of fxR, y ~ ,  xR) m d  (xL, g ~ ,  xL) with skrtdard devia 
tions (azR, u y ~ ?  czR) and (uxL, o P ~ ,  The rotation. depth test is 
specified by three parameters C1, C2, C3). Then PR and PL will pass 

I the test provided 

Additional tests are also used. For example the stereo test checks 
consistency between the monocular depth estimates. of two possibly 
matching points and the stereo depth (and error) that would be 
assigned if the points did indeed match. 

This algorithm was implemented and performed well on a num- 
ber of synthetic images on which traditional stereo algorithms using 
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. smoothness constraints would fail, Although it waa somewhat ad hoc 
and did not provide an overall framework for strong coupling it ne- . 

I .vert heless make use of a number of key ideas, namely the importance 
of estimating the errors of the monocular cues and the strategy of 
matching the most probable features first. 

Another algorithm for strong coupling was developed by Honse 
I . [67] who sought to integrate stereo and accommodation depth cues. 

This work was strongly influenced by, and attempted to model, ex- 
- periments by Collett and coworkers [38] on how frogs and toads use 
these visual cues. . 

The model is .expressed in terms of a cooperative algorithm si- 
milar to that of Dev [3?] and Marr and Poggia [99]. The monocular 
accornxnodation cues were used as an additional modification to the, 
stereo algorithm. Atthoagh this algorithm was successful there are: 
two criticisms we can make: (i) there was no estimate for the m o t s  
in the acwrnmodation or stereo process, and (ii) the constraints for 
unique match= were imposed weakly as in the cooperative stereo d- 

goxithm, rather t&an by a strong method (see the previous chapter). 

In the next section we will propose a general fomaIisrn for strong 
coupling of stereo with monocular cues. If the constraints are imp* 
sed in a weak manner this gives a theory dosely related to House's 
work. The analysis is an extension of the argument in section 5.4 
which showed that  cooperative stereo theories are related to the 
YuiUe, Geiger, Biilthoff [I691 stereo theory with the constraints im-1 . . 

posed weakly. . :  

6.2.1 A GENERAL FRAMEWORK 

' Suppose we have a set of monocular measurements (e3$ a!:? u:ir) and 
' ( x i ,  d i ,  a:) and a depth from stereo function d,(xi,  x:) with standard 

I ' deviation o,(i, a )  (which is a measure of the uncertainty of the value 
of the depth obtsjned with the stereo module). Here xf is a point 

' :  
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in the left image with a depth estimate d!, given by eye-movements 
or focusing or some other monocuIar cue, and oil is the standard 
deviation of this estimate. Similarly, x: is a point in the right image 
(a possible match to x f )  that also has a depth estimate, d:, associated 
with it obtained from some monocular (single view) methbd, having 
a standard deviation given by a:. 

Suppose we know that points i corresponds to points a;. The 
best mean squmed estimate of the depth d(xi)? assuming Gaussian 
errors, is obtained by minimizing 

This approach corresponds to a weakly coupled method since the 
depth from eye movements and depth from stereo modules operate 
independently of each other. In most cases we do not know the 
correspondences and we want a method of finding it. One possibiIity 
is to define binary matching elements V,; as before and an energy 
fun~tion 

We set Vai = 1 if point a in one eye is matched to point i in the 
other eye, otherwise Vaj = 0. Note that if the correct or optimal 
matchi% is known or given a priori this cost function reduces to the 
previous cost function. This energy function should be minimized 
over the set of all possible matches VM', with the cons-traint that d 
points usually have a unique match. 

Once again we can dso include a priori terms in the energy fun- 
ction, typicdy smoothness terns. These terms x e  not needed to  
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" ' 'give the energy function a unique minimum, but they are required 
' to give dense depth values. W e  could, for example, include a term 

: .where 7 is a constant. This would correspond to a purely smoothing 
term. We could also modify it, as in the stereo chapter, to include 
discontinuity fields to break the smoothness constraints. 

I 

I :6.2.2 SOFT AND HARD CONSTMINTS 

Our analysis gow closely follows our work in the stereo chapter. 
.,' W e  have a wst function E(V,i, f) depending on two fields and we 

can choose to eliminate either field. 

We can eliminate the f field directly (since E(V,;, f )  is quadra- 
tic in f), As in section (stereo) we will obtain an effective energy' 
Eeff(Vai)  depending only on the {Vai). The uniqueness constraints 

. on the matching can now be imposed by adding a constraint term 

I '!here are two main appr-hes for minimizing E(V,i, f) depending : 
on whether we impose the global conditions on f Vai) by biases in the 
energy function (soft constraints) or by some implicit manner (hard 

. This yields a cost function Eeff(Va/,i) + Ecm,+yainf(Vai) wgch is 
.quadratic in the V,;. We can directly t u ~ n  this into a cooperative, 
.'algorithm by doing iterated steepest descent of this m ~ g y  function. 

' ,Alternatively we can introduce a temperature T and then wkite a 
'system of continuous differential equations converging to the mean 
field equation (see chapter 5). These equations are very close to those 

..used by House [6i] for coupling stereo with accommodation. 

I 

We prefer, however, the alternative approach (see stereo section) 
in which the matching fields {Vai) are eliminated by sumniing over a 

, restrided class of (Vai) which satisfy (mostly) the global constraints. 
" 

In this case it is suficient to sum over states in which each points 
in the left and right eyes have a unique match (without needing to 
require that these matches are the same). . . 

constraints). As we argued in the stereo chapter hard constraints 
.kern strongly preferable to soft constraints, 

#I This gives an effective energy 

where p is the inverse temperature of t%e system. 

We can now minimize this cost  function be steepest descent s ta r -  
ting with large temperature (small @) and then gradually reducing 
it. This is somewhat analogous to the method described in I481 since 
using small f i  corresponds to small control and hence 
makes the depth tests hard to satisfy. However it differs by not re- 
moviag features once they have been matched at s m d  /3 thereby 
reducing the ambiguity for other matches. But we expect that this 
will be taken into account by hysteresis. 

We can add additional a p r % ' o ~  constraints to the dost function if 
required. For example, it is straightforward to adapt the sfzloothness 
and discontinuity constraints from the stereo chapter. In general it 
is better not to include such constraints unless the rnono~ula depth 
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It is hard to estimate the reliability of some monocular cues. 
Fhape from defocys is one such example [120,128, 69, 19,141. The 
methods either involve strong assumptions about the "truen image, 
for example that it. is an ideal step edge, or (often implicit) assumpti- 
ons about the locd smoothness of the surface, To incorporate these , 
=ues into strongly'coupled shape modules would require a system&- . 
tic analysis of the assumptions and the errors involved. A start to 
such an malysis has been attempted by Hwang and coworkers [69], 
and we see no conceptual difficulty in using it as an input into our 
framework for strong couphg. 

. We may also assign a measure of uncertainty to the result of the 
Ijrocess. We could then propagate the best possible set of matches to 
future processes. A more attractive alternative is to assign each set 
of possible depths f a probability proportional to exp( -Eef f [ f l /T ) .  
.The factor T would act as a coarse-fine parameter. If T is small only 
one state will be Likely. If T is large there will be more possibilities. 

6 3  SUMMARY 

. Monocular cues can be used to disambiguate correspondence 

. problems even if the cues are unreliable, provided we can esti- , 

mate this unreliability. 

, 
It is straightforward to generalize the stereo framework to in- 
corparate strong coupting for matching problems. Techniques 
from statistical physics can be applied as before to generate 
algorithms for solving these problems. 

4 For some monocular cues, such as depth from defocus, wepeed : 
de tded  modeling of the process to determine the assumptions 

' used and the errors involved before the monocular cues can be 
used for strong coupling. 

Chapter 7 

Data Fusion in Shape 
From Shading Algorithms 

The vision process that we examine in this cha$ter is that of ob- 
taining object shape from information about the spec'dar and Larn- 
bextian components of the light reflected off of the abject. We de- 
monstrate the application. of two different forms of weakly coupled 
fusion to the problem of estimating object shape from shading in- 
formation, The first example is of an algebraic approach, while the 
second involves an energy function or Bayesian apprbach. U7e follow 
this dmmiption of the weakly coupled methods with an &stration 
of how we can convert the weakly coupled fusion algorithms into a 
strongly coupled fusion algorithm. 

In each of the shape from shading algorithms to be described we 
will assume that we have available two spatidy and temporally re- 
gistered imagea, corresponding to the specular and Lambertian com- 
ponents ofthe surface reflectance. It is possible to extract the specu- 
lar and Lambertian reflectance components when we have an image 
containing multiple wavelength bands (i.e. we have available a color 
image of the scene). If we assume a dichromatic l n ~ d e l  of surface re- 
flectance [86,80], it is possible to use cdor information to distinguish 
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' I  
between these two ieflectance components [53,86, 1391. This is due 

- . to tbe faxt that, iri the dichromatic model, the color of the Lamber- . 
' tian component is that of the object surface, while the color of the 

specdx component is that of the illumination. If the illurninant and 1 . object body colorsare different then the colors of the points in the 
I , image will typically lie on two non-couiaear Unes in color space (i-e. 

Red-Green-Blue space). One of these lines in the color space will 
correspond to the specular image component, while the other will ' 

correspond to the Lambertian image component. In this manner the 
I , . . color image can be converted into a pair of images, one containing 

.the amount of specular reflectance, the other containing the level of . 
Lambertian reflectance. 

I 
I , 7.1 AN ALGEBRAIC APPROACH 

TO FUSING SPECULAR AND 
LAMBERTIAN REFLECTANCE 
DATA. 

I 

However the specular and Lambertian surface reflectance'compo- 
nents are obtained,, they can directly provide surface normd d u e s ,  

. . 
Another approach, due to Wolff [I601 for extracting the specular ' 

: a d  Lambertian reflectance components involves the use of polarizing 
filters. The basic idea bekind this technique is that the polarization of 
light reflecting off of a surface is different for specdar reflection than 

,. it is for diffuse (or'Lambertian) reflection. In particular, the diffuse . 
xefiections are generally unpolarieed whie the specular rdections 
&re biased towards the normal to the specular plane of incidence. If , 
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, one plots the orthogonally polarized image components kL and kI1 ' 

(which axe obtained by viewing through polarizing fdters) as coordi- ' 

nates in a 2D space, it can be shown that the image points near a 
* specularity will map into a line segment. The specular and diRnse 

I 
: ~flectance values can be obtained from the slope and intercept of 

I 

I 
. . thislinesegment{160]. 

assuming the following simple reflectance models. A ' simple model 
for the xeflectance function of specularities is given b y  

where E8(x, y) is the specular image intensity (normalized to lie bet- 
ween 0 and I),  k is a unit vector in the viewer direction, d is a 
unit vector in the light source direction, ii, is the surface unit normal 
vector and is a unit vector that depends on b and ii, . 

The parameter m is a number (assumed to be known) corr~sponding 
to the sharpness of the specdarity. To obtain snrface shape infor- 
mation from the specular reflectance we must invert equation (1) to 

We also have the Lambertian shading component Elf A) given by the 
Lambertian model 

Ez(x, yl = (fi(x, Y) + 5) = R I ( ~ )  , (7.4) 

The functions R,(A) and Rl(fi) are the refictanm maps for specular 
and Larnbertian surfaices xespectively. Each of the image reflectance 
components (i.e. the specular or Lambertian components) is, by 
itself, insufficient fop the task of obtaining a unique solution to the 
shape extraction problem, as in each case we have only one equation 
for the two unknowns (the x and y components of the surface unit 
norm3 vectors). 

Using either the color based or polarization based methods of 
extracting specular and Lambertian reflectance described earlier we 
can obtain both E8 and El. We therefore now havg two equations 
for the surface normal, one from each reflectance, component, and 
so theoretically there is enough information to determine the two 
components of the surface normal uniquely, . . 

Combining the equations for the surfam normd. vectors as a fun- 
ction of the specular and Lambertian components we can see that 
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only one component of it is adable.  Similarly the instabilities aa . 
fi '.: El n 0 and E,H 0 cannot be avoided. . . 

,. ' If m e  can obtain the probability distributions of the uncertain- 
. ties, SEt and bE,, of the inyut data;then we can, in principle, derive 

I expressions for the probability distribution of 6% and compute its va- 
' 

riance and other statistid properties. Thus we can produce a mea- 
l sure for the uncertainty of the fused infarmation which c m  be used 

" - .in mbsequent fusion4 processes. In genwd, however, the derivation ' 

- Mthe aensity of 6-ft('$i.) will be excwdhgZy dificdt, if not 
,I impassible, due to the nonlinearity df equation (7.9)- Even without . 

I :' , . , , .  going thongh the exercise of deriving these probability densities we : 
,cm observe tha t  the variance of 6A'(L) will depend on the meamred - 
Wnea of El and E;. It wiU be small if the values of E, and El are- 

* " .  

. lazge and becomes* infiflite as either tends to zero. A simpler, alter- 
native, approach tathe generation of uncertainty measures is to 1001 

I a% the poduct oi  $he uncertainty Tn the inputs with the sensitivity . 
of the computed turface normal t o  chan'ges in the inputa. That is, 
we lineafize the Msiatioxl of 66 with respect to SE, and 6E1 to give: ' 

where and #$ can be 'determined from equation (7.5) and the 
equations for &a, Sp, and 87 to give: 

. Tf we assume that  6E8 and SEl axe uncorrelated zero mean Gaussian 

I white noise pprcessejes with variances and a: respectively, then the : 
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Figure 7.1: The original noisy view of a ~amber&n shaaed sphere . - 
I ,  

.. . 
with specularity. 

. , 

. . I  

linear approximation do 6% given ab0v.e will be zero mean Gaussiari as 
' 

a : .: 
well. We can, therefore .cbmput e the variance of (x m d  y cpmpon&ts - . . . 
of) Siqf) as: 

where crz and a: are the variances of the noise in8the'specular and ' + . . . -  
Lambertim image componenrs, respectively. ln  the, above derivation . . ' 

we used the f a ~ t  that the expected d x t e  of JESSEf is zero si'nce we ' . . ., . 

assume that SEa and 6Er axe uncorrelated. 
. . . * 

Our algorithm was mn 'cm a synthetic image of a'sphere created .. ' 

using the p p e d a ~  and Lambertian reflectmte models of equations 
(1)and (4),whereit wasassumed that theextractionof-thespecn- '. 

lar and Lambertim components, perbaps by a colox based sbeme, ' 



Figure 7.2: A view of the surface reconstructed using the algebraic, 
class 11 weakly coupled fusion algorithm. 

has dready been performed, and that we have a module for corn- 
put@ the sign of y. We took, for the experiment, m = 15, 2 = ' 

.. f-1,O, I)/&, k = (0,0,1). It w a s  assumed that the noise in the 
I measurements of the specular and Lambertim image components 
I tas  white zero mean Gaussian with variances u: = .05 and 0; = .025. , 

, Note that the Latnbertian measurement is  less noi~y thafl the spe- 
, cular measurement. The aJgorithm, however, does not use this in- 

formation in any way, as both measurements are absolutely reqnired 
knd we cannot trade one off for the other. 

, . 

The original shaded image (containing both noisy spec& and 
I Lambertian components) ia shown in figure 7.1. The resultini sur- . 

fkce obtained from the algorithm is shown in figure 7.2. Note that 
the susface has be+ "reconstructedn only over a fraction of the sur- 
face visible in the image. This is due to the faict that the specular 

component EB becomes shadowed before the ~ a m b e r t i i  component 
does. Since both image components are required forthe surface re- 
construction process, the surface normals are not mkputed h the 
specular shadow area, even though the surface is visible due to the 
Lambertian component. The view of the reconstrucfed surface is 
computed for a light source direction, iz = (-1,1, I)/&, different 
than the one used to get the data, so that any errors in. the surface 
normals would be apparent. The reconstruction,is very poor and 
is essentially random. The step in brightness is due: to the a priori 
imposition of the sign of y (i.e. 7 was fixed to be. positive for y > 0 
and negative for y < 0). Since the magnitude of 7 is essentially ran- 
dom, the spatidy correlated fixing of the sign of y gives rise to the 
observed difference in the mean of f i  + i for positive and negative y. 

4 .  

The magnitude of the error in the surface normal (i.e. Ifi(i?) - 
Gactual($l) over the reconstructed surfaxe is sigdficant and is shown 
in figure 7.3, White areas indicate high error magnitude (maximum 
error was a very high 1.22) while dark areas correspond to regions 
of low error magnitude (minimum error was 0.0). Observe in the . 
figure how the error in the surface nomal grows as one moves away 
from the specular reflection (where .E3 decreases) and as one moves 
towards the limb of the sphere (where El decreases), 

One problem that was encountered in the application of the al- . . 
gebraic algorithm to shape recovery from noisy im%ges was a lack of .. 
stability. This bck of stability is due to  the fact th6t the range of . ' 

the mapiing R from surface nofmds R to image components E,, El 
, 

:' 

does not cover the area (0 , l )  x (0,l).  Thus, there are pairs of Es, El 
values in the area (0 , l )  x (0 , l )  for which therk is i;d corresponding 
surface normal. For such (E,, El)  pairs the value of' will be i m h  ' 
@nary. Figure 7.4 shows (in black) the region in the fekible E, x El . 
space for which is real and corresponding surface normal vectors 
exist. 

I 

In a noise free situation the pathological image component pdrs 
that do not have corresponding surface normals will not be observed. ., . 
If the d u e s  of E, and El are noisy, however, then these values can 

i 
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. Figure 7.3: The erior in t l e  m e t i l d e  in thk surface normal &tat- ' 

. . using the algeL~aic fusion method. 
, ' -  

b@. observed. It is evident that these pathological values are most 
. likely to  arise when the surface normals map to E8, -El Vatue~ near 

the boundary of the region containing allowable. dues .  
, , 

I n  order to o 'o t~n  the feconstructibn shown in figure 7.2, where : 
I i d a c e  rrormd vectors were found for all image points, even those ' 

. . with pathological E*, El pahs, we used the heuristic of finding the ' 

Es, Br pair, d&es t to the measured Es, 31 pair, that lay within the 
@owable region (iie. the black area in figure 7.4). This E3, El pair 
was then used to compute the surface normal vector. This heuristic 

. seems to provide kceptable results, as indicated by the quality of 
the reconsttnction. ~hown in fignre 7.2, bnt is troublhg wheh we - 

I ' . &nsid~the&abif i ty i r i tbem&hod.  . I t i i e r i d e n ~ t h a i , f o r & , ~  
. pairs hear the bovndary of the allowable region in fgure 7.4, 'a, small . 
'..perturbation of the E, or El d u e s  can result in a computed surface . f . . 

I 
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' , 

. .  
Vertical Axis = Lasnbertia Component (top. = 0, botCom = 1) . . 

Horizontal Axis = Specular Component (left = O', eght = I] . .  

Figure 7:k The rmge of the mapping from surface normals to specu- + , .. . I  

hr and Lambertian rdect-mces; black axeas indicate surface n o d s  
' 

. ., 
far which there is a corresponding pair of rdectan~e components. .:, 

. 
I ,  

m .  . . 
normal that is quite a bit different than the actual surface normal. , ' 

, Thus the algorithm is ilI-posed in the sense that the solution does . 
* I  . not always v a q  smoothly with the input. . . 

I . . The shape froa shading algorithm we have just described illust- 
, . - I rates a major drawback of all dgebraic fasiond algorithms. In. such ' * 

; algmiths all sources uf information are absolutely required. There 
I is no way to reduce the depehdence of the golution .on a unreli?ble ,: . . 
1 mmce of data. Thus, in situations where one, or more, of the sources , . 

/ of data is very unreliable, the output of the mod& will likewise be . . 
' very unreliable. In order to be able to minimize the &ect of aa un- . 

reliable source of data in such a case we mast replace ihe nnrdiable 

. . . L  ' 

. * .  +, 

t 
. . 
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. . 
. ,source of data with some other, more reliable, source of information. 
. Since, in the appIication that we are examining, the specular and . 

I Lambertian image. components are the only scene dependent sources 
of information we have available, any additional sources of informa- 
tion must be in the form of a priori (scene independent) constraints. 

: Embedding these a ptiori constraints leads us t o  a class III weakTy 
coupled fusion implement ation of the shape from shading algorithm. 

7.2 A CLASS 111 WEAKLY COUPLED 
. . 

FUSION IMPLEMENTATION 

. As we have noted, there is no way, in generd, to embed more 
. constraints in an aJgebraic formulation of a fusional problem than are 
' needed to obtain a unique solution, A Bayesian or enwgy function 

formulation of data fusion, however, has the advantage over the alge- 
braic method that we can add aidditional constraints on the solution. 

I ' This approach wdl result in an dgo~ithm which is more robust away 
.from specularit ies than the algebraic dgori t hrn t$at was described 
in the preceding section. 

To show how we can implement such an algorithm let us begin ' 

I by c&ing the algebraic solution of the previous section as m energy 
function minimization problem. Consider: 

This equation is similar to the one described by Horn md  rooks 
, [64]. The third term in the integrand is required to maintain the 
': lbngth of the surface normals near unity.l 

I 
" - ' lAltmnatively, one can use a Lagrange multiplier t e ~ m  

~@)~l l f i l l  - 1) 
. to impose the unit normal const~aint exactly. The Lagrange multiplier pi%) must 

be computed in some fashion which depends on how the minimization is being 
I performed (for an example see 1231). 
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Tt is evident that the global minimum of this' energy functional 
occurs when %(?I is given by equation (5 ) .  Hence the solution ob- 
tained though the energy minimization process is the same a for , ' . . . 
the algebraic process, The energy function approach, however, has 

I 

the advantage that it is possible to embed additional constraints on 
,+ 

the problem, which can be used to reduce dependence on unreli* . 
ble data. For example we could indude a smoothness term, of the , 

form I ] v A ~  l2  = ( l d h / B ~ / ~  + la&/&12) into the energy functional g- 
ven above. Alternatively, ive could use the "integrability" constraint 
suggested by Horn and Brooks [64]. This constraint is of the form , (3 - 2l2, where p m d  y are the r and y dopes of the surface and . 
are related to the unit surface n o d  by: 

' I 

, , , . 
and I 

where A{%, y) = ( n ~  , ny , nZ). The integrability term imposes smoo- 
thness since: only surfaces that are at least C2 (i.e. twke differen- 
tiable) wilI satisfy this constraint. Integrability can dso be obtained ' , 

from non-integrable surfaces by projecting the non-jntegr~ble: surface 
normal estimates onto the nearest integrable surface at each stage of . , 

an iterative solution to the minimization process. S U ~  an algorithm 
was proposed by Frankot and Chdappa [44j. The smoothness terms, . , 

however they are implemented, will reduce the effect of noisy inputs ' ' 

on the resulting surface normal values. In addition; hnce the smoo- 
thness constraint allows the solution of the problem even if only one . 
of the sources of data are present (i.e. either E, only or El only), 
we can weight the relative contributions of the input sources of data. . 

. . Thus, if we know that one source of data is much more reliable than 
- 

I 

the othef, then we can weight that source more highly than the m e -  . 

liable source. For example, we want to find fi(s, y) which minimizes: . 
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where wr and w, axe weights rdated to the reliability msociated 
-' . . .  with the input data sources El and E,. The weight A determines the 

, &mount of smoothing done on the resulting surface normal field. 

1 . .  The addition of the smoothness term also implicitly solves the 
, problem of the ambiguity in fi caused by the symmetry of Es and El 
&bout the vector 1 x i .  If we have some boundary conditions then the 

, . . . . surface normal vectors with the correct sign of the component in the , 

. ' 
x & direction will be those that maximize smoothness as well. Notice ' 

- &a that we do not have problem with stability that was present in 
t he  dgebraic method due to the inversion of the mapping from fi to 

. ,(Es, El). In the energy function method an explicit inversion does 
.not need to be performed. 

. . 
The above energy function formulation can be converted into a . 

. ~ a ~ e s i a n  one through the application of the Gibb's distribution to  
get: 

The energy functional based fusion algorithm described above 
' 

was run on the same synthetic sphere data as was the algebraic al- 

I 

1 
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- w ~ ( E ~ - R . ~ ) ~ ~ - w ~ ( E ~ - ( R - ~ ) ~ ) ~  e - f i ~ ~ ~ i t ~ l - l ) a  ,-xllvel12 P(.fa-]Ei, E,) = ed 

. . (7.22) 
. The first two terms in the Bayesian formulation 6m be thought of 

: as the image formation model, while the third and fourth terms are : 
ia priori constraints which says that surface normal, vectors me most ' 
likely to have unit length, and that srnoot h surface normal fidds are 

. hore likely than. irregular fields. . . . . 
' . Xn general, the above energy functional may have many minima 
: md it may be difficult in practice to find the global minimum. For 

gorithm in the previous section. The iterative approach described in . 
[23] is used to  minimize the energy functional as fogw's. First, the. ' 

Eder-Lagrange equations for the surface normal' components asso- . 
dated with the energy functional are found to be: ' 

, &is reason, the algebraic approach, which produces the solution cor- : 
I responding to the global maximum, may be preferable. It is not 

always possible, however, to solve a fusiond problem analytically. ' 

.In addition, the sensitivity of algebraic approaches to noise in the 
. hput data may b6 unacceptably high. In such cases, the Bayesian 

l or energy fuaction.minimization approaches must be used. 

where 

and 

, . 
We then discretize the Euler-Lagrange equations md rearrange . . . 

according to the procedure given in I231 to yield the iteration q u a -  .' 

tions: 

The purpose of the third equation above is to ensure that. the surface . 
normal vector obtained has unit magnitude. Thus, the term involving 
p does not appear in the iterative formulation. The iadices f i j )  index 
into the spatid lattice of the input arrays E, 'and El. The index k is 

. . an iteration counter. 

In this iterative approach it is necessary to have boundary condi- ' 

tions since and 2 only span a plaae. TEeiese are typically obtai- .. 
ned from the occluding contour (where it is assumed that n, = O.and . , . 
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ns, ny are given by the x and y components of the perpendialax to 
the projection of the occluding contour in the image plane) and the 
self-shadow line. If the reflectance function at the self-shadow line is ' 

. Eambertian only, then we have that n"- s = 0. This constraint, dong 
with the constraint' imposed by the perpendicular to the self-shadow 
he in the image plane is enough to specify the surface normal dong 
the self-shadow line ($his assumes that the image plane is not pard- 
lel to the illumination direction, and that the self-shadow boundary 
lies in a plane that is perpendicular to the illumination direction ' 

[72]). We will ignore, for the purposes of this chapter, the problem 
of distinguishing self-shadow lines from occluding contours. 

- Animportant&ect toconsiderintheimplementationoftheite- ' 
r'ative solution to the Euler-Lagrange eqnation is the determination 
,of the weights, w, and wi. Ideally, we would like W ,  and w~ to reflect 
bur confidence in the specular and Lambertian data sources, In prac- 
tice, however, the value of these weights relative to the X term affect ' 

both the amount of smoothness applied to the reconstructed surfaxe 
normal field and the stabiity of the iterative process. As the value 
of X decreases the increment added to R!:) in the iteration equation . 
becomes larger. If X is too s m d  the iteration will become unstable . 
md convergence will not be attained. If, on the other hand, the value , 

of X is too large, the increment added to n!:) will be negligible and 
the resulting solution will depend only on the boundary conditions. 

. .In our example, this would result in a surface that is more like a 
potato chip than a hemisphere. Thus, we would like to adjust X so 
that it is small endugh to prevent excessive smoothing of the surface, 
but still large enough to ensure that the iteration process converges. 
If we had only one data source, the determination of a suitable value 
for X wodd be fairly straightforward; a trial and error process could 
be used, at the very least, to determine, for a given weight on the 

. data term, the minimum vdue of A for which the iteration convirges. ' 
With two or more sources of data, however, the problem of determi- 
ning X is complicated by the presence of multiple terms bahg added 
to fi{t'. We must ensure that each of these terms always be less than , 

a-certain level, elsb instability wilt arise. The simplest way to do this 
is to set the weights on each of the terms (i.e. w, and .wr) to be equal 
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. . 
to the inverse of the maxihum possible vdue of the data dependent . . 
update term, and,then determine A correspondingly (Le. by trid and 
error given these w, and wi d u e s ) .  That is, in ?trr case we would 
have: I 

and 

The max operator in the above equations is taken over all possible . ' 

normal vectors (i.e all unit vectors) and over the three 'cbmponents of 
the argument of the max operator (i.e. we use the component with 

, A , ' 

largest absolute value). We can determine these weights by assuming .. . 
that max(Es - R,) = max(Er - R I )  = 1 and differentiating dR,/aii, 
and BRrlBii with respect to A and set the result equal to zerg to . . ' 
obtain the maximum d u e  attained by dR,/Bii and ~ R Z / ~ A .  Ddng . 

so for the Uuminatioon parameters of the example we have been using . , . 
of the sphere yields: 

W I  = 4 = 1.414 (7.31) . . 
, , 

and I 

This approach, however, does not allow us thk liberty of trading 
off the Lambertian data over the specular data if it is known tha% one 
data source is more reliable than the other. We can, however, use the 
weights given in the above equations a9 upper bottn&s, and use the 
information regarding the relative reliabilities of the .data ,sources to 
reduce one of them. For example, if the uncertainty in E, was twice 
that, of El we would want the relative weighting of E, to be half that 
of El. In order to keep the amount of smoothing as low as possible 
we would set wl to be the upper bound give above in equation (7.29) 
and set w, to be half of the upper bound given in e,quation (7.30). 
Hence for our example in which the variance in the noise added to 
E, is 0.05, and the variance of the noise added to 'Ei is 0.025 we 
would set w, = 3.017 and keep wr at its upper boudd', 1.414. With 
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these weights it w& found that X needed to  be at least 35 to  ensure 
stability of the iterative process. 

' Observe that, ,because we chose X to be the minimum possible 
subject to the stability of the iterative process, we have given up the 
ability to adjust the level of smoothing of the solution as a function 
of the d a n c e  of.the noise in the da%a. That is, in our approach, 
the same value of X would be used when there is a lot of noise as 
when there is little or no noise. This occurs because we are using the 
smoothing term not to smooth the data, but to regularize, or per- 
hit an anique solution for, the shape from shading problem. Thus, 
&en wherr there is no noise we must still have the smoothing term ' 
.present. We could raise the value of X from the lower Emit required 
'for stability when the noise level is relatively high. This would, in 
effect ,  be placing inore faith in the a priori constraint, and the class 
of surfaces that it implies than on the data. 

A shaded view. of the resulting reconstructed surface is shawn in 
figure 7.5, Compare this surface to that produced by the algebraic 

' algorithm. Note that we have surface normal values over the entire 
illuminated portion of the sphere, as the ~rnoothness~constraht along ' 
with the Lambertian component is sufficient to solve for the surface 
normals in the specular shadow region. 

- .  The magnitnde of the error, coded by b~ightness as before, in the' 
surface normal vectors is shown in figure 7-6. The maximum surface. 
normal error magnitude (whitest pixels), after 1100 iterations, is ab- 
but 0.7, corresponding to an ang-ular error of about 36 degrees. The 

, . 
;average error is about 0.075, corresponding to an average angulm 
error of about 5 degrees. Observe that the largest part of the error 
in the resulting surface surface normah occurs near (but a little bit. 
.away from) the occluding edges of the sphere and near the sphcnlar 
shadow boundary; where the specular and Lambertian data are most 
noisy. The best reconstruction of the surface actually occursonear 
the maximum of the specular image. The specularity in the view of 
.the reconstruction shawn in figure 7.5 is quite distorted, indicating a 

. 'distortion of the surface. This distortion is large as the specularity, 
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Figure 7.5: A view of the surfaxe reconstructed with the class III 
weakly coupled fusion met hod. . . I  

for the direction of the light source used to create this i iew, lies near 
the specular shadow boundary (for the light source direktion used to  
obtain the data). In the specular shadow region we set w, = 0 m d  
just used the Lambedim data. This explains the sudden. drop in the 
e m r  at the specular shadow boundary. . . 

It might be concluded from this that the error in the recovered 
surface normals are due to the noise in the specula and Lambertim 
data, but this is not entirely true. In fact the major portion of 
the error results from the action of the smoothness constraint that 
w& used. The role of the smoothness constraint is to make "more 
likely", or give a 'Llower energy" to, surfaces that have low spatial 
variation in the components of their normd vectors. There is a class 
of S U ~ ~ S  that are '"most likely", or have m i n i a m .  energy. We cal l  
these surfaces minimal surfaces. The energy minimization process 
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' Figure 7.6: The magnitude of the error in the surface normals obtai- 
ned with the class 111 weakly coupled fusion method. 

. . 
' 'pushes the solution surface towards these minimal surfaces, subject 

' . to a "repulsive'? action due to the image based energy terms. In 
, '' general, the actual shape of an object may be quite tar from that 

' of a, minimal surfaces, even though it may be quite smooth. In this . . 
. , 

case the energy minimization based shape from shading algorithm 
may produce a solution that has significant error. This behavior 
is seen in the above example. The errors in the computed shape 

' are mainly due to the deformation of the surface towmds a minimal 
. . 

.. surface. 

I , . What is the form of the minimal surface normal field that the 
smoothness constraint is forcing the solution towafds? To determine 

. , this we look at the case where A = m (i.e. there is no depe6dence 
' onthedata) .  . 
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In this situation the ~ u l e i  equations reduce to: 

v2n, = 0 

v2n, = o (7.33 j 
v 2 n ,  = o 

Both la, and n, are independent but n, is constrained to  be n, = 
dl - nz - a:). h order for V2n, = 0 we must therefore satisfy t the 
following conditions on n, and % (obtained after a large amount of 
algebraic manipulation): . . 

(7.34) 
This equation defines a class of minimal surface normal Gector fidds. 
This class includes the constant vector field, corresponding to  a flat 
surface, but does not include the vector field corresponding to a 
sphere (as can be seen by substitution of ii = { X / P . ,  y / r , ( l - ~ ~ - ~ ~ ) / r )  
into the equation above). Therefore, even with noise free data, for 
non-zero X the minimum of the energy functional willpot result in a 
spherical surface. In fact, if we run the iterative energy minimization 
with A = m, thereby removing the effect of the im+ge data, the 
resulting surface (which is a minimal sorface) results in an error map 
(deviation from a sphere) that is quite similar in it's spatid pattern 
(at least in the spec* shadow region) to that shown in frgure 7.6. 

As mentioned above, the effect of the smoothness constraint on 
the solution is to force the solution towards an cert4n class of surf* 
ces. In general we would want the smoothness constraint. to be such 
that this dass of surfaces was as genera1 as pqssible, and hopefully 
including the true solution. We should make our constraints as weak 
as possible while ensuring that we can obtain unique' solution. In 
this regard, the integrability constraint is a good one as its corre- 
sponding dass of minimd surfaces is the d x s  of C2 8urfa~es, which 
is very large (and includes the hemisphere without ~oundary used 
in our experiments). Alternatively we could adapt our constraint 
using information about the shape obtained from independent sen- 
sory processing modules. These can be used to alter the.constraints 
to achieve consistency in solution between mo'dules. This (strongly 
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' , coupled) form of data fusion is discussed briefly in Chapter 8, in the 
'context of active data fusion. 

. .  . Whatever the drawbacks of the neegularization type approach to 
' the solution of the shape exl;raction problem, it is clearly better than 

,the algebraic aPprbad. The improvements over the algebraic method 
, are mainly due to. the effect of smoothjng an the surface normal field, 

the el iminath  of the stability problems inherent in the algebraic 
method and in a very small amount to the relative weighting of the 
.Lambertian datd over the apecular data. In addition the surface' 
over which the surfaxe normal was computed is greater than in the, 
:algebraic method. since we can obtain solutions even where there 

' 

I ,  is no specular information, which was not possible in the algebraic 
method. 

, . In order to improve our surface reconstrudion even further we 
' : . need to use a strongly conpled fusion algorithm that will control, 

the weighting applied to the input data as a function of its local 
., reliability, rather t h  only globally applying weighting values. 

' 

. .7,3 A STRONGLY COUPLED 
APPROACH TO POLYCRROMATIC ' 
SHAPE FROM SHADING 

The weakly cobpled fusion algorithm described in the previous 
, .  . : section uses only, the information about the reliability of the input 

. ,data E, and El in determining weights for the two sources of data. 
It did not use any information regarding the sensitivity of the shape 
from shading algorithm to errors in the inputs. It therefore can have 
problems in areas of the image whefe the sensitivity of the shape from 
shading algorithm to errors in the input data ws high. Ideally we 

, would like to reduce the weighting of the data consistency terms when 

4 .  

the sensitivity t o  errors in the data is high, as well as when the errors 
in the data are large. We could consider having a separate module 

. . 
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whose task was to take in the values of E8 a id  El and compute the 
shape from shading algorithm sensitivities. These sensitivities would 
then be fed into the fusional module. The sensitivities would be used 
by the fusiond module to odaptioeig determine weights to be applied 
to  the data consistency terms for E, and El. . . 

It is evident that, in principle, such a fusional algorithm wodd 
be considered to be strongly coupled since the data from the sensiti- 
vity module is strongly coupled to  the shape from shading module. 
Practically speaking, however, the Lambertian data and the specular 
data are still weakly mupled as the fusion does not d e c t  the extrac- 
tion of either the Lambertian or speculm image components [one 
could, however, think of an algorithm by which this did occur). The 
strong coupling occurs between the sensitivity module wd the shape 
recovery module (and not between the sensitivity modtde and the 
Lambertian or specular extraction modules). T.&s i~ an important 
distinction to be made. 

The energy function formulation of the strongly coupled approach 
to 'polychromatic shape from shading is identical to that of the ppre 
vious saction (equation (7.21)), however, now the weights w, and tvr 
are loages constant over the image but are now same function of the 
sensitivities .to noise that were derived earlier (ix.  equations 7.15 
and 7,16). We must still be careful to ensure that the iterative so- 
lution to tL EuIer-Lagrange equation is stable, by proper scaling of 
the weight d u e s .  As in the previous section we.& this by setting 
the maximum d u e  of w, and wl t.o the values given in equations 
(7.29) and (7.30) and reduce these weights by a amount related to 
the relative uncertainty in the data. It is not clear exactIy what fomr 
should be used to q r e s s  the weight values in 'terms of the sensitivi- 
ties, save for a generd rule that the weights should decrease as the 
noise sensitivities increase. We use the following 'law: 
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' . where d&/dE,  and 8.iz/aEI are given by equations (1.15) and (7.16), 
and where w,=- and Wl,,, are the upper bounds given in equations 
(7.31) and (7.32). The log function was used to compress the sensi- 
tivity functions ia.order ta retain some data dependent terms in the 

. 'energy function near the boundaries, otherwise the surface would be 
I ' . 'excessively smoothed near the boundary of the sphere and near the 

shadow line. 

. . To see more clearly the strong coupling that occurs in this method 
consider the Bayesian formulation of the fusion process. SpedficalIy, 
we can write: 

where we have the following expression for p(E,, El[&): 

' 'The a priol-%' density is assumed to reflect surface smoothness and 
unit surface n o m d  magnitude constraints as follows: 

. . It is seen that the image formation model assumed at a. given po- 
. . sition (3 ,  g) depend on the value of the weights w , ( ~ ,  y) a;nd w ~ ( x ,  y): 
:These weight val& come from the module which computes the shape 

I from shading sensitivity, so it is clear that the sensitivity module is 
.. 'strongly coupled to the shape from shading module as the outputs 

I . . of the sensitivity module alters the image formation model used in 
I the fusional process, in a data dependent manner. 

' To compare the perfomance of the adaptive fusion algdritkm 
. , 

with the two weakly coupled dgorithms desc~bed earlier, we ran the 
adaptive algorithm on the sphere data that was used in the previous 
sections. The exact iterative equations are used as in the implemea- 
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Figure 7.7: A view of the surface reconstructed with $he strongly 
coupled fusion ,methad. 

tation of the energy functional algorithm desiribid in the previous 
section. In the present case, however, the weighis w, and wl were 
functions of position as indicated by equations (7.35) and (7.36). 
The view. of the reconstructed surfxe is shown in figure 7.7,  and 
the surface normal error magnitude map is shown in'figure 7.8. We 
find a significant improvement, as compared with ihe %akly coupIed 
approaches, towards the boundary of the specdaf zone due to the 
reduction of w, in this region. The maximum surface error normal 
error magnitude for this algorithm was 0.17. after 1500 iterations, 
corresponding to a maximum angular error of 9.6 'degees. The aver- 
age surface normal error magnitude was 0.057, corresponding to an 
average anguhr error of 3 degrees. The effect of the spekular data is 
felt most strongIy near the specularity. To see'this, compare the 
surface normal error magnitude obtained with the adaptive fusion d- 
gorithm with the errors produced by running the adaptive algorithm 
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. Figure 7.8: The magnitude of the error in the surface normals obtai- 
ned with the strongly coupled fusion method. 

' ' '  r with w, fixed to be zero evmywhere (i.e. no influence by the spe- 
cular component, only the Lambertian component). The error was 

' I .< 
slightly lower near the specularity when we take the speeular data . . 
into wcount thad when we do not. The maximum surface normal er- 

I I  
ror magnitude in the Lambertian only case, after 1500 iterations was 

' 0.17, while the average surface normal error magnitude was 0.062. 

7,4 FUSION OF IMAGE 
FORMATION MODELS 

I 
I 

, . 

The shape from shading algorithm described in the previous sec- 
tion involved the adaption of an image formation model based on 

. . ' data from an &ernal sensory module (in this case the sensitivity 
i 

. . 

, . . , 
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. . 
module). In this section we will Iook at the shape fr?m shading pro- 

. . blem from a slightly different viewpoint and come up with a different ' 

algorithm for solving it. . . 

In the approaches described in the sections we had, as 
data, the Lambertian and specular components of the light reflecting '. 

off of the object's surface. We then had a singe image formation mo- 
del which described how these two components are produced from a 
given surface normal vector. In the approach taken in this sectioa we . 

assume that we have not performed the decomposition of the reflec- 
ted light into its Lambertian and specalar components, but rather 
have only the intensity of the reflected light as our data. Ln order to 
handle the presence of both specular and Lambertian components in . . 
the data we will specify two possible image formation models, one 
that describes the specular reflection and the other, describing the 
Lambertim reflectiori. The task of the fusion process, then, is to  - 
decide which model is appropriate. . . 

. . 
One can see that this approach is related to the.idea of multi- . 

subjective probabilities that was introduced in Chapter 2. We can 
think of two observers viewing the same data (the intensity of the . 

light refiecting off of the object) and having diffeient.subje'ctive icteas 
of how the image formation pmcess operates. ,One will model the 
surface as purely Lambertian, while the other models the surface as 
purely specular. In order to arrive at a so1uiios:we mutt specify a ' , . . 
single, possibly fused, image formation model:' Thua we must either ' . . 
believe one observer or the other, or come to some soft of 'consensus. 

, . , 

For the application of shape from shading it is &'fairly good as- ' 

sumption that, in the neighborhood of a specularityi~the intensity of 
the specdar component exceeds that of the Lambertian component, 

, . and away from the specdaritg the Lambertian component domina .. 
tea. Thus, in doing our fusion of the image f o m ~ t i o n  models, it . 
sufices to seIect one or the other of the rnodels4and do pot need to at- . ' 

tempt to reach some consensus (e,g, half-Lambertian, half-specuIir). 
Note that as a byproduct of this shape from shadihg process we ob- 
tain a segmentation of the image into regions which are primarily 
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- Lambertian and  regions which are prharily specdar. Observe that 
. !the segmentatioq, process and the shape from shading process Z I X ~  

. . therefore st~ongly coupled since the solution of the shape depend;: 
. . en the solution of the segmentation. 

- .  

: The image-formation kodel fusion approach can be implemented 
: in an energy function minimization framework aa follows. Consider 
"the energy function ahown below: 

. " The factor wl is ''axe%' process (a compared to a " h e n  proces~) ' 

- . : which is m e  in re&ons ofthe image Chose brightnesses are considered 
* to be mainly dui to Lamhertian reflectance, an$ is zem elxwherA 

. . (ire. ,in the specdar regions). Note that, d k e  the line processe$ 
described earlier,' the area processes are indicating places where the 

: 
. ,  ' 

: image formnf,i,ion model is invalid or is chm&ng, rather than. places 
. .. where the a prio5 cunWJnts (e.g. smoothness) break down. The 

third and fourth &ms in the energy function are the  smoothness aand 
. unit magnitude constraints on the surface normal field'as s e n  earlier. 

'. . The srnaothness'~constraint is required for regularization purposes. 
* The last term is intended to prevent many small, or isolated, specular 
or LamLertim regions from being fomed. This term is- propodion$ 

, tothe ttotdlengthofthebnundary elemeats,rof wl[q ' ) .  This muses 
. . . .. the solution pzocess'to prefer solutions that contain large collections 

of specular or Lambe~tian points. 
I ' -  

'The solution *recess involves jointly minimbhg the above energy 
. - : . -. function with respect to the surface normal fidd A($) m d  the area 

+. process wi($), bne can rewrite the energy function in a way which 
. makes the stroigly coupled nkturk of the image formatior;' model \ 

' more apparent: 

. . . . 
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One could explicitly decoupIe the segmentation prates and the 
. , 

shape determination process. Such an algorithm wodd opesate by . , I  

first gerfortning the segmentahon by some means, &d then using ' , 

the knowledge of which regions are specul&, and which w e  Lam- 
berfian to select a suitable image formation model -fdr the Bayesian 
determhation of the surface normals. We have seen how to  do the ' + . 
Bayesim shape determination given a mitable ima& formation mo- 

, ' 
del and a prior+ constraint; we now have to  examine ways in which . . 
the segmentation can be done. The most straightforward approach 
in the Bayesian pasadigrn is to find the segmentatim &(a) which 

, 
m in im izes  the following energy: 

@here now both E ( q  And fi,(Z) ark known. . O%smve that the re- 
quirement that the surface n o r d  vectors be kaown meass that we 
cannot get rid of the strongly coupled and recufre&. naiure af the 
data fusion. This approach ta segmentation 'is s& to that oob- 
t ained by using the techniques of statistical coqnnnidation theory 
[lDSf. Here we consider the segmentation problem as pne of dedding, 
in the preeehce of noise, whethm we have one 'signal 3 %other (i.e. 
the bina~y decision problem [109]$+ As mentioned in .chapter 2 the 
optimal Bayesian decision rule, 6(7 14 is that wUch:minimizes the 
"airerage riskn, where the average risk is defined [I091 

In the above equa,tion S is the 'signal" (i.e. :either -Lmbertian or 
specula?), p(S) is the a pP"a'ori probability of the signal, xis, as asud, 
the (noisy] data, 7 i s  the decision (e,.g, y = 1 ffor specular, -1 for 
Lambedim), p ( q ~ )  is the "image formation model': rdating how 
a signal (either specular or Lambertiart) gives rise to the-data (and 
hence depends on fi(S)')), and CIS, 7 > is the cost associated with ma- 
king tlze decision y when the signal is actually $, For the binary case 
we can replace the integration over the signd space [Q) bi a sum of 
two terms corresponding to the-two elements in the'airnal s'pace. The 
a priori density on S now is a snm of two delia functions, p ( S )  = q 
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I . . 

if S = specular, p(S) = p if S = Lambertian. Similarly, the decision 
.. space A contains only two possible decisions (7 = +1, y = -I), and 

. . , so the integral over the decision space can also be reduced to  a sum 
of two terms. There are four possible combinations of arguments 
to the cost function and we define Cl-, = C(S=speculaf, 7 = +I), 

I 

I I . . ' C, = ~ ( ~ = s ~ e c i l a r , ~  = -11, CIdp = C(S=Lambertian, y = -I), 

I 
. and Cp = C(S=Lambertian, y = 3-11. We now can write the average 

. ' risk as [log] 

. where 
a = Lp(ds = specz~lar)6(7 = -1lqdd 

. and 
p = J p ( d ~  = Lambertian)h(r = +lld)dd' 

r 

p ( d ~  = Lamhertian) 
p ( d ~  = specular) 

I ' The a and P are related to the probability of making an error in the 

* , '  

Note that A is always non-negative. K is a decision threshold, and 
1 ' is related to the costs as follows, 

I 

. , '  
-i 

I .  I 
., We can determine the farm of A once we have specified the two . . 

. ' . image formation models, p ( d ~  = specalar) and p(4~ = Lcimbirrtian). 
, * The determination of the threshold K requires the specification of 

the cost of makiag a mis-classification. Typically we will 'want to 
. use these costs to embed our constraint concerning the guppression 

decision process: 
. . 

The optimum Bayes decision rule can be shown t o  be [I091 Decide 
specula when A <K, and Lambertian otherwise. A is the genemlizd 
l i k e i h d  ratio, $rind is given by 

> . *  . 

. . . . 
. . 

of small regions in the segmentation. This will require that the costs 
be dependent on the spatid structure of the so2ution, and hence im- 
plies that an iterative procedure is required to embed this constraint 
through the specification of the costs. In the abseiice of this con- 
straint we could set Cl-, and C1+ to be z&o (i,e.' no cost assessed 
for correct segmentation) and set C, = Cp. Then K=l ;  We can then 
rephrase the decision process as: decide specdar when log A < 0 and 
decide Lambertian otherwise. The quantity  log^ is seen to be 

log A = [ ( E  - A + s")2 - logp] - [ (E  - ( k  . k)?j2 - log q] 
. . .  

This corresponds to the difference in the energies between the .two 
soIvtions in the energy function formulation. The terms 

- log p and - log q represent the a prioG wnsiraht of the energy fun- 
ction formulation (i.e. the a priori expectation of a piece of surface 
being dther specular or Lambertian - the mininlum area constraint 
could possibly be embedded here by making p Ad q be dependent 
on the surface n o r d  field ft(B)). We can see the rielationship bet- 
ween the energy function formulation and the optimal binary decision 
making formulation of the segmentation process. If the enera  cor- 
responding to the assumption of specular image ?ormation model is 
less than the energy for the assumption of the' Lambettian image fwr- 
mation model then log A wiU be less than zero, md we would decide 
on the spec& solution. 

The shape from shading method described he& c& be extended 
to  the case where there are a multiple number' of possible image 
formation models (each corresponding to a different surfaxe shading 
law). A more compIex decision rule would need to be used in plme of 
the simple threshold, but the general approd.would be the same. 

The method described in this section is a strungIy coupled one, 
as it uses the segmentation obtained from the image to provide the 
proper image formation model to use in the shape 'determination 
process. It is also a recurrent method, as it' requires knowledge of 
the surface normal field in order to perform the segmentation. It is 
possible to specify alternative methods which are not recurrent, by 
requiring that the segmentation be done without knowledge of the 
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surface normal field. To do $0 in the Bayesian decision frh&work 
' 

is difilculicult because of the non-parametric form of the problern (109]. 
' *That is, the con&tional p(A  S )  is not fully determined: 

J 4 

, by -specifying S (shce ii(4 is dso  needed), which makes the deriva-. 
. tian of a suitable decision rde difEcult, if not impossible. There are 

algorithms, however, that are-not based on the Bayesian approach, 
: which can do the segmentation using only th& intw,sity data. An 

' .exampZe is the method proposed by Brelstaff and Elake- [22] which; 
I '.b&es the segmentation on measures of consistency of the intensity 

with Lambertia constraints. 

Like recurrent fusion methods we must caficcern ourselves with 
I . 'the dynamics of the imp1ementa;tian- Cam we come up with an i t 6  
! .. ' " rative algorithm which will converge, and which will coiverge ta the 
! - right answer? Ope possible approach, which has fiat been iested 

. or anflyzed yet, is to stwt by assuming the surface is Lambextian 
I .everywhere. This is a xeasonable assump tion for smooth su,rfacea t h t  

, have-a high coefficient of specnlari ty (m in the above equations). One, 
..'would t lwn r im tEe shape from shading part of the mod& usrig the 

. , Lambertian image formation module. The surface nomd field go 
, .  . 

.ob+ained cah be used in the Bayesian decision process tb modify the 
. segmentatiori. Based on the new segmentation the shading procesd 
would be repeated, giving a new surface nosmd field, and then a new 

, :  segmentation, and sa forth. 

' '. Note 'that in the specular regions the surface norm& computed 
dnridg the f i ~ s t  pass will be incorrect, due to  the invalid asmption of 

8 la Lambertian image formation model. It is not guaranteed, however, 
that the segmentation based on these incorrect values will be correct. 

. Thus some points in the specdar region will remain misdasaified & 
' :Lmbertian. Some points may be correctly classified. In addition, it 

, . ,is expected that the surface normah in ihe Lambertian r&&n will ; 
. . be coriiputed corfectly, so that on the whole, the segmentation will 

. improve at each iteration and the prbcess will converge to the cor- 
8 A : . 4 rect solution. The only possible problems wiU adcur near the border 

I . . .  of the specdar and Lambertian regions, where the surface norm& 
. .will be cokputed inc&rectly dllring the initial phases. The smoo- 
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thness constraint may prophgate these errors into the Lambertian 
region, causing a degradation of the segmentation. The smoothness 
const~aint might, bmever, have the opposite &at, prop%gathg the 
correct surface normals into the specdar region, $hereby improving 
the segmentation. Thas the answer to the qkestion af whether the 
algorithm will coaverge or not will dkpe~d  on the preciss+form of the 
smoothness constraint. 

7.:5 CHAPTER SUMMARY: 

0 We presented a series of metlzads for detekmining the shape - 
of an ob jec.t from knowledge of the speculw' i u d  Lambertian . 
components of the light reflecting off df the object . Our f i s t  ' 

. . methud was a standard weakly e~uDled fusional approach that ' .. , : 

dowed and dgebraic solution. It was f o k  the.performance of - 

the algebraic approach was poor due to-kigh sensitivity of the 
solution to errors in the data, as w d  as due to <lie XI-posehcss ' ' - .. - I 

I .  

rk.dting fiom the mapping horn surfare no~mals to  intensity 
components not being onto (that is, there &e 60ke specula- - 

Lmbertian intensity pairs that-do not have assoda.ted surface 
, . . 

normals). 

a To get stround the problems of the algebraic flisibn method, we 
: proposed an energy fmctional based deakly coupled fusion me- 

thod. This approach combines two energy te& that measure 
how consistent the computed surface normals a e  .wj th t.he,spe- 
culas and Lambertian components, and a term which irnptmas a 
smoot hnegs constraint. The smoothness constraint-is rr'eedd t o  
stabilize bhe solution in ~ e i o n s  where the.na& in tEe cornPo- 
sents is high or where orre df the componen$s is.missing due t o  
shadowing. The eriergg functianal was minimized, by applying 
the cdculus of  variation^, wkich specifies tLe Euler equation 
that the minimizing soludan must satisfy. This partial Zffe- 
rentid equation was discretized and salved with an itaative 
relaxation scheme. As with a11 iterated systems, one must be 
careful to prevent instabilitieS, This provjdk 'constraints on 
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. .. 
the values of X that we can use. 

. . 

Chapter 8 

I . . 
We introduced a strongly coupled method which used estimates 

' of the sensitivity of the recovered shape to noise in the image 
components to adaptiveIy weight the speculas and Larnbertian 

. consistency terms in the energy functional. This approach had 
I the benefit of reducing the dependence of the solution 05 the 

i ' , " <  

data when the data was noisy, or when the solution process 
. . was most sensitive to the noise. The fusion was a form of 

feedforwardhimage formation model adaption strongly coupled 
,. fusion, as the data from the sensitivity is used to alter the 

determination of the shape. The computed shape has na effect 
. . 

Temporal Aspects . . of I,. 

I 

Data Fusion 
on the determination of the sensitivity, and so the fusion is not;' 
reciprocal strong coupling. 

The final approach that was described involved fusion of b a g e  

. . formation models, rather than the fusiox~ of data. This tech- 
.' nique was effectively a fusion of a segmentation module and a 

. . shape horn shading module. The segmentation was that of par: 

. . titioning the image into regions of mainly specular reflectance 
and mainly' Lambertian reflectance. Two different methadi 
were proposed. The first is essentidy a coupled Markov Ran- 
dom Field ap poach wherein an energy functional is minimized 

Time is an important, and all too often ignored, aspect of the 
operation. of senaory systems. Most of the &tention paid to tern- 
pard aspects of sensory information processing has been regarding 
the measurement of temporal properties of the, enriironment, such 
as' the velocity of moving objects, and relatively little attention h a  
been given to the role in sensory info~mation processing of tempo- 
ral cons&aints on both the world modds and the sensory processing 
algorithms themselves. 

. . 

with respect to  the surfaxe normal field and a "area processn. 
- The second ' method decouples, somewhat, the segmentation 

and surface normal computation processes. A technique based 
. on Bayesian binary decision processes was described for imple 
. menting the segmentation. This shape from shading method is 

seen to use strongly coupled recurrent fusion, The configuration of physicd structures in aiy useful environ- 
ment or world will change over time. This time variation makes the, 
difficult problem of inver tixlg the world-ima& map. even more a- 
cult, since the dimensionality of the space of world configura- 
tions is increased. Thus, in order to effectively estimate'the &an@@; 
parameters of a changing world one must impose rhore constraints 

I than those that are required in a static world. *he obvious way to 
I obtain these additional constraints is through sensory measurements 
I taken at multiple points in time. This raises the westion of when . 

these additional measurements should be taken;.in',order to suita- 
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. bly constrain the solution. To determine this, we must model the . . 
. temporal properties of the world. Clearly, if the parameters descri- 
. bing the world configuration change relatively slowly over time, then 

measurements can be taken at relatively large intervals in time. 

In addition to determining temporal sampling schemes, know-! 
.ledge of the temporal model (of the environment) allows one to derive 

, ways in which the ~ensory information obtained at different times can 
be combined, or fused. We will discuss a dass of algorithms known' 
as tesrqpoml cohemce methods, which assume a specific form of tern-, 
pord model (i.e. that the world parameters change smoothly). 

When one considers the operation of sensory systems in time, one 
cannot ignore the tempord constraints imposed by the computatio-. . . 
nal system. For example, sensory processing algorithms take time to 

. 

. . produce their results, and one must examine the effect of this latency' 

, on the reliability of the results. In addition, this computational k+ 
. . tency may be different for different processing modules, so that the 
, butputs of these modules need to be registered temporally before 

they can be fused. 

. . 

8.1 A TEMPORAL COHERENCE EDGE. 
. , DETECTOR 

. . 
One can consider the measurements taken by a particular sensor 

at different times as coming from different sensors. These measure- 
ments can then be fused, as if we were fusing the outputs of indepen- 

. ,'dent sensory modules. In performing this fusion one has available a. 
powerful constraint, the temporal coherence constraint. ~ h i i  is a 
<wnstra.int on the image formation mod4 (actually the Usystem" mo- 

. ' del described in chapter 2), which states, in its simplest fdrm,bthat 
.the world ta be estimated will not change over time. 

. . More complex temporal coherence constraints d o r v  the system to 
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change in a less restricted, but still known, manner.. The state tran- 
sition matrix used in the specification of a Kalman,filter approach ' 

reflects one way of embedding this constraint .. Xn'@;eneral, the speci- 
fication of a temporal coherence constraint permits the construction 
of a recurrent, or recursive, parameter estimation procedure. This 
procedure need not be a Kalman type filter. Other approaches are ., 

. . possible. 

In the remainder of the chapter we pre8ent.m edie det'ection me- 
thod that uses a temporal coherence constraint. The estimation pro- 
cess derived from this constraint is based on binary decision theory, . , 

rather than on KaImaa filtering. The operation is similar, in that as . 

time progesses we change the prior model based on the measured . 

data [and hence the fusion is strongly coupled), . 

For the edge detection method presented here ke issume that 
candidates for edges are provided by a suitable edge detection method 
(of which there are a large, but finite, number to be found in the 

, . 
cornput er vision literature): Typically the images on which edges 
are to be detected are noisy, causing noise or'falfie edges to appear 
in addition to edges which correspond to actual physical structures 
in the scene. We would like to have some way in which true edges , 

can be distinguished from noise edges. Teqoral data fusion, in . . .  
which information form successive images in time are fused, can be 
used to do this. Initially an edge is assigned a small probability of ' 

' , 

being a true edge, However, if the edge persists over.time then its 
chances of being due to noise are reduced. Moreover, if the edge . . 
also undergoes smooth motion during that period,.fhe measure of 
reliability is increased. Conversely, if an edge moves in a random 
fashion, or disappears, then the confidence in the edge being a true 

, 

edge is reduced. 

. One can put this edge detection method in a rigorous framework 
by noting that one is looking f o ~  statistical evidence that a given edge . ' 

candidate is a true edge or due to noise. Every. bit 'of information . .. . 
that we obtain will reduce the confidence interval of the hypothesis . . 

. . 
that a candidate is a true edge. For example, h e  can track the 
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' change in position, Ax, of a candidate edge over time. The mean of ' 

the Ax random vkiable will be proportional to the velocity of the 
4 edge, and its variance will be inversely proportional to the signal to 
ioise ratio. Thus one could apply a statistical hypothesis test to the - 
estimates of the mean and variance of the increments in the position 
over time of a candidate edge. As time goes on the confidence interval 

. of the decision wlll be reduced as the accuracy of the mean and 
+variance increases. Far weak edges (relative to the noise level) one 
may have to integrate over many time samples before the confidence 
in the decision as to whether the candidate i~ an edge or not is 
&gh enough. For strong edges this integration time may be quite ' 
short;. In addition, if the edge is moving, one can use the additiond , 
information provided by the estimation of the mean to make the 
'decision as to the authenticity of the edge. This means that, for a 
given signal to noise ratio, a moving edge will be distinguished from 
~o i se  more rapid& tthan a stationary edge. Furthermore the faster 
the edge moves, the easier it is to distinguish the difference in the 
mean of the increment A s  from zero. Hence a fast moving edge will . 
be detected more quickly tthan a slow moving edge, 

We can perform a similar process to that outlined above in ,a 
' Bayesian data fusion approach. We consider the measurements of the 
'edge, candidate position increments A s  at the different time slices ti 
to be provided by independent (but identical) measurement systems, , 
Thus, we will be fusing the data from iV different data sources, where I 

iis. the number of time frames examined. 

The process is essentially that of a class I weakly coupled al- 
, gorithm where the information about the increments Ax taken at 
different time frames are assumed to be independent and can there- 
fore be combined. The algorithm is formulated in a Bayesian frame- 
work as follows. We take aw our space of possible solutions the space 
kontaining the two elements, true-edge and noise-edge. We caa then 
.determine the conditional probabilities of a trueedge given the data, ' 
and of a noise-edge given the data. Denote the true-edge solution as 
fi, the noise-edge 'solution as fi, and the increment Ax at time step 

. . 
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, , , . . - 
i ; b ~  di. Then we can write: . . .  

and 

The prior distributions on P ( f )  just measure the likelihood of 
a given edge being due to noise or being a true edge. This wilt be 
some hnction of the density of edges in the signal and the noise : 

bandwidth1, The P(di)'s merely scde each of the'conditional pro- ' 

babilities and so they play no role in determining which conditional : 

pkbabiiy has a higher vdue. . . 

811,X DETERMINATION OF THE CONDITIONAL 

. . 
The conditiond densities P(di [ fi) and ~ ( d i l f i ) ,  are the impohant . 
components of the Bayesian formulation of the ~roblem. In general . 
the determination of these densities is very difficuli arid in most cases ' 

only approximations cazl be obtained. For a review of some of the 
approaches that have been taken to this and .&dm problems see . 
[I?, 911. However, for paxticular choices of the defining parameters, ' 

. , 

these densities can be measured experimentally and used in lookup . 
, 

tables, or determined by approximate analytical for'mulae. 

h general, however, Iookup tables wilI not be sufficient. This is 
because we wiU not know some of the parameters, snch'as step edge . 

amplitude or step edge velocity. It would be impractical to construct 
lookup tables for each possible set of pxarneter values. Therefore 
we would like t o  try and come up with analytical 'approximations ' 

'If the noise bandwidth is high then the density oi  edges j~ero crossings) due . . , 
to noiae will be high [131] 
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to the conditiond probabilities which we can use to estimate the . 
reliability of our temporal coherence edge detector. We will examine 

. th"e one dimensional case for simplicity sake and make the following 
' assumptions : 

We have a single step edge with amplitude A. 

White noise with variance ui is added to the step edge. 

. The resulting noisy signal is then differentiated twice and filte- 
' red with a Gaussian lowpass filter with a space constant of. 

We assadate edges with zero crossings of the fdtered noisy sig- ;- 

rial. 

We track edges by matching an edge at tl with t6e edge at $2, 

having the same sign (of the edge slope), that is closest to the 
edge at tf . 

we will proceed by, deriving an approximation to p(d4 fi) (j.e, for 
the step edge plus qoise) and will then obtain an approximation to 

. p(dl fi) (i-e. noise alone) by taking the limit of p(dlfi) as the step . 
edge amplitude A goes to zero. 

The noise+step edge signal is assumed to be differentiated twice 
m d  filtered with a Gaussian lowpass flter with space constant df. 
The autocerrelation function of a noise process obtained by passing 
white noise (with a yariance 0,) through such a filter is given by [31] 

, where a: is the noise variance. We will later need to know the value 
of some of the derivatives of the autocorrelation function evaluated 

r2 
-T 

at .zero. We can perform a McLaurin series expansion to e '"f m d  

. . 
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see that the derivatives of the autocorrelation function evaluated' at 
sefo are given by 

for N even, and is identically zero for odd N. . 

In determining an approximation to p(dl fi) we will assume that 
both the noise and the edge signals can be treated as linear near the 
location of the step edge (somewhat more restrictive assumptions 
were used in 6941 in a similar application). The slope m, of the 
filtered step edge will be (by looking at the step response of the . . 
Gaussian bandpass filter) . . 

Let us assume that the true step edge is located.at x = D. Let .us 
denote the slope of the noise signal by m, (which will be: a random 
variable) and assume that the value of the noise dgnd at s = 0 i s  
no. Then the displacement of the sign4 edge (i.e: ,the zko  crossing 
of the noise ramp and the.signal ramp) is, as shown in figure 8.1, 
given by 

m,uAf - no s . 
d = - (  m, -t- m, ) = -  T 

we' can obtain the conditional probability density of d'given fi from 
the above equation if we have expressions for,the densities of s = 
m,uAt-no and T = m,+m,. The random variab1e.s has a Gaussian 
distribution with a mean of b = m,vAt. I t  has a variance given 
by $(O), where .Ilr is the autocorrelation function given above. The 
random variable r is also Gaussian, with mean equal to a = m, and 
variance -$A2)(0). 

The probability density of d = is given by the fobwing margi- 
nal distribution 
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, . ramp sfgoat and n o i s e d &  signal plus & 
. ' 

t - 0  t . = A t  

I 
Fignre B.1: Computing [;he edge displacement using a ramp signd . 

- . a d  noise model. 

or 
- .  1 -# ( ~ d - 6 r  Jm trle ' (01 e 2no dr ''' = 

2 r  Jm -m 

- . One can expand out the terms in the exponentids and complete t3ie 

, . ' 
I . -  

I '  
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After  some algebra and evaluating the jntegrd, $dl fi) &I be shorn . 
to  be equal to , . .  . . 

I 

We e m  obt& p(dlf2) from the above expression fdr p(d] fi) by '.' , : 
taking the limit as a -+ 0. This yi'dds -. . 

. m 

8.1,2 BAYESIAN EDGEDETECTIOD$ ' 

DECISION PROCESS - . . . 
> .  , . 

To obtain a solution to our problem of d e t e r d g  whether an edge . : * .  

is due to noise or not ot, one need only ,compute the duUm for the con- 
ditiond probabilities p( fi \ d l ,  d2, . . . , d N )  and / dl ,  dz, . . . , &) and 

' 

take as thesolution the f that corresponds to.the maximam of these *, 

two. This decision rule &me5 from the -applicatibq of the statistical ' ,  

decision theory described in chapter 2.  her^ we take as our decision : : " .  
TUI~ that which minimizes the average x,isk3 subject -to the constant ' 

costs: Cl-, = C1+ = 0, GP = Cp. This was s&n in chlapter 3 to . ' 

be a threshold rule: decide "edge" if A < I, else decide "noise edge", "- ' ' ' * 

where A is the generalized likelihood ratio I . . 

where p is the- a pri0p-n' probability of an edge being a' true edge md 
q 4s the a pior i  probability of an edge being a noise edge. Plots of . . 

thelik.~oodfnnctim(forp=q)a~eshownin.fi&e8.2and8.3. 
. . 

For both graphs the value of the fdtw space -ckstwt is af = 
8. In figure 8.2 is shown the dependence of thg likelihood function . - , 
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~ikelihood of Moving Step Edge, v=4 

Edge Displacement 

eigure 8.2: The likelihood as a function of the signal to noise ratio, 
fm an edge velocity of 4 pixelsltime step. 

. .  ' . . 
, , 

, . 
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I 
, . ,  

I 
. . 

. . 

Likelihood of Moving Step ~ d ~ e ;  $NR=4 

Edge Displacement . . . ,  

. . 
Fiure 8.3: The likelihood as a function of the-edge velocity, for a . 
signal to noise ratio of 4. 
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. the signal to qoise ratio (defmed as SNR = &), for aa edge 
- . 'velocity of 4 units /time step. Note that the variance of the likelihood 

decreases as the SNR increases and the peak likelihood increases with ., 

I 
increasing SNR. Figure 8.3 shows the dependence of the likelihood 

. . on the velocity of the step edge, for a SNR of 4. Note the increase in , 

I ; the peak likelihood with increasing velocity. Note also the increase ' 

. in the mode of the Likelihood distribution with increasing velocity. 

The Bayesian approach dso permits the computation of the re- 
liability of the solution. This reliabiility measure is some monote 

. , ,,sic function of the. ratio between the two conditiond probabilities, i 
P(fildl,dz ,...) and P(fildl,da, ...I (i.e. of A). If the value of this 

. ratio is very high then the reliability of the decision, regarding the 
presence of a signal edge, is high. If the ratio is near zero then the 

, 'reliability of the decision will be low, We will use as our reliabiIity 
' measure the following: , . 

. It is seen that,  at least for our simple model, the reliability bf 
the decision that the edge detector makes regarding a true edge (i.e. 1 
f = f r )  is a function of three parameters. These are (i) the signd , 

to noise ratio (the greater the SNR the higher the reliability), (ii) 

. , the velocity of the edge ((the larger the velocity, the more reliable is 
the decision for a k i t e  N) and (iii) the number N of measurements 
taken. As more and more time steps are used, the reliability of the 

.' edge detection process increases. The dependence on the edge velo- . 
' . cjty arises due to the falloff in the probability that an edge is due to 

noise at large displacements. Lt practice the increase in reIiabiiXity 
.with velocity wilI diminish since for any reasonabIe ternpord ,edge ' 

. tracking procedure (such as nearest neighbor matching) edges will Z 
' be improperly tracked at high velocities. If vAt is larger than the 

average &stance between noises edges the true edges wil l  likely be . 
matched to nearby noise edges instead of the true edge. It would be 

. . interesting to see whether or not the results of the reliability analysis 

. . of this edge detection algorithm would be reflected in psychophy- 

* .  . . 
, . 
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s i d  experiments on detection of moving edgeis g,=oise by human . . . 
observers. We would predict that, if the human visual system uses a , 

temporal coherence method for detecting edges, the psychophysical 
' 

experiments should indicate that moving edges, are detected more 
' 

quickly than slowly moving edges and that decreasing the signd to 
noise ratio increases the length of time required to detect an edge. 

' . . 

In figures 8.4 to 8.6 we show the results of a simple implemen- 
tation of the temporal coherence edge detectipn algorithm described ' 
above. In this implementation candidate edges were detected using 
a zero crossing detector on the second derivative of the combined " . 

signal and noise waveform. Edges were detected a;nd localized in the ' . 

first time frame, The initial edge displacements, df , for' each edge, 
k, were then initidxed to zera, and N to one. Tbe waveform at the 
next time frame was taken and the edges were tracked by matching . 
to their neasest neighbor (i.e. an edge in the waveform taken at t = 0 
was matched to the edge (of the same sign) in the waveform taken 
at t = At that had the smdest displacement). ' The displacements 
di were then taken to be the values of the difference ih position of - 
the edges from one frame to the next. The process cokinued un- 
til N = 20 time frames were processed. Note that because of the :. ' 

simplistic tracking mechanism used, a signal edgi can be lost by er- 

j roneously matching it to a noise edge, especially if the signal to  noise , 

i ratio is low or if the edge velocity is high (although this was not 
/ observed in the experiments we ran). In this case the reliability of : 

the edge will start to fall. SimiIax1.y noise edge8 can be tracked to ' '. 

signal edges, whereupon the reliability will begin to increase. 

In figme 8.4 we see'the reliability as a function of t h e  of all the 
' 

edges (due to noise and the step) for a signal to fioise ratio of 4, and 
a step edge velocity of zero. It is seen that the reliability of the step 

; edge increases linearly with time, and is positive, The reliability for ' . 
I the noise edges, on the other hand decrease (more or less linearly) . 

with time, and are negative. It is very easy to discriminate between . 
the step edge and the noise edges based on the reLiability value. . . 

1 

I . In figure 8.5 we see the reliability as a function of time of the , 

' 



I : . Reliability of Edge Detection, for S N R  = 4, v = 0 
. . 

1 ' 5  

Time Step 

' > 

Figure 8.4: The reliability of all edges, for SNR = 4 ,  and v = 0. 

. . 
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j 
Reliability of Step Edge, for S N R =  2,4,6,8, v = 0 i 

. . . . 
Time Step 

J . '  
Figure 8.5: The reliability of the step edge, for SNR = 2:4,6 and 8, . 

'' , 

with v = 0. 
. . 



Reliability of Moving Step Edge, SNR=4 

Time Step 

. Figure 8.6: The reliability of a, moving step edge, for SNR = $,'and 
v = 0,2, and 4 pix&ls/frarne time. 

. . 
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step edge for a stationary edge, for four different values of the signal 
to noise ratio. It is seen that the slope of the .reli&iity curve i$ an 
increasing function of the signal to noise ratio. '. 

In figure 8.6 we we see the reliability as a function of time of 
the step edge for a moving edge, for four different. d u e s  of the edge 
velocity. The signd to noise ratio is held at four for each case. It 
is seen that the slope of the reliability curve intxemes as the edge 
velocity increases. 

8.2 A STRONGLY COUPLED 
TEMPOJRAL COHERENCE EDGE 
DETECTOR 

The weakly coupled temporal coherence edge detection dgorit hm 
described in the previous section can be stmightforwardly converted 
into a strongly coupled algorithm. This is done by dowing the 
constrahts on signal to noise ratio and edge velocity to be adjustable 
by auxiliary modules. In practice, such a strongli coupled approach 
will be necessary, since the signal to noise ratio and the edge velocities 
will usually not be known a peori , indeed they magr actually change 
over time. Thus, in order to compute the decision function A, as well 
as the decision reliabiIity, we will need to have estimates for both the 
signal to noise ratio and the edge velodty. . . . 

One could have modules for estimating the SNR &d the edge 
velocity that operate independently of the temporal coherence edge 
detector module. Alternatively, one could use the information produ- 
ced by the edge detection module in obtaining the SNR and velocity 
estimates. For- example, the temporal coherence module, as part of 
the edge detection process, compiles statistics for thf: step edge dis- 
placement d (i.e. the distribution p ( d [ f i ) ) .  We, can see from figure 
8.2 and equation 8.1 that the variance of d increases as the signal 
to noise ratio goes down (we assume that p(dl f2) is constant here). 



Thus, we would a b e c t  that we could obtain an estimate for the SNR: 
born the estimate of the variance of d. There are a. couple of pro-. 
Mems with this approach, however. The first is that we do not how: 
a p&ri which edges &e, noise and whicl~ are signal edges. Since t o  
obtain the desired variance requirks us to have an estimate of p(dl ji) 
we mvst know which edges are due to the signal. The second p~oblem. 
is that the relationship be-tween the signal to noise ratio and Ihe 6- 

of p(d( fi) is 'quite -complex, and, in fact, the variance of p(dl fi): 
.may be infinite. As the SNR goes to zero p(dl f1) approaches p(d[  fi) 
which is Cauchy distributed, and hence has infinite variance. Mea- 
suremefits of the Sample varimce of pf d] f l ) over t&& taken during' 
the experiments described above show that this vasiance is poorly, 
correlated with rhe signal to noise ratio. We condude from this thal 
it i s  probably nat a good idea to  estimate the SNR from the statistics 
of d d l f l ) .  

.' A possible strongly c~ayled approach t o  the SNR estimation pro- 
blem would involve the following iterative process. First we assume 
fiat a randomly selected edge (or it conld be the first in the signal) is 
the step edge. We.then measure themagnitude of its slope and divide. 
this by the average of the magnitude of the slopes of the r e t  af the 
edges. We compute this ratio for every candidate edge and associate 
the signal to noise'ratio with the largest of these ratios. We then use - 

. ..this S NR in the edge detection procedure, as usual. At snbsequent 
.time steps we recompute the SNR, using as the candidate step edge 
.that edge whit& has the largest (positive) rdiabdity measure, 

. The estimatioaof the edge velocity is much more straightforward. 
':Assuming that we use a~ the step edge that which had the highest' 
SNR in the SNR +sthation process, we can $ake as the edge velocity 
tbe average of the ,displacement of bhis edge per time step. At subse-' 
.quest time step? y e  use as our measure of velocity the displacement 
of the edge with the highest reliability, This will allow us to bck onto 

i 
the proper edge if we do not have it initially. Figure 8.7 show; the 
.variation of the estimate of the mean step edge displacement over. 
time for one of the experiments described in the previom section. 

, - lt; is seen that this estimate approackres the d u e  of uAt, where v' 

. , 

I I .  . I . '  
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is %he velocity of the step edge. Thus, we expect that the mem of 
the step edge clisphcemedt can be used to corrrpu%e4 the value: of v 
in. mr computation of the edge reliability. This. method of estima- 
thg  the step edge velocity bas d=cdty whkn the velocity changes 
o v a  time. In such a case the mean of the step. .edgem displacement 
will not be a good estimate of the instantaneous edge velocity. An 
improved estimate can be o bt ajned by weightirig the displacement 
measnrements in determining the meas, so tb, emphaize &cent 
displacements over older displacements. There is a .tradeoff betwem 
tb.e amount of blurring of the r-elocity value due to eickssive illfiering 
agd the amount of error in the estimate of the meat (which demeases 
a more samples are taken). In order to came up with an approphate 
temporal filter one mast specify a model for the tempora3 vaxiatiun 
of the velociw, asd then optimize .the filter, taking ;tXs madel into 
account, with respect to a suitable aptimality criterion., Bwasg. and 
Clark [70] go th~ough this pocess of  spedying ,a stat,isticd model 
for the temporal velocity variation and use an. q&oach similar to 
that of Canny [28] to define an optimaliOy criterion and $rodme the 
optimal temporal iilter. We could use t h i s  fib@ in: e s , t b t h g  the ' 

mean of the step edge displacment in our application. 
. . 

' The strongly coupled temp ord coherence edge deteci;ion met hod 
described above is a recurrent one since we a m  feeding back. the 
information about the reliability af a candidate edge i o  the  vd0city 
and signal to noise ratio estimation modules. T ~ & ~ ; S N R  and velocity 
estimates afe then used to  update the relial~ility measures. LJie all 
recurrent strongly coupled methods one has to be, concerned about 
the convergence of the algorithm. If the wrong'kdie is used in- the ' 
estimation of the SNR and velocity then the, ceIiabiiity of the tme 
edge may not become large enough to fur the error. .This is expected 
to be a p~oblem at low SNR values, which is, unfortunately, precisely . 

where the application of the tempitral coheren~e' is ifLeended to b e  
most useful. 
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Figure 8.7: The mean displacement of the step edge for SNR A 4, 
. . .. and u = 0,2, and 4 pixels/frame time. 
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8.3 TEMPORAL SAMPLING ' ,  

Let us begin our brief study of the tempoid aspects of data 
fusion by looking at the tempord sampLing gu~tiox~.  Consider, to 
start with, a particularIy simple world that can'be ;described by a 
time varying parameter vector 5 Suppose we w& to know the 
d u e  of rfor all points in time (i.e. specify fit)). h any practical 
system we cannot continuously measure and process data, so we have 
to sample in time. Let us denote the (infinite) set of the samples by 
(4. Let us, for the purposes of argument relate the sample set to 
At) through the following simple image formatioh model: 

d;, = a t k )  + 5k 
where Jk is the kth sample in the set (4, and iif; are Gaussian 
distributed random variables, assumed to be uncorrelated with each 
other (the components of the jik are assumed to be uncorrelated 

' 

aswell). The t k  we thepointsin time thatsamplesaretaken. The , ' . 
&age formation mod4 is seen to be (modulo a normalization factor) 

where Mk is the covariance matrix of Sk. If we apply the Bayesian 
formulation, the problem of estimating f7 t ) from, the sample set {a 
obviously depends on the prior model we use to desc,ribe constraints 
on f i t ) .  Since we have only a single f i t )  we need only worry about 
modeling the relationship between the components, of fit) and the 
temporal properties of f i t ) .  It should be obv'iorrs that, if we have 
a uniform prior model, there is no unique solution for f(t) to be 
obtained from the data {a. There are a infinite nuniber of possible 
fuxlctions f i t )  that have the samples (4, even in tho noise free case. 
Thus we must specify a nontrivial prior model in,ordex to coxtstraint 
the solution sufficiently. To examine this problem more closely lei; us 
restrict our seK to the one dimensional case, where .f ( t )  is a scalar 
function of time, The approach detailed below can be extended to ' 
the multidimensional case, but is more difficult and restrictive. 

. . 
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The import ant point to be gained from the above discussion is 
that by applying a suitable constraint to f ( t )  we can obtain both a 

,unique solution to the problem of determining f (.t) from the data, 
and information as to when we should take our measurements. We 
saw that the spedfication af the sample times comes from the type of 

. constraint that we imposed on f ( t )  . As with any a p r i o ~  constraint, 
if it is invalid, the resulting solution that we obtain with the above 
method will be incorrect. The error that arises in applying the wrong 
-constraint in the above problem is usually referred to as aJiasing error.. 

4.3.1 COMPUTATIONAL CONSTRAINTS 

'In discussing the Above we have been consider quite a sim- 
.pie case. In practice, determining a suitable constraint may be quite 
difficult. We wiU. almost always end up by imposing a constraint 
which is invalid, and hoping that the resulting error is small. What 
constraint we choose is more often than not driven by characteristics 
.of the system that is performing the computations rather'than by 
.:an analysis or modeling of the environment. The most fundamental 
:limitation that we axe faxed with is that estimates of world parame- 
ters must be periodically obtained. We cannot wait forever to get an. 
Infinite sample set, we must perform our estimates using temporally 
local operations. ..This will introduce errors, usually refered to as 

' truncation error, 'in estimating f (t). Another important limitation 
.arises due to the fact that computations cannot not be performed' 
:instantaneously. For example, a piece of computer hardware that we 
are using in a rob& system may be able to do a particular estim* 
:tion process once every T seconds. Thus our sampling rate cannot be 
fastertkat onceeiery Tseconds,without havingcomputatioas~iling. 
.np. Thus we can .expect that; if the world parameters are chahging 
too rapidy we will misperceive them due to our insufficient sanphg  
rate. Another way of looking at this is to say that our hardware li-' 
,mited sample sequence arbitrarily imposes a constraint on the world 
parameters. If this constraint is invalid, then our perception of the 

- ,  
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world wil l  be incorrect. 

When we consider the fusion of data coming from two sensory 
, 

modules in time we must be concerned with the temporal chxacte- 
ristics of these modules. The uncertainty of a piece of information 
is usually a function of the computation, or sampling, rate of the 
module that produca it. For some algorithms, the b n g e ~  it runs the 
more accurate it is. Also, given two algorithms, the one that takes 
longer is generaliy the more accurate of the two (although excepti- 
ons are certainly possible due to inefficiencies in the implementation .' 
of a given algorithm). Thus a source may be twice as accuraf e as 
mother but only give results half as often. Which source is more 
useful? From the point of view of Shannon's sampling theory (and 
also the more general theory due to Kramer discussed earlier) the 
answer would depend on the "bandwidth" of the iiformation that 
is to be measured. If the bandwidth is very low then one will not 
bk anything by sampling at a low rate, so that the module with 
the high accuracy would be preferred. If, however,, the bandwidth of 
the information was high, then the slow sampling rate of the more . ' 

accurate source would result in a greater amount of aliasing error 
than the module with the faster sampling rate. As an example of 
this principle, consider the fusion, by weighted summation, of two .. , 
data sources, X I  and xa t o  yield Z: 

O = (I - a)xz 

where a is a weighting value between 0 and 1, . The ,value of a, . 
following the principles of weak coupling expounded' on in Chapter , 

4, should be a function of the relatively reliability between XI and 
r a  . For example, a = & , where R is the reliabiliiY. d xz  divided by . , 

the reliability of 21. We would then modify tkisto-t'ake into amount 
the effects of the sampling rate and computational &mplexity on the 
reliability of the modules. 

: Other implementation related issues that one 'must be concerned . . 
with include the eEects of cornputationallatency, andaf data obsole- , 
scence. The Iatency issue arises when one has pipelined 'computation 
wherein the rate, or throughput, of computation is quite high, but 

, 
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where there is a delay between the input of the data and the com- 
putation of desired quantities from the data. This is a problem in 
active systems wheie the sensory data is used to tell the system how 
too interact with the environment. If the latency is too large then 
the derived information is obsolete and may lead to inappropriate 
actions by the system. The latency is also a problem when perfor- ' 
ming fusion of data from modules that different latencies. This is 
especially true in recurrent strong coupling due to the complicated ' 
dynamics that are .involved. 

. As researchers'explore "activen sensory information processing 
, systems, where time plays an important role, the need for accurate 
modeling of the temporal characteristics of both the environment . 
h d  of the system:itself will become increasingly important. 

8.4 ACTIVE DETERMINATION 
. . OF CONSTRAINTS 

As mentioned in chapter 1, one is often faced with the situation 
,;wherein one or more of the constraints used in a sensory module i s ,  
invalid. One would ideally like to be able to detect when a particular . 
constraint is invalid and replace it in the algorithm with a more 
.suitable constraint. It is very difficult, however, to determine the 
validity of a given wstraint in a static situation using the data from 
a single sensor, at a single instant of time. If one has multiple sensors, 
then they can fnse their information to produce check the validity of 
their associated assumptions and constraints. Tf the constraints are 
judged invalid they can be altered and a new so1ution determine4 

-- L 
This would lead to a strongly coupled data fusion approach. 

' 

The constraint adaption process promises a way out of-the di- 
.lemma that faces the designer of a Bayesian information processing 
system. The dilemma is that adding more constraints to a problem 
eases its solution, while increasing the likelihood of obtdrning an in- 

correct solution. The problem arises since we.usually do not know 
beforehand which constraints are going to  bewXd in a given situa- . . . 
tion, so to make our algorithms as generally applicable 3 s  possible, I 

we must weaken our constraints. If we do this, however, the problem I 
may become insoluble, or its solution impractical, as' we haven't ap- . 

plied enough constraint. Since most designers of sensory systems 
would rather get possibly wrong solutions than'ao solutions at all, 
they typically add enough "reasonable" constraints to the problem to 
allow solutions to be obtained, Instead of adding in.possit>ly i n d i d  
and probably superfluous constraints the constraint adaption process , 

allows us to begin with a small number of weak geherd'canstraints 
and alter these constraints based on measurem&ts taken by various .. 
seqsory modules. 

hother  approzh is to use the additional information obtained 
from the same module over time, as the sensors move through space. 
The consistency of the output of a sensory processing module over 
time is a measure for how valid the constraints embedded in the 
module are. Lf the wrong constraints are being:applied in the pro- 
cessing of the module, then in general, the results.uf the module 
at two different times will be inconsistent. Based on the form of 
the inconsistency, the constraints can be adapted in a way to make 
subsequent solutions more consistent as the serisors move. If invalid 
constraints axe used in a static sensory processing fflbqlule, the result 
will be incorrect. The task of validating the result in the absence of 
additional data is very dificult. We have seen in ,earlier chapters .that 
information from other modules can be used to d idate  the results 
of a given sensory processing module, 

As an example of the temporal inconsisthcy of a vision algo- 
rithm, many shape from shading algorithms prgvide estimates of 
object &ape that a e  overly Bat, or otherwise excessively. warped by 
whatever smoothness constraints are used by the: 'algorithm (c.f. the 
discussion on the shape from shading dgorithni'in, chapter 7). In 
addition there will occur errors in shape due to fa@ars other than 
ikproper constraints (e.g. noise in the image, finite precision in com- 
putation, and so forth) which will tend to be independent in time. 
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- 
, Thus, as one mov& the imaging sensor and ~epeats the shape from ' 

.shading computat,i~n, the resulting surface, related to some fixed r+ 
I ference frame, wiy typically be different than the one computed in 

the previous time step. The perception will therefore be of a snrface 
that is deforming in t ine or moving non-rigidly, However, such a per- 

. ception is an impossibility if we assume that only the observer (the 
I . camera) is moving and the object is stationary (and not deforming, 

.pulsating, or whatever). Thus one can conclude that the station& 
, . object or rigidity constraints are inconsistent with the type of smoo- 

. . thness constraint utilized in the shape from shading algorithm. 
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. '  
Armed with tEe knowledge of the inconsistency of the shape from 

shading smoothness constraint with the more likely object station*. 
I . . rity constraint, we can attempt to modify the smoothness constraint 

this process implie8 a fmm of strongly coupled datk.fusion, where a 
module measuring tempord consistency is used to alter the a priori 
constraints used in the shape from shading process. The data fusion 
conld be referred to  as active data fusion, as the alteration of the a 
pt-iori mmtraints is done as a result of the mdtioh of sensing system. 
This motion can be purposive, and controlled so as to yield maxi- 
mum expected inconsistencies. That is, if we ha* a choice regarding 
which direction we are to move our sensora, we should choose this 
direction so as to maximize the information concerning t'he validity 
of our a pr-iori constraints. This is accomplished by moving in the 
direction that we expect will result in the largest inconsistency bet- 
ween computed surfacm over time. There is a distiriction to be made 
between these active constraint adaption dgo~ithms and the stan- 
dard active vision methods [2] along the lines of those described in 
chapter 4. The active data fusion p r o w s  wilI necessarily be a stron- 
gly coupled process since the motions produced will be dependent on 
the outputs of the sensory modules m d  wiU in twn affect the data 
that is input to the sensory modules {via altera;tioq of the prior and 
image formation models). 

One must be careful to distinguish between inconsistencies that 
result from improper a constraints from inconsistencies that 
arise from errors or noise &I the raw data itself. These may be distin- 
guishable in some cases by the statistics of the spatial and temporal 
distribution of the inconsistencies. It will often be the case that 
noise induced inconsistencies will be uncorrelaied both temporally 
and spatidy, and therefore have fairly significant high spatial and 
temporal frequency components, while the incons~stencies due to im- 
proper constraints will tend to be correlated over time and space and 
contain mainly low frequency components. . ' 

I 

I 

As an example, consider the regularized version of t the shape from 
shading problem given in [23], expressed ak aa energy functional 
minimization problem, where the shape (described by the surface 
normah fi(x, p)) is that which minimizes the following functional: 

I .in a manner that red ace^! the inconsistency. It is not immediately 
obvions how this might be done, however. One might consider repla 

% .  . cing the smoothness constraint with a consistency constmint. That 
'is, instead of determining the surface whose reflectance is closest to 
.that of the observed reflectance subject to maximization of a smo*. 

. . thness measure, we look for a surface whose rdectance is closest to 
:that of the observed reflectance and which undergoes a minimum of' 
deformation over time. Under closer inspection, however, it is clear 
' that such tempord consistency constraints are too weak to be applied 
directly in such a fashion. This is due to the fact that inappropriate 
solutions can be temporally consistent just as easily aa reasonable 

. . .solutions, The consistency constraint has no power to  distinguish, 
good solutions from bad, only temporally consistent solutions from 

. . : inconsistent solutions. 

The consistency constraint may best be thought of as a met* 
1 : ,. ' constraint, one which Uconstra=tns the constraints". For example, as 

noted above, we cannot apply the temporal consistency cons%r$$t- 
:directly, however'we can use it to constrain the form of the smoo- 

. ' ' thness constraint that we do apply directly. In order to applyq the 
consistency metalconstraint to the smoothness constraint it is necea- 

- . . s a y  to adaptively change the form of the smoothness constraint as. 
I ,a function of measures of temporal consistency. It is evident that 
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, . where the p(x ,  y) is a Lagrmgian multiplier function that enforces 
the conskrakf, t h a i  W be a unit vector. The second term in the ' 

. " mwgy functional impasesasmoothnessconstraiat (IIV&(x,y)l12- 
I '  '11%112 + 11g112), and the parameter X sets haw much -thing is 

. applied. As pointed out in [64] the solution to this minimization 
. problem for nonzero X is '"flattened" due to the-effect of the smoo- 

-thness constraint. This "flattening" is a result of the fact that the 
- .' garticulaz smobthaess constraint used is not r d y  valid (even when ' 

. . ,the sudach is tkmoothn a,ccor&ng to sode other definition bf smo* ' 

' . . ' tbess).  Tf we move the camera and repeat the energy hctionaJ. : 
minimixation we wiU get a, new shape estimate, which will again be 

* .  "flattened". In thsr case, however, the cliilirection of the flattening wfll 
' . be Merent t h ~ n  i i  the first empfitatirm. Thns, the object, whose 

shape is co~puted nsing the above technique, will appeax to deform . . ' as we move the camha. This defdrmat ion indicates m inconsistency . 
- ih the solutions implying the invalidity of our smolothness constrain%. , 

One should thmefore mange the energy functiond so that the . 
t'empozal inconsistency of the shape estimation proms is minhhed. 

: 'That is we need a, tempord c6nsistenq constraint. The simplest way 
. ' to dd this is to fdrce the surface liormal maps to be the sameaffor the . - . . two  images (which is another way of stating the temporal consistency 
: constrahl). Thus, we can minimize the following function& 

+ ~ [ ( E ( x ,  y;t+ At) - Tfz . E')']~A 

where T() represen$s the coordinate transformation between the sur- ' 

face as viewed at, one time (Al) and the surf=< viewed at anot'her 
. . . (Aa),>&nd depei'tdsonthe (hown)motion ofthecarnera(inganerd 

: . this will be a function of the height of the surface, but'not if o~th-. 
'graphic projection is assumed), Note that two images are enough 

' . to uniquely define the surface normal may, and that the smoothn- 
' - 

+ &s constraint is not needed for regulariza~ion purposes {as the 'two 
+ . images are sufficient to regulaize the problem). 

, . 

. ' 
. Another ap.ppro&h is to use an object rigidity constraint as om 

. * .  
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. . 
temporal consistency constraint. We expecx thax 'thb o'b ject wiU re- ' . 

. - mak rigid aa we move, u d  not deform, so thak the suxfface normal ' 

maps, relative to the reference fiame, obtained at two'dHerent times . . 
shodd be the same. This leads t o  a different sor t  of energy functiond . " 

to be minimized: 

The time derivative can be approximated by a diflerence I 
I 

Zn this approach the estimated surface shape will initids be flattened 
, 

as in the sin& view shape from shading algprithm, 'but will become - , - 
' 

4 .  

bas flattened as time goes on m d  the rigidity constraint takes efFect. . 

The examples described above illustrates the &plication of a . r . . 
temporal consistency coni&&nt in o$ a. aurfcce',smoathnesa , . . . 
constraint. A more general approach is to modify. the smoothness 
constraint based on the temporal consistency ih a m&er that ef- 
fectively anforces a temporal consistency constr$nt. In order to do , : .  

this we rieed to specify a parametrized space of smoothing operators, . . 
ahd then adjust the parameters using gradient.deseent on a mnsi- , . , 

stency measure. For example we. could specify a &nerd quadratic .* 1 
first order smoothness constraint with: . . . , 

. . . . 

S(P, n) = &(PIP: + &,: + PSI;: + P;4: + P ~ P Z P ~  : 

- tPs~& + P~PZ + Pa~gqD + P ~ P ~ Q Y  + PIO~Z qg, 
I 

. . -  
+ P I I P z + ~ I z P ~ ~ ~ P ~ = ~ ~ I ~ ~ Y . )  + ' 

where the E(p, q) are second order polynomi&. in p and q. The , 
'. 

smoothness constraht~ are thus parametrized by, 6 ' x  14 = 84 par* - - 

meters. The smoothing operator used in the single. biew .shape fcom . . ' ' 

shading algorithm is obtained with PI = Ps = (I t q2 ) ,  P2 = Pq = : . . , 
(I+p2,2),P& = s, = -2pqyP5 = P7 = P8 = PI@'= PI, = PI, = . - .  
Pa3 = PI4 = 0. We codd use this as our stating point and mo- . . 
dify the P parameter vector by performing gradiat descent an the - 
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. work described by,Krotkov and Kories [83]. They have constructed 
a strongly coupled approach to fusing depth from binocular stereo 

', 'and depth from focus. In addition t o  providing a method for fusing 
the two depth modules, they define a statistical measure of consi- 
stency between the outputs of the two modules. This consistency 

. . measwe is used by them to reject or accept the outputs of the mo- 
dules, but could conceivably be used to adapt the constraints w e d  
in the activities of the modules. 

The idea of adapting sensory information processing algorithms 
: 'based on inconsistency information was suggested (but not attemp-' . . 

'ted) by Xrotkov and Kories [83] where they write: 

"lt is also possible to feed back the information that cross- 
checking failed or could not be completed, and to rei- 
nitiate verification sensing with diflerent pawsmete~s." 

Rrotkov and Kories treat inconsistent measures of depth @om the' 
focus and stereo modules as an. indication that the two modules are 
measuring the depth of two different physical quantities. If one took 

.. the point of view espoused in this book, they would instead consider 
.. the inconsistency to mean that one or more of the constraints implicit 

. . to the operation of the modules were invalid. In the particular case of 
the system of Krotkov and Kories, the invalid constraint wuld be the 
assumption that the depth being computed by the focus and ste~ee 

. . ,.modules was in fact the depth of the same physical event. While this. 
may be true for the bulk of the cases in which inconsistencies are 

: obtained, there may be some cases for which other constraints are 
in fact being violated. For example, the inconsistency may be d q '  
,to mismatching of two different features on the same object in the 

. . stereo module, rather than due to mat;ching features of two different 
' 

objects. The mismatching will typically result from the viol5tian of 
. some (usually implicitly assumed) constraint in the stereo module, . . 

. such as smoothness of the disparity field, feature ordering, feature 
. density, etc. 
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r The infomation processing systems of organisms or machines 
that interact actively with their environment. need to be con- 
cerned with the temporal praperties of the structures in the 
environment. 

In the Bayesian formulation of information processing the tem- 
: poral aspect of the environment is handled by specifying tem- 

poral constraints on the configuration of the world. We. de- 
scribed a way to embed a generdized bandimit constraint on 
world parameters, and how this leads to an optimal Bayesian 
estimate of the world parameter. 

.e The importance of modeling the temporal aspects of the sen- 
sory system, in terms of computationd throughput, rate, and 
latencies was introduced. These aspects iri prkctical systems 
tend to control the form of the constraints i ~ p o s e d  an the 
world parameters rather than any models of the world. 

.e Faced with the prospect of not being able 'to 'spkify the right 
constraints for a given environment, we would ,like a way t o  
Ulearn'' these constraints. We present a methodology for doing 
this based on the use of consistency measures, or meta con- 

, straints, obtained from the outputs of independent sensory mo- 
dules, to adapt the prior constraints used by. the modules in a 
way. which maximizes the consistency measures. 

e A powerful constraint natural temporal constraint is that of 
' 

temporal coherence. This constraint implies that certain world 
parameters chasge slowly and smoothly, so that the values of 
these parafneters at closely spaced time steps are closely rel* 
ted. We present an edge detection algorithm based on the ap- 

. plication of this cowtraint. It: uses an optimal-Bayesian binary 
decision methad to decide whether a candidate edge is due to 
noise or to an aictual step intensity signal. 



Chapter 9 

Towards a Constraint 
Based Theory of Sensory ' - .  

Data Fusion 

W e  have observed that informatibn acq&si$ion is required by or- 
gaaisrns in order to determine the. state of the enviroiunent that they ' .' 
are operating in. What information is r e q ~ e d  is rehted to the ac- 
tivities that the organism undertakes, h order to'ob!ain the required 
world information one must invert the world-image mapping. h ge- 
nkal  this napping is nm-invextible so that m a  &formation must 
be added to constrain the space of world canfignrations sufficiently . . 
to allow a unique solution t o  be obtained. . , 

' 

The extra information required to uniquely Gvert the world- 
* 

image mapping is provided in sensory information pikessing systems ' . , ' . '. 
in the fom of pfxysicd, natural, and artificial constraints. Physical 
cwnstraint~ are derived from studies of the physicd and mathemati- . a 

caJ. laws underlying the world. Natural constraints Ge contingent on . . . 
the particular restricted domain. the organism is expected to function . 
in. These constraints are not gua~anteed, nor &pbct&d, to be *tin+ 

" 
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. . 

- .versaUy valid. Artificial constrints are a form of n a ~ u r d  con~traint. 
+ ' wherein the exp~tations are at a highw cognitive level. -4rtificial 

* 
, constraints are even less likely than natural constraints to be validd 
in m arbitrary situation. 

. . The detet~nination of suitable constraints involves a chasacterkza- 
tion or modeling mf the world and of the world-image mapping. This 
is typically a s~ientific process. Once the constraints have been deter- 

. ' .inined one must &bed them into a suitable dgari-l;hm- Bayes rule 
4 provides an intuitively satisfying means of ambedding constrainti 

iata an jnformation promsing task. The principle aspect of this 
' - - :approach is the prohabaatic representation of constraints. Solutiena 

, t o  the world-image mapping are assigned probabilities corresponding . . . . ta their likelihood wit11 respect to the constrajnts. In o m  view, the 
. *  

, *Bayesian formalism has two primary components, the image fom* 
tion model and the prior model. The image formation model repre- 

' 'sent8 the conditiond probability of a given, data vdue arising from a 
' . particc&~ world codtguration. It captmres the prncess by whi& data 

i s  generated fram different world configurations. The prior mod& 
' . kepresents the a priori probabzt y of the particdw world conftgu- 

.xation, and corresponds to the expectations of which confgmations 
stmctwes in the world are likely Lo occur. 

. - - 
Smu~th cne.rgy function minimization is a specid case of the 

1. , Bayesian formulation which is well snited for imposing smooth&s 
constraints. A suitable choice of the smoothness operator makes the 
'solutions linear combina~ions ,of basis functions. By defining a Gibb's 

-. ' distribution one c& give a pi-obabiLstic hterpretation to  minimizing 
energy functions. 'This shows that energy function6 are a spe;cid case ., * 

, , of the Bayesian formilism comesporn ding to Markov Rmdoxn Field 
* distributions. M P ~ O V  random fields can be jmplemented with binwy 

. . , . ' "line pmcesa" fields, which results in a specid case of the Bayesih 
:-,approach that allows the "breaking" of smoothness constraints at 

i places where the smoo thess constraint is inappropriate. We can ge- 
. . ' . ', neralize Markov random fields'by adding in binary valued ( t ~ ~ t ' c h i n g  

. . '. , . - Elemat" fields. These matching fields dew us to specify comespun- 
' 

. dences 6etween features in separate images, such as is required in 

. , 
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. . .  
long-range motion analysis or stercopsis. 

For many vision problems, in prtrticdar those involving corre- 
spondence, such a6 motion analysis or binocula~ sterea, there are 
global consbr&ts on the field which need t o  be sktiqfied. Statistical 
techniques give ways of imposing these constraints abaolntely, unlike 
the more traditional weak methods of adding terms to she energy 
fnnction which merely *encouragex the constrairi?~ to be sa%isfied. 

. , 

. Natural or artificial prior constraints may be invalid in certain si- 
tnatiuns. In these cases one would like to reduce the depehdence of a 
sensory hfdrnlation processing algorithm on th&e Gnstraints if pns- 
sicle. One way of doing this is to ase information from indepmdat 
sensory information prakssing modules as constrajits. on a given 
moddie. This data fusion, then, is a means for reducing dependence 
of possibly invalid a priori constraints. This is to  be contrasted with 
the usual rble. of data fusion where the god is ta reduce the uscer- 
tainty (but not necessajrily the validity !I ii the e$t&ate of a ~vorld 
parameter. 

The principal applications of data fusio~ ark: redu&g uficer- 
taihty, getting enough infmmation t o  pmvide a unique solution, and 
rnodifying,possibly invalid' prior constraints. Ow &uphasis in this 
book has been on the latter two applicatibns. We classify fusional 
methods as being either weakly or sbrongly coupled; where the di- 
stinction is mide by considering whether or not the operation of the 
madules k e  independent of each other. We&y cdzxpled fusion is 
characterized by the  combination of the outputs of .independent in- 
formation sources. Each module operates independently of the ot;&e~s 

(although the mo'ddes may t Izemselves perform hsianal opgrations) . 

We divide the dass of we&ly coupled algorithms into a number 
of subclasses. The distinctions between these subclasses of weakly 
coupled fnsion, methodk serve to point out that There are different 
reasom for performing sensory fusion and that Merent metlzads me 
c d e d  for in each ease. The methods in class I represent the most 
common applications of data fusion and xi used when t6e gad is 

. I' 
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dnce Ihe uncerlainly in a desired cidlue, or when one wisl~es to reduce 
' . rel ian~eontheasi3un~tionsofagivcnsensory module. Thesmeth-. 

' ods are chxactedzed by the combination of independent sources of 
' . data, each of wh& is isfficient for est~ating a given psameter. 

. '  

I 0 

, The metl~ods in class II are indicated when the modulea available, : 
' ~alren individually, do fiat provide unique salutions. The methods 
; . in' this tlciass indude: the large g o u p  of algebraic methods, wkerein ; 

" :. . -the desired parameter can be computed from an analytic expression 
- ,  involving a, numl~er of independerzt; variables, obtained from the in- 

*. 
; dependent sources of data. It was found the performance of many 
, 'algebraic approaches was porn due t o  high sensitivity of the solution 

.' to errors in the dka, as well as due to the iIl-posedness resulting 
from the world-jmage mapping not beihg onto (that is, there are 

, 

' . aome image cdgura t inns  that do not have any associated world 
* *  , , .configurations 1. Thus noise in the image data may cause there to be 

' no solution. This was ob'smed in the  sh,ap~. f.om slmding application 
rlescrihed in chapter 7. 

.' The methods i~ class ID are a cadination of the f i~s t  two dasses 
. .of weakly coupled~methods and are med when one wishes to corn- 

.bine the outputs of sensory modules that, by themselves, do not 
- provide unique o r  stable outputs, m d  at the same time ~v@ight the 

' fnformation from the cmtnpanent modules according to their relativeA 
. . 

, 
rehhililies in or& l o  mini~nice Ute uncerlainly in Lhe Iused aulput, 

. .  . The second primary class of fusiund algorithms, in oar view, are 
' , . .. those concerned with the adap tion of the coaseraints that a> given. . . - .  

3nformation processing module uses, rather than with reducing the 
uncertainty of the ou_tptlt of the module. The g a d  of a strongly 
.cvr~pled fusion mell~ot2 is Lo dter 111e constr8nis used by a module 

: ,based a n i n f o r m a ~ i o n f r c r m a n ~ d e ~ ~ ~ n d e n t  moduleitl s u d ~ a r y a y h ~  
. . 

, .to rnalre the constraints more v&d in a given envkmment . S trongy 
' coupled da,ta fusion involves alteration ,of either the image, formation 

. .'model: prior modd, or system model. 
* - 

- Recu~~ent: srsong coupling occurs when the  output of a given 

, 
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RwurreLt strong coupEng occurs when the .o<tput of a given ., ' 

module is fed back, through some path, to aBect. its own prior con- 
straints. Common examples of recurrent strong.coupling are to be , 

found in some K h a n  filter based fusional methods, &d in coupled ' 

Markov Random FieId based methods. In the ~&akurfiiter methods, 
the output of a mod& is used to  change its own model, while 
in 'the coupled MRF approaches tfie output of one module affects 

, . . ' 

f he prior model of another module, whose output .in turn affects. the 
pior model d the ori&d mbdule. 

: Early app~oaches to computer vision were a;lmr)ct mtirely con- 
cerned with the analysis of static images (i.e snapshots). It is dear, 
however, that the information processing systems of organisms or 
machines that move about and interact with their rvironment n e d  
to  be concerned wiCh the temporal properties of the~structures in the 
environment, W e  must therefore be aware of the temporal wpects 
of the environment when devel~ping data fnsim algorithms. Lz the 
Bayesian formulation of idormation processing the-$empord aspect 
of the environmen.2. is handled by specifying temporal cons tx~t s  on 
the con6guration of the world. We described a way (0 embed a gene- 
ralized b a n d h i t  constraint on word pasameters, a id how this-Ieads 
to an apthnaI Bayesian estimate of the world parameter. In general, 
temporal constraints on world parameters wiLI be more complex than 
the generalized bandlimit const~aints we talk, about, and computer 
vision researchers w ~ U  have to  &vole no small amount ,of effork in 
d e t e h j n g  suit able forms .for these. 

Faced with the prospect of not being able ka speciQ the right 
- , 

models or constraints for a given environment, we mnld like a, way 
; ' 

to ' l e e  these constraints. We presented a methodoldby for doing . 
this based on the use of cunriatency measures, o~~metarconstraints, ' 

I 

obtained from the outputs of independent sensory modules, to adapt . 
the prim constraints used by the modules in a way which m-es . 
the consistency measures. This results in a strongly coupled fusion 
algorithm, whereby the constraints of a, module aremodified based on . 
measures of the consistency between the outputs of multiple modules. : ' . ' .  
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, . - .  
The materid gresented in tkis t a t  sketches out a number of re* 

. ':sons,for why d&ta.f*ion methods are required. From these Teasons 
, , 

we can begin ,to- dbvelop a, gmerd theory nf data fusion. This theory 
. is based on tlte idea that the fundamental role of data fusion prates-, 

s'es is not to reduce uncertainty in parameter edimates, bat rather t b 

, . I ensure that the constraints that are used in the process of inverting 
the world-image mapping are sufficient and, most importantly, wasid. 

1 : ' The theory behind data fusion should, in this view, be mddy con- 
' ,caned with issues ~ d a t a d  to these constraints. These iseues indude 

* ' .that of properly modeling the wodd or environment, both spatially 
'. ' ' and t emparally, embedding of the' constraints in dgoritbmically effi- 

' . . cient ways, .deter&nation of eRective ways of computing the validity 
' : of constraints, and techniques for modifying constraints. 

. . 
It ig the sx~th@s hope b&ai this t a t  will muse some researders to 

begin bokkg a,t the data fusion problem in $erms of the,cofistrainti 
I , '  

. ; needed -to solva sensory informakion processing tasks, rather than 
. : : just as a method f6r reducing the effect3 of sen~ur noise. 
. . 
. . 
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